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Abstract. 

The number of children and young people receiving long term ventilation (LTV) care in the 

United Kingdom in their home settings has grown significantly (Wallis, Paton et al 2010:999).  

Due to the complexity, intensity and risk involved in this type of home care, many children and 

young people who are in receipt of LTV, receive nursing care support at home.  Despite the 

significant cost of these care packages, several authors have noted the low levels of satisfaction 

of families receiving such packages (Dybwik et al 2011, Fine-Goulden et al 2015, Kirk et al. 

2004). Conversely, little is known about what children, young people and their families find 

works for them in terms of coping with the complexities and care burden that LTV brings into the 

context of their daily lives.  This novel study sought to fill this significant gap in the current 

research base, through innovative adaptation and application of Antonovsky’s (1987) 

Salutogenic theory. Antonovsky’s three concepts of Comprehensibility, Manageability and 

Meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987) were adapted and used, along with arts-based methods to 

study children and young people’s LTV care.  

Firstly, data was collected by eight families completing a daily diary, scrapbook and memento 

box for one month, considering questions based around each of Antonovsky's three concepts. 

Secondly, families were then interviewed at home focusing on the approach.  Following on, a 

new and novel method of participatory play-based scenarios was developed and used for the 

first time in this study to gain the views of 26 participating children aged four to ten. Analysis 

was then undertaken utilising two different types of content analysis known as explorative and 

theory-based content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). This approach allowed flexibility and 

depth in the analysis process. 

This study identified three important themes. The first adapted from meaningfulness 

(Antonovsky 1987) was described as “the next big leap” and highlighted that for both the 

children and their families, meaningful personal or family aims were significant motivators for 

them to take on, and live with the issues, complexities, skills and care requirements impacted by 

a child with LTV needs. The second theme adapted from Comprehensibility (Antonovsky1987) 

was discussed as “a life of learning and adaption”. High level findings identified significant daily 

life and knowledge changes for the children and their families.  As the child developed, further 

complex adaption was required. The third theme was adapted from Manageability (Antonovsky 

1987) and was discussed as “working together to make life and LTV manageable”. It highlighted 

the need for consistent and flexible care, by staff who knew the child, young person and family 

well. Conversely, the professional support the children and their families experienced was 

planned around problems, had little or no teaching or case management support and varied 

greatly. The care and was frequently inflexible in terms of delivery of care. 
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It was the novel approaches adopted within this study, that helped produce new and important 

findings around what works for children and families in home-based LTV care. Importantly, this 

study also identified the differences between what children and their families want, and 

professionals aspire to provide. In a context of ongoing, unprecedented growth of LTV, and 

wide spread dissatisfaction with home care provision, both nationally and internationally, this 

study makes an important contribution.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction: The Emergence of the Study 

This study was written in a time of rapidly increasing numbers of children and young people 

being initiated on long-term ventilation, in the United Kingdom (UK), and the wider western 

world (Dybwik et al.2011, Lima et al.2015, Wallis, Paton et al 2010:999). Research had 

demonstrated the significant difficulties that children, young people and their families faced 

(Lima et al.2015, Mendes 2013, Noyes 2000). However, there was also reported widespread 

dissatisfaction being expressed by children, young people and their families in the care they 

were receiving (Dybwik et al 2011, Fine-Goulden et al 2015, Kirk et al 2004). This frustration 

was felt not just by the children and families but also the teams that supported them (Maddox 

and Pontin 2013). 

During this time, I was a Consultant Nurse for Children with Complex Needs and led two large 

care teams that increasingly had taken on supporting this group of children and young people. 

From this context and my professional experience, a research idea emerged which was to 

become this study. This idea focused around taking a very different approach that of 

Salutogenesis (Antonovsky 1987,1979) explored in Chapter Three as long-term ventilation 

(LTV) is a health need across all infants, children and young people. I will also use the term 

Children throughout to describe infants, children and young people up to the age of 19 years 

(the age limits for my study focus).  

As this research will be focused on exploring views, I firstly set the scene about my own 

influence on the research and will therefore start with explaining my position and how this 

research topic and questions emerged for me before going on to consider the specific context of 

LTV in Children and their families. As a Consultant Community Children’s Nurse, I work with 

Children and their families as they return home from hospital and resume their lives. The 

struggles they face are daunting but the ability of the Children and their families to adapt is 

inspiring. However, some cope much better than others. Community Children’s Nurses have the 

privilege of being involved in supporting Children and families through this journey. During the 

first ten years of my career as a Community Children’s Nurse (mostly working with Children with 

Type 1 diabetes), I focused on the traditional nursing approaches of assessing, treating, 

teaching, listening and supporting the child and their family. I became increasingly frustrated 

with the lack of impact from these approaches. In 1999, I was introduced for the first time to the 

theoretical model of salutogenesis (Antonovsky 1987,1979). The simple but paradigm changing 

approach of studying why people get well and adapt rather than why they get ill and struggle, 

turned my thinking on its head. My approach and practice changed as I developed my thinking 

through a Master of Science in Health Development thesis utilising this approach. I was also 

inspired by the impact of this change of focus in my clinical work. For me, it totally made sense 

because the children and families I saw get on and thrive were largely not motivated by avoiding 

complications but by mastering diabetes to lead the lives they wanted to lead. 
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Some years later, I moved into the field of complex care and long-term ventilation (LTV). Initially 

the complexity and risk involved in caring for this cohort of Children pushed me back into the 

comfort and certainty of traditional nursing approach. Problem-focused approaches were 

dominant in the intensive care treatment of this group of children and their families received 

prior to discharge. This problem focused approach then followed them out into the community 

and their day to day lives. Care rotated around risk mitigation and safety. As I became confident 

in the technical care of these Children and families and the literature supporting practice, I 

reflected back to salutogenesis; on further reading of the literature I realised the salutogenic 

approach (Antonovsky 1987,1979) appeared absent in Children’s LTV research. There was 

wide spread dissatisfaction expressed by families with the care they received; both in practice 

and the literature, and I started to consider whether an approach developed and adapted from 

the salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987,1979) could provide a more empowering and effective 

approach to providing care for this group of Children and their families. There appeared a clear 

gap in theory and practice. As I pondered on this, I became involved in research studies 

undertaken by Professor Jane Coad. The participatory Arts-based approaches utilised in these 

studies was inspirational and I began to ponder on using a participatory Arts-based approach in 

a study to consider the gaps, I saw both in Children’s LTV practice and research. My 

enthusiasm for returning to academia strengthened as an area for study, theoretical approach 

and participatory Arts-based methods came together. I went to see Professor Jane Coad and as 

we talked, I was inspired and knew that the time was right to embark on a PhD and following on 

I enrolled upon a part time PhD course at Coventry University. 

As my study developed the overall study aim evolved to: 

From the perspectives of Children and families what helped and enabled them to overcome the 

complexities that Long-Term Ventilation (LTV) brought into their lives.  

To explore this aim, two research questions were honed and developed through the Children 

LTV literature and exploration of the salutogenic theory as outlined below. 

1. What enables children and young people and their families to overcome the 

complexities that home long-term ventilation brings into their lives? 

2. Does the salutogenic theory offer a new theoretical approach to underpin 

conceptualisations of the care for children and young people living at home with long-

term ventilation support? 

The study questions and the innovative mix of participatory Arts-based approaches taken during 

this study led me to identify several exciting new and novel findings. To me, the most important 

of which was “the next big leap” adapted from Meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987). This theme 

identified the importance, to Children and their families, of regaining a focus on aims that were 

worth striving for them. This focus appeared to provide the motivation to start the parent’s (and 
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later the Child’s) adaption to LTV. The motivation from this focus upon personal meaningful 

aims gave them the drive and focus to make sense of their new situation. The next theme “a life 

of learning and adaption” adapted from comprehensibility (Antonovsky1987), encapsulated the 

process of acquiring skills and understanding to enable initially parents to adapt LTV, (and later 

children), within the context of their lives at home within their community, and importantly the 

context of the child’s stage of development. Working together to make life and LTV 

manageable, adapted from manageability (Antonovsky 1987) identified how the families (and 

later children) utilised support, both formal and informal to, resume their lives. This process 

appeared to repeat as the child developed or the context of the child or family’s life changed. 

This seemed to me to be an important process to observe and capture.  

When I related this initial observation to my own life, this resonated with my own personal drive 

to manage my dyslexia. I knew from the outset that this PhD would be the ultimate academic 

challenge and my deepest fear. But I knew this topic needed researching and would help me 

explore person-centred approaches, much needed if professionals are to support the growing 

needs of children and young people and their families with complex conditions. This drive to 

improve the care provided to, children and families living with LTV created in me the ability to 

overcome the significant challenges my dyslexia presented in the level of writing involved in 

undertaking this study. The third person writing style was chosen at the start of the study, this 

decision was made as I had been immersed in this style of writing since entering the nursing 

profession, making a change to the first person style was too difficult after 25 years of 

socialisation into a third person style (further complicated by the challenges of dyslexia).This 

decision on reflection, although pragmatic at the time, is a decision that I have moved on from 

and would reconsider in future studies. The third person style  will now be used in the thesis 

until Section 7.8. In recognition of the importance of the children’s voice in this study and to 

emphasise their contribution, I have also chosen to capitalise the words Child and Children from 

this point on. This leads me from my reflective introduction on to setting the scene about this 

group. 

 

1.1 Context of Children and Young People’s Long-Term Ventilation 

Ventilation is the term used to describe mechanical assistance of breathing in the presence of 

respiratory insufficiency (inadequate breathing to maintain health) or an absence of a drive or 

ability to breathe.  Long-term ventilation (LTV) is the term used when it has not been possible to 

discontinue (wean) ventilation.  In this scenario, the ventilation becomes a long-term 

requirement. The failure to wean off ventilation is defined as, 
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"any child when medically stable requiring a mechanical aid for breathing after an 

acknowledged failure to wean [off the ventilator], or slow wean, three months after institution of 

ventilation” (Jardine et al. 1998). 

This inability to manage effective breathing without ventilation necessitates the use of ventilation 

in everyday life for an extended period and in many cases for the rest of the Child’s lifespan.  

This dependence on ventilation can be just when the Child sleeps or for most or all of the 

twenty-four-hour period. 

The underpinning conditions and causes that can lead to a failure to wean and a need for LTV 

are varied and there are three main categories of Children who require this support.  The 

categorisations used are based upon anatomical systems: central nervous system; 

musculoskeletal; and respiratory system.  However, not all long-term ventilated Children are as 

dependant on long-term ventilation.  This level of dependency has a significant bearing on the 

day to day impact of long-term ventilation.  Interestingly, level of dependency has been 

described in different ways in the literature.  The term “life sustaining” is frequently used to 

determine the highest level of ventilation, but in cases of respiratory insufficiency this can be 

less clear, leading to different sublevels of dependence needing to be defined.  The approach 

taken in this study was to adopt the levels outlined in The National Framework for Children and 

Young People’s Continuing Care (2016).  These levels are: 

1. High - Can breathe unaided during the day but requires a ventilator for supportive 

ventilation.  The ventilation can be discontinued for up to 24 hours without clinical harm.  

2. Severe - Requires ventilation at night for very poor respiratory function; has respiratory 

drive and would survive accidental disconnection but would be unwell and may require 

hospital support.  

3. Priority - Has no respiratory drive when asleep or unconscious and requires ventilation, 

disconnection of which could be fatal (DH 2016:32-33).   

This study focused on level three (Priority) as this is the group of Children and families is where 

there is the most significant impact of the LTV. 

The numbers of children and young people receiving long-term ventilation care in the UK in their 

home settings has grown significantly from one in 1975 to 933 by 2010 (Wallis, Paton et al. 

2010:999).  Due to the complexity, intensity and risk involved in this type of home care, 

Children, and families receive nursing care support at home.  The levels of support identified in 

the literature (Margolan et al. 2004) varied from twenty-four hours a day, to a few nights per 

week, with trained healthcare support workers. Such care is referred to in this study as a care 

package.  Despite the significant cost of these care packages, a number of researchers have 

noted the low levels of satisfaction of families receiving such packages (Dybwik et al. 2011, 

Fine-Goulden et al. 2015, Kirk et al. 2004).   
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Unlike many health interventions, the growth of the numbers of children receiving (LTV) has 

been closely researched since its inception.  The studies indicated below have identified the 

significant increase in the numbers of Children receiving (LTV) at home.  

1975 – One Child (Robinson 1990 cited in Noyes 1999:441),   

1988 – 24 Children (Robinson 1990 cited in Noyes 1999:441). 

1998 – 141 Children (Jardine 1999).  

2010 – 933 Children (Wallis, Paton et al. 2010:999). 

It is worth noting that these surveys were all dependent on practitioners in Tertiary Hospitals 

completing questionnaires at the request of the research teams.  The weakness of this 

approach is normally with regard to response rates; however, the 2010 data achieved all but 

one UK centre completing the data collection. The increase in children living with LTV has been 

noted across the developed world (Dybwik et al. 2011, Lima et al. 2015).   There is some 

evidence from Canada that the numbers of Children receiving LTV is plateauing (McDougall et 

al. 2013).  Whether this trend is specific to Canada or more general is unknown.  Updating of 

the UK incidence study, at the time of writing, was due to be carried out in 2020. 

The dramatic rise in the numbers of LTV Children has had significant consequences for them 

and their families, the National Health Service, Education, Social Care and the wider statutory 

and voluntary sector.  The reasons for the increase in numbers are complex and broad.  Part of 

this change is related to Children surviving the initial critical times (such as immediately after 

birth) or the hours and days that follow a significant accident or illness.  Advances in intensive 

care treatment are at the forefront of this change.  Deaths on Paediatric Intensive Care Units 

(PICU) have decreased significantly in 2011 / 2013 when 96% of Children survived their 

intensive care stay.  Mortality during PICU stays has never been lower and stands at 3.7% 

(Picanet 2014).  Picanet data demonstrates a four percent a year growth in PICU admissions 

above the trend of an increasing birth rate in the UK. The report also identifies changes to ITU 

admission rates and, significantly for this study, a rising number of children with long-term 

complex needs (however the report acknowledges further research is required to evidence this).  

When considering the rising numbers of Children going home on long-term ventilation, it is 

important to consider wider societal changes involved.  Arguably, the biggest change has been 

the recognition that life can be happy even with extreme disability (Seear et al. 2016), marking a 

significant change of approach and upturn in the discharge of highly medically complex 

Children. 

However, ethical decision making, and professional and legal frameworks have not kept up with 

the rapid changes in the ability to sustain life (Youngblut et al. 1994).  Children, who have 

conditions where death in the first year of life was previously common, such as spinal muscular 
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atrophy (SMA) type one, are increasingly being ventilated despite many reservations about the 

ethical appropriateness of the use of LTV in such conditions.  This concern has centred on the 

on-going deterioration in muscle tone where children become increasingly locked in (i.e. unable 

to communicate through any means despite normal brain function) (Roper and Quinlivan 2010).  

Others have argued, however, that acceptable quality of life and improved physical health can 

be achieved with the use of LTV (Bach, Gupta, Reyna, Hon 2009). Medical advances in the 

treatment of SMA type one have occurred during the write up of this study and early trials of 

new treatment are leading professionals and parents to rethink their views, making this an area 

of constant debate (Finkel et al. 2016). 

Other changes have also been linked to the increasing numbers of Children with complex care 

needs at home, for example, there are now many more medicines, therapies, and portable 

technologies to support health care needs at home (Social Policy Research Unit 2003). These 

changes have enabled more Children with complex care needs to move from hospital to 

community environments.  The ability to keep Children’s chests clear from secretions that they 

cannot clear themselves is an example of this change.  Machines that can artificially generate a 

cough in a Child who has an absent or insufficient cough reflex have become widespread 

(Insufflation exsufflation machines) (Miske et al. 2004).  Vibrating physiotherapy vests have also 

been widely used to achieve intensive chest clearance on automated cycle’s (Miske 2004, 

Winfield NR, Barker NJ, Turner ER, Quin GL. 2014, Hull, Aniapravan, Chan 2012, Wang, 

Carsten, Rutkowski, 2010). Both technologies have become smaller and portable over the 

preceding ten years and are now increasingly common-place in home settings.  These 

treatments are improving Children’s quality and length of life and are of particular value to LTV 

Children. 

The expectation of home care is widespread amongst clinicians and the public.  The publicity 

afforded to new resources which have been made available to the National Health Service 

(NHS) has raised expectations of the level of care that can be provided, whilst not factoring in 

the increased costs of more complex treatments being required for longer.  This expectation 

sets a context for ever more complex care moving out into the community. A comprehensive 

literature review was therefore required to explore what is known about the issue’s that Children 

with LTV and their families face; and what makes these care packages more effective for 

Children and families.  

  

1.2   Identification of Participants 

To undertake this study, it required access to a group of Children with LTV and their families to 

offer them the opportunity to join the study. Although the cohort of LTV Children was growing 

nationally, the numbers are relatively low as outlined above. An additional complication was that 
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the reasons for initiation of ventilation are diverse. Long-term ventilated Children are commonly 

classified within three main groups which are based on the underpinning reason for their 

dependency on LTV; these groupings include conditions which impact upon the central nervous 

system, musculoskeletal system and respiratory system. 

To enable comparison across the participants, a group needed to be selected where there was 

similarity in their underpinning medical conditions. Three main areas of similarity were identified 

as important to inform the study questions. The first was that the Children’s level of ventilation 

was similar in terms of their dependence on ventilation. Level three (described in 1.1:3) was 

identified as the level of ventilation with the highest complexity and severity. The second area of 

similarity that was identified as important was that there were a significant number of 

tracheostomy ventilated Children within the group. A tracheostomy is an opening created at the 

front of the neck, so a tube can be inserted into the windpipe (trachea) to enable easier 

ventilation. Tracheostomy management is complex in young children, as the small single lumen 

tubes required for children of this age can easily block and require frequent suction of the tube 

too keep it clear. In addition, continual observation of the child to keep them safe is required. 

The complexity of this interface and its impact on care needs were considered important for this 

study. The final area of interest considered important, was that that group had a significant care 

package giving similarity of their experience of home life and care packages. 

Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome (CCHS) is the largest single group in the 

tracheostomy-ventilated Children in the central nervous system category of which approximately 

55 Children of which around 30 are tracheostomy ventilated. As such, this cohort of Children 

and their families had significant experience to potentially inform this study. CCHS is a genetic 

condition which affects the automatic control of breathing. This results in most CCHS children 

being unable to breath when asleep or unconscious. This necessitates life sustaining ventilation 

(level three ventilation) when the Child is asleep or unconscious. The condition also affects the 

Child’s ability to increase their rate of breathing during sleep, illness or sport. The condition can 

also affect other areas of the body requiring autonomic control such as the bowel and heart. A 

small group will also have learning difficulties; however, this is not a common feature in this 

group. 

Children with CCHS were identified as a priority group to approach as they are almost 

exclusively level three ventilated and are mostly, in the early years of life, tracheostomy 

ventilated. Although there is a spectrum of need present in this group, they have in general 

similar needs with few additional disabilities. This contrasts with the wider group of 

tracheostomy ventilated Children who often have a multitude of comorbidities and disabilities 

which create significant differences in their care needs. This group of Children also fit the 

criteria for children’s continuing care (Department of Health and Social Care 2016) so were 

highly likely to have a care package.  
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Congenital Central Hyperventilation Syndrome UK Support Group (CCHSUKSG) was 

approached, via their Chairwoman, to see if they would be interested in hearing more about this 

study. The group agreed and became the focus of the research and were instrumental in the 

success of this study. 

 

1.3    Overview of the Study 

The literature review (See Chapter Two), critically examined the applicability of the current 

research base to identify further areas of research required to gain insight into Children’s LTV. 

The literature identifies the devastating impact and restrictions of LTV on initially parents and as 

they grow older, the children themselves. The literature outlines vividly the life changing 

experiences families on diagnosis and through their prolonged hospital admission experience 

from witnessing an average 35 deaths on PICU (Briassoulis et al. 2004) to moving to a new 

house and having their privacy intruded upon by professionals for a significant part of the day 

and night. In many ways the literature reviewed was a close reflection of LTV practice and care 

with a focus on problems and adversity. However, a very small part of the literature identified 

some different aspects, those of hope and adaption. This review underpinning this study, 

therefore sets the scene critically to examine the applicability of the current research base, to 

identify further areas of research required to gain insight into these key areas. 

The theoretical approach chapter considers and critiques the formulation and development of 

the salutogenic theory. Salutogenesis, as an approach, moves research and practice from why 

people get ill, to how people stay well (Antonovsky 1979). Antonovsky’s conceptualisation of the 

sense of coherence (Antonovsky 1979, 1987) is explored and critiqued. Consideration is also 

given to the ways salutogenic theory has been used in research and its applicability to Children 

and qualitative research. Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory is considered as a potential way to 

reflect upon Children’s LTV anew. This change of focus is considered in the context of Children 

with LTV to explore its possible utility in this area. The chapter also explores and critiques the 

use of appreciative enquire and its theoretical fit with salutogenesis as a novel theoretical mix to 

add an aspect of visioning to the study. 

The methodological approach taken in this study (see Chapter Four) utilised a mix of 

participatory Arts-based approaches. As a researcher with a background in children’s nursing, 

the researcher was focused on gaining the child’s, along with the adult’s, perspective. An 

innovative Arts-based approach including a mix of diary, scrapbook and memory boxes followed 

up by interviews and focus groups, enabled a rich dialogue from parents, but largely failed to 

capture the Children’s voice which was so important to this study. A novel new approach was 

therefore developed. This new approach was developed from the technique of vignette. In 

traditional vignette research, participants comment on a written or videoed scenario. For this 
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study, a novel approach was developed where the Children, instead of commenting on 

scenarios based on the salutogenic theory and LTV from the outside, became actors within 

scenarios, through a new Arts-based approach developed for this study of participatory play-

based scenarios. By utilising this approach, interesting new data was collected that focused on 

the child’s perspective. Through the process of analysis, the Children’s data was considered 

against, and with the adult data, through an unusual approach of using two different approaches 

of content analysis, within one analytical framework. This approach utilised conventional and 

theoretical content analysis approaches. The use of two different content analysis approaches 

alongside child and parent derived data set enabled triangulation and in-depth analysis of the 

data. 

The findings in Chapter Five shed new light on how Children and their families adapt and live 

their lives with LTV. The methodological content analysis allowed a deeper depth and 

understanding of these findings and how they worked together. The findings are presented in 

the three conceptual areas of the salutogenic theory; comprehensibility, manageability and 

meaningfulness and identify important new findings in each of the three areas as explored in 

Chapter Seven. 

The discussion (See Chapter Six), critiques and explores these findings in-depth identifying the 

strengths and weakness of the approach and importantly the applicability of using salutogenic 

theory throughout the study.  Finally, Chapter Seven concludes the study with a consideration of 

the findings in relation to practice and goes on to consider the gaps and further research that 

could follow this study. 

Chapters are organised within numbered paragraphs to allow easy cross reference between 

sections to prevent repetition, whilst allowing cross referencing with other linked material. 

Diagrams are used throughout the study to link ideas in a pictorial manner, alongside 

photographs taken with permission during the data collection, to illustrate the creative methods 

of data collection utilised during this study. The appendix contains launch presentations and 

other material pertinent to consideration of the methodology. This final section is concluded with 

a draft nursing assessment developed in reference to the findings of this study to promote 

further interest and discussion around the adapting of the salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987) 

in research and practice in the field of Children’s long-term ventilation. 

This study arose out of a gap in knowledge around Children’s LTV community care provision, 

borne out of practical experience of working in this field. The unique approach taken in this 

study enabled a novel approach to be taken to an issue that was having significant impact on 

Children and families and the teams that cared for them. The findings were enlightening and 

have significant potential in moving forward future research and practice in this important and 

rapidly growing area. The following literature review will consider the existing evidence and 

gaps and areas for further exploration that underpinned this study.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review    

2.1. Introduction  

As set out in Chapter One, the numbers of children and young people (Children) receiving long-

term ventilation (LTV) in the UK in their home settings has grown significantly (Wallis, Paton et 

al. 2010:999).  Due to the complexity, intensity and risk involved in this type of home care, 

Children and families receive nursing care support at home.  The levels of support identified in 

the literature (Margolan et al. 2004) varied from 24 hours a day to a few nights per week with 

trained healthcare support workers. Such care is referred to in this study as a care package.  

Despite the significant cost of these care packages, a number of researchers have noted the 

low levels of satisfaction of families receiving such packages (Dybwik et al. 2011, Fine-Goulden 

et al. 2015, Kirk et al. 2004).  A systemised literature review was therefore required to explore 

what is known about the issues Children with LTV and the issues that their families face and 

what makes these care packages more effective for Children and families.  This review, 

therefore, will critically examine the applicability of the current research base to identify gaps 

and further areas of research required to gain insight into these key issues.  

 

2.2. The Review  

2.2.1 Determining the Need for a Review  

To understand current research in the area studied, an initial search of systematic review data 

bases was conducted to identify systematic reviews in the study’s area of interest.  Three data 

bases were checked - the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, The National Institute for 

Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) and the NIHR Health Technology Program.  However, no 

suitable reviews were identified from these databases. It was then decided that the best 

approach would be to conduct a literature review using a systemised approach, in order to best 

study the phenomenon (Grant and Booth 2009). 

 

2.2.2 Process of Review  

The literature review was led by the researcher, but as a systemised approach was chosen, 

quality mechanisms were set in place including drawing on the extensive expertise of the 

supervision team, a parent representative, and a clinical reference group.  The study questions 

were developed and tested by parent representatives and the final questions are set out below - 

1. Does the salutogenic theory offer a new theoretical approach to underpin 

conceptualisations of the care for children and young people (Children) living at home 

with long-term ventilation support? 
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2. What enables Children and families to overcome the complexities that home long-term 

ventilation brings into their lives? 

 

2.2.3 Developing Criteria  

From an initial review of the literature, it was evident that long-term ventilation (LTV) was the 

most prominent term used in studies covering this study’s areas of interest.  However, this term 

on its own did not capture the breadth of research pertinent to LTV Children.  ‘Technology 

dependant’ is a significant term used to describe Children dependant on long-term ventilation 

and other medical technologies.  This term is also not exclusive; technology dependant, 

medically fragile, complex care needs and chronic illness (Spratling 2015) are all titles used in 

the description of technology dependence.  To further focus the search, Spratling (2015) offers 

the following sub classification based on her review of technology dependence, “Technology 

dependent and complex care needs” (Spratling 2015).  Spratling identifies this group and 

differentiates them from those with “chronic illness, special health care needs, disabilities or the 

need for assistive devices” (Spratling 2015:648).  Further criteria were that the group “may or 

may not require medical technology” (Spratling 2015:648).  This approach was used in the 

exclusion criteria in the current review. 

To gain an understanding about this group the following search terms were developed to focus 

on the research data most closely aligned to this group. 

• Long-term ventilation and Children. 

• Technology dependant and Children. 

• Complex care and Children. 

A search was then undertaken of the UK and international evidence base over the last 20 years 

[1996-2016].  The review focused on Children’s long-term ventilation (LTV), technology 

dependence and complex care.  Seminal literature in this area was collected.  The Centre for 

Research Dissemination guidelines (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 2009) were used in 

an adapted form to guide the review.  The following exclusion criteria were developed. 

• Articles not in English. 

• Articles solely or mostly focused on young people or adults 19 plus (defined as 25% or 

less Children participants). 

• Articles over 20 years old. 

• Articles focused on hospital care. 

• Articles where ventilation was not a significant focus (defined as less than 25% of 

participants were long-term ventilated). 

• Articles that focus on the medical or technical aspects of ventilation at home. 

• Articles solely focused on the process of discharge from hospital. 
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This process was then used to identify potentially relevant evidence around LTV and 

stakeholder perspectives in LTV and the demographics of this group.  The review used 

electronic, bibliographic, database searching with subject headings and key words as well as 

hand searches of key journals along with using established public and personal networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 2.1 Databases Utilised in Systemised Review 

 

2.3 Long-term Ventilation Review Articles 

 Overview  

The initial search after reviewing abstracts produced – 

 

 

Databases searched. 

• Academic Search Complete Ebsco. 

• Allied and complementary medicine databases (AMED) Ebsco. 

• Applied social sciences index and abstracts (ASSIA) ProQuest Information 

and Learning Company. 1987 

• British Standards online British Standards Institution. 

• CINAHL Complete. 

• Cochrane Library. 

• Emerald Management. 

• Family Health Database.   2013 

• Health Management Database. 2013 

• Health and Medical Collection.   2013 

• Medline. 

• MyiLibrary. 

• National Library for Health. 

• OTseeker. 

• PEDro (The Physiotherapy Evidence Database). 

• ProQuest dissertations and theses: UK and Ireland. 

• ProQuest Nursing and Allied Health Source ProQuest Information and 

Learning Company. 

http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6143323800002011&indx=1&recIds=COV_ALMA6143323800002011&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6143323800002011&indx=1&recIds=COV_ALMA6143323800002011&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147760770002011&indx=2&recIds=COV_ALMA6147760770002011&recIdxs=1&elementId=1&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147760770002011&indx=2&recIds=COV_ALMA6147760770002011&recIdxs=1&elementId=1&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147758360002011&indx=3&recIds=COV_ALMA6147758360002011&recIdxs=2&elementId=2&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147758360002011&indx=3&recIds=COV_ALMA6147758360002011&recIdxs=2&elementId=2&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147758240002011&indx=4&recIds=COV_ALMA6147758240002011&recIdxs=3&elementId=3&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
http://locate.coventry.ac.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=COV_ALMA6147758240002011&indx=4&recIds=COV_ALMA6147758240002011&recIdxs=3&elementId=3&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&vid=COV_VU1&mode=Basic&srt=title&vl(32269694UI0)=usertag&tagsSearch=true&vl(1UI0)=exact&dscnt=0&vl(freeText0)=covhealth1data&dstmp=1499090889716
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Table 2.1 Breakdown of Abstracts by Abstract Area 

As indicated in this chapter, a systemised literature review was decided upon and undertaken to 

establish what was already known about this group of Children and possible gaps within the 

current knowledge base. A systematic process was designed to capture, explore and compare 

and contrast the current literature in reference to the research questions (Centre for Reviews 

and Dissemination 2009). The first level included the researcher reading each article and a 

process of critical reading and note taking was undertaken. Key concepts and areas of interest 

were noted with common and important issues being summarised on a grid. The grid was also 

used to identify themes of interest. Each theme was then carefully re-analysed to ensure it met 

the study overall aim and questions using the grid and are presented below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2 Included Studies per Abstract Area  

The second level of the review process then included the supervisory team and parent adviser 

checking that the extractions were fair and representative. They made suggestions which the 

researcher responded to with reflection and review of the studies to be included. 

The final stage involved the researcher re-visiting the extracted literature and synthesising the 

results together to ensure that a coherent account was the end result.  

In addition to the explanation, the process and outputs are demonstrated in diagrammatic 

format below (figure 2.1). 

Abstract area Number of abstracts 

Long-term ventilation and 
Children 23 

Complex care 33 

Technology dependant 45 

Total produced 101 

Abstract area Number of abstracts 

Long-term ventilation and 
Children 14 

Complex care 09  

Technology dependant 15 

Total for inclusion 38 
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Figure 2.1 Systemised Review Process    

2.4 Findings of the Long-Term Ventilation Systemised Review  

A total of 38 papers were drawn together.  Within these papers 14 were based on data from the 

UK, whilst 24 were from the USA, Canada, Australia, Sweden, Norway and one from Brazil. The 

majority of studies (21) adopted a qualitative approach.  Overall five studies were literature 

reviews and the remainder were stand-alone studies.  The dominance of non-United Kingdom 

studies does raise questions around transferability of this data, however due to the low 

incidence of LTV, to gain an in-depth overview of current knowledge this necessitated that a 

multi-national approach was taken.  During the review a careful focused approach was utilised 

to consider whether the wider contextual factors were significant, and this was highlighted when 

the data was used.  The greater proportion of qualitative studies was notable and possibly 

derived from the exclusion of hospital-based studies.  In deciding whether these exclusion 

criteria were trustworthy, reflection on the research questions was considered essential.  This 

reflection took place through the research diary and supervision.  It was concluded from this 

process that the studies selected to answer these particular research questions offered a 

trustworthy and representative collection of the available studies.  

From the literature review ten themes were identified:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 2.2 Themes Identified in Systemised Review 
Each of these themes will now be outlined and discussed.  

 

2.4.1 The Context of Diagnosis and Discharge  

The literature identified the time of diagnosis and discharge as particularly important to families. 

The breaking of the news that your Child is going to be dependent on a machine to live is a 

• The Context of Diagnosis and Discharge. 

• The Context of Life at Home. 

• Parental Experience of LTV at Home. 

• Parent or Nurse. 

• Experts by Experience. 

• Wider Effects of Long-Term Ventilation.  

• Boundaries and Bureaucracy. 

• The Experience of the Ventilated Child. 

• The Experience of Siblings. 

• The Positive Side of Long-Term Ventilation. 
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defining point for families.  There is evidence that the news is often not broken well (Lima et al. 

2015).  This event remains vivid to parents throughout their Child’s life.  There is some evidence 

that the way this news is broken, and the way subsequent significant news is shared affects 

future perceptions and interactions with professionals (Lima et al. 2015, Mendes 2013).  The 

time taken to discharge a Child with LTV averages 9.7 months based on the finding of 39 cases 

in one large specialist English Hospital (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003).  The long time spent in 

hospital (in particular PICU departments) can have significant detrimental effects on a Child.  

Parents have reported institutionalisation, loss of self-confidence, and behaviour issues (Noyes 

et al. 1999).  The PICU environment is reported by Children themselves to be an environment 

where death is often witnessed (Noyes 2000).  Based on the time of 14.7 months (the time 

taken to discharge in 1999 for Children ventilated by a tracheostomy), it has been calculated 

that Children spending all that time on PICU will see or be caught up in the emotionally charged 

events of 35 deaths.  The Children also witnessed 433 Children arriving and going home 

(Noyes 2000).  

A number of studies also noted that parents developed close friendships with other parents 

whilst their Child stayed on PICU. Whilst this brought benefits, the grief of friends and the mixed 

emotions of seeing Children and families they knew well going home, could cause trauma for 

them and worry about the psychological effect on their own Child.  The detrimental effect of 

prolonged stays on PICU has been recognised and some progress has been made in speeding 

up the discharge process.  The difference between these two cited estimations of time on PICU 

could show a quickening up of discharge and increasing use of transitional care units and high 

dependency units (HDU) to take a step down from the PICU environment (step down in a 

hospital environment is the process of supporting an LTV child on a HDU or ward prior to 

discharge to enable them to get used to lower support levels).  Such a conclusion needs to be 

treated with caution as these figures were collected using slightly different approaches.  For 

many Children and parents/families their PICU stay is prolonged and traumatising.  For most 

Children dependant on LTV, this is not their last visit to PICU with readmission rates for LTV 

Children in one English centre calculated at 1.7 per year (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003). 

The time in hospital instead of a time of preparation, planning and learning can be a time of 

negative experiences.  In one study, only one in nine families felt involved in the discharge 

process with many feeling like bed blockers (Evans 2014).  Studies have identified that bed 

availability in PICU is limited by medically stable LTV Children awaiting discharge (McDougall et 

al. 2013).  This has led to national initiatives to reduce perceived bed blocking including 

speeding up of the discharge of LTV Children.  The monitoring and need for beds created by 

these initiatives is apparent to parents and can make them feel unwanted. Some parents felt it 

was assumed by professionals that they would take on the highly complex care their Child 

required. Further, they felt this was not discussed openly, with the desire to discharge home 

being central to professionals (Kirk and Glendinning 2003).  
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There are many reasons that are cited in the literature as to why Children dependent on LTV 

are delayed in getting home (Noyes 2002).  The National Framework for Children’s Continuing 

Care (2016) sets a four-week time frame from referral to a funding decision for home care 

packages.  However, there are anecdotal accounts that few organisations achieve this 

timeframe. The recruitment and training of staff is complex and can take many months 

(Margolan et al. 2004).  The issues involved in terms of housing are often complex and time 

consuming, to resolve these issues will now be outlined and considered.  

There is no specific literature defining what space is required in a family home to accommodate 

the child’s care needs, equipment, and supplies.  Work undertaken in hospital design for single 

rooms indicates that a three-meter square room is needed to fit the adapted bed, carer, and 

space to provide care (NHS Estates 2008). The space to store consumables and equipment is 

significant and intrusive in the family home (Jardine et al. 1999). Many homes therefore are 

deemed unsuitable or require major adaptions. Availability of adapted (or adaptable) council 

housing is limited, and private rented homes lack the security for long-term care.  There is often 

a reluctance to allow adaptations of the property to take place or for local authorities to fund 

adaptations in the private rented sector (Wilson 2018).  For families owning their own home they 

may have to upsize both their home and the mortgage used to pay for it at a time when they 

may be on sick leave or one partner may have left work to care for the Child on PICU (Edwards 

et al. 2004).  However, it is not just a practical issue of moving or home modifications.  This is a 

time of the family home changing into a medicalised environment.  During this long process, 

hope has been identified in research as a tool parents of LTV Children use, to get them through 

these difficult times.  However, a seemingly indefinite process can make hope difficult to 

maintain (Wilson et al. 1998).  

Hospital is for many families, where all the teaching required to look after their Child took place.  

The taking on of the care of their Child with so much additional technology can be a daunting 

task for parents, requiring them to accept great responsibility and the daily possibility of their 

Child’s death (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003).  However, despite all the risks involved in ventilation at 

home, accidental death is rare with one UK centre identifying seven deaths out of 39 but none 

due to home care issues (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003).  The training of parents’ pre-discharge was 

variable from some parents reporting feeling competent, as well as confident, to deliver care, 

with others feeling unprepared when they got home (Coad 2013).  In the best examples, there 

were follow up visits at home, but for the majority there was no ongoing training, while they 

faced the complexities of adapting their learning which had taken place in PICU to the context of 

life at home (Lima et al. 2015, Wang and Barnard 2008:506). These two studies are from 

different health care systems but do seem to reflect the mixed experience reported in UK 

studies.  Other studies have reflected on the lack of psychosocial elements to training (Hewitt-

Taylor 2004, Kirk and Glendinning 2003), which may in part explain difficulties in adapting 
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training given in the clinical PICU environment to the very different ongoing and changing reality 

of life at home.   

The experiences from diagnosis and the complex agreements and arrangements required to 

leave PICU have been described as setting the scene for the ‘fight for home’.  Many families felt 

they had to fight to get their Child ventilated and this continued into getting home.  Fighting for a 

care package, housing, equipment, and benefits can become daily life.  This sense of the battle 

for home is a strong feature in the literature (Alexander et al. 1999, Dybwik et al. 2011, Noyes et 

al. 2002).  The feeling of having to fight, and a context of needing to get home, set a 

background for the high intensity issues and relationships which will continue out into the home 

and care package.  Some parents developed their approach to the fight with a persistent 

assertive approach being identified as most effective (Wilson et al. 1998).  Others, however, 

remained angry or frustrated with the process of getting home. 

There is evidence of reduced Quality of Life indicators in both Children and parents who live 

with LTV (Noyes 2006, Redouane et al. 2016).  The diagnosis and time pre-discharge is 

significant both as an event and how its experience contextualises life at home.  However, as 

LTV continues for many years at home, life experience at home will gradually take precedence 

in determining quality of life. 

 

2.4.2 The Context of Life at Home 

Research in the home environment has identified the environmental impact of LTV. The 

dependence of a Child on ventilation and the staff, equipment and supplies that are needed to 

support a ventilated Child at home has been described as transforming the home into a “mini 

hospital” (Kirk et al.2004).  All parents in one study noted the volume of equipment and how it 

took over and changed their home (Kirk et al. 2004).  Parents attempted to integrate or conceal 

equipment to normalise their home (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003) but the changing of the home 

space was compounded by the amount of time health care staff were present.  The presence of 

health staff has been linked to the loss of privacy, a life full of relative strangers and the opening 

of a family’s private space to observation and judgement (Fine-Goulden et al. 2015).  Parents 

have described this as turning their home into a “public place” (Kirk et al. 2004:460).  However, 

many families through negotiation and complex reorganisation managed to return this modified 

space back to a place that had personal meaning to them (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003). 

 

2.4.3 Parental Experience of Long-Term Ventilation at Home  

The literature has identified the scale of transformation LTV brings into a family’s home life. 

Once home, the reality of life at home rapidly becomes apparent.  The reality of how different 
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their Child and therefore their life is going to be becomes clear.  This period has been described 

by families as getting over the hump (Alexander et al. 2002) which describes the overwhelming 

change, challenges, and adjustments they must make in these early months at home.  The 

setting of a new reality involves the creating of schedules and routines of care, allowing little 

time for relaxed family life (Wilson et al. 1998).  The fight remains a significant theme in the 

literature with families fighting bureaucracy, resources and care provider-imposed limitations in 

terms of managing their Child’s care (Alexander et al. 2002, Dybwik et al. 2011, Whiting 2012).  

Interestingly this data comes from three different studies in three different countries.  There is 

evidence that there is an unfillable gap between parental expectations and what community 

providers can provide even with unlimited resources (Dybwik et al. 2011).  An unfillable gap 

appears to lead to conflictual relationships, poor relationships with local care providers and 

sometimes led to disengagement or depression in the family.  Studies have therefore shown 

reduced resourcefulness in families and increased markers for the risk of depression.  Mothers’ 

levels of depressive symptoms have been shown to reduce family functioning and were found to 

be double in mothers of LTV Children compared to the general population (Toly et al. 2012).  

Physical health indicators have also been found to have been affected.  This was exemplified in 

one Canadian study which identified 50% of parents of ventilated Children had chronic health 

conditions and 25% rated them as severe (Seear et al. 2016). 

The primary provider of the technological care Children require at home has been identified as 

mothers (Fernanda de Lima et al. 2015, Heaton et al. 2005) with just 8.35% of mothers in one 

study being in any type of employment compared to 21.30% of the fathers holding down a job.  

Fernanda de Lima et al. (2015) identified this trend as a disinterest in fathers being involved in 

care of the LTV Child.  (This study however was conducted in Brazil and could reflect gender 

and cultural beliefs).  Interestingly, UK studies provide evidence of more involvement of fathers 

in care, however, they do show males continuing their full-time work patterns. Mothers, however 

conversely often identified that they were unable to work. The main issue stopping them finding 

employment appeared to be the difficulty of finding a job which would be flexible enough to fit 

the complex care and supervision requirements their Child with LTV needed (Heaton et al. 

2005).  

Families with Children who have a dependence on LTV, have been observed as striving to 

achieve as much normality as possible to enable their Child to achieve the best they can.  When 

this was achieved, life started to make sense. However, the instability of many Children with 

LTV and complex needs meant that families continually had established routines destabilised.  

This instability unsettled or derailed their attempts to achieve a sense of normality for the Child 

and wider family (Alexander et al. 2002, Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003). 
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2.4.4 Parent or Nurse? 

Within the literature it is evident that the performance by parents of invasive care tasks normally 

carried out by nurses in acute settings can have significant ramifications for parents.  Parents 

moved from providing care and nurture to being the person carrying out an unpleasant or 

painful procedure.  This transfer of role, even for some of the day, made some parents question 

their whole contextualisation of parenting.  Parents wanted to be seen and defined as parents, 

not as clinical staff (Kirk et al. 2004).  The more complex and unstable the Child’s condition the 

more clinical tasks infringed on every parenting experience (Kirk et al. 2004).  This context 

meant that when parents performed a clinical procedure it had a different meaning from a nurse 

carrying out the same procedure.  As stated by Kirk et al (2004:462), “this process of 

transferring technical care has been described as so significant that it alters the meaning of 

parenting itself” thus, creating difficulty for parents in identifying their social identity (Wang and 

Barnard 2008:506). 

 

2.4.5   Experts by Experience  

In six of the studies reviewed parents saw themselves as experts in their Child’s care (Heaton et 

al. 2005, Kirk et al. 2004, Kirk and Glendinning 2002, Kirk and Glendinning 2003, Maddox and 

Pontin 2013, Mendes 2013). It has been identified that parents, due to this expertise, expected 

nurses and professional carers to acknowledge their skills and to respect their wishes (Mendes 

2013).  Research with health professionals offers some support to this finding with the 

identification of parental expertise honed by experience being considered and recognised by 

professionals as being greater than their own (Kirk et al. 2004, Kirk and Glendinning 2002).  

Parents valued this recognition, but when this expertise was challenged or ignored, there was a 

high risk of a conflictual relationship developing (Kirk and Glendinning 2002).  Parents felt a key 

nursing role is to support the strategies parents use (Kirk et al. 2004).  Research has reported 

that the parent’s personalisation of accepted practice had in some cases moved away from 

conventional norms (Maddox and Pontin 2013) making professional challenge more likely.  

Where these disagreements were present, trust was likely to be undermined affecting the 

relationships between the parent and care or professional team (Maddox and Pontin 2013).  

Conversely, trust and openness about professional skills deficits, and positive feedback on the 

care of their Child, enhanced relationships (Kirk and Glendinning 2003).  The need to remain in 

charge of care continued back into the acute hospital when the Children were readmitted.  

Parents felt that their Child’s complex care was provided better by themselves, due to a lack of 

skills and understanding of the child’s care regimen by ward staff and inadequate staff cover 

(Heaton et al. 2005). 
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2.4.6   Wider Effects of Long-Term Ventilation  

The literature has also identified wider detrimental effects of LTV. The demands in terms of time 

required to look after LTV Children has been studied in detail by Heaton (2005:448).  Heaton 

(2005) identified not only that extensive time was required to deliver the care but also that the 

nature and timing of this care resulted in “difficulties for families, limiting their inclusion in school, 

work and social life in general” (Heaton 2005:448). Another study identified that social isolation 

can be compounded by people’s reactions to complex medical technology and procedures and 

lead to frustration and a feeling of being outside society (Toly et al. 2014).  In a study of 

technological care (Kirk et al. 2004) found that the continual and ongoing process of care going 

on in the home, with high levels of professional support in the presence of friends and relatives 

could medicalise relationships and alarm friends and relatives, leading to changes within the 

social relationships of the family. Studies have identified a gradual reduction of family and 

friendship group support in families with a Child who requires complex technological support 

(Kirk et al. 2004).  Similarly, Edwards et al. (2004) has described the profound isolation 

experienced by Children with LTV (Edwards et al. 2004) (however caution needs to be taken 

with this finding as it was undertaken in an American rather than UK cultural environment).  One 

study noted that whilst increasing nursing support might increase ‘contact’ between families, 

Children and the outside world, it did not tend to fill the gap in a meaningful way and could have 

unintended additional complexities (O’Brien 2002).  For example, greater levels of home care 

nursing have been linked with declining normalisation scores of parents, defined in (Toly et al. 

2012) paper as the incorporation of a complex condition into day to day life created isolation. 

This isolation was felt most by mothers who did not work (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003). 

 

2.4.7 Boundaries and Bureaucracy  

Within a number of the studies explored it was clear that the ability of parents to take control of 

their Child’s condition and their family lives was often hampered by bureaucracy and rules of 

health providers supporting them at home (Dybwik et al. 201).  This has been described as 

“threatening parenthood” by Lindahl and Lindblad (2013:495).  Parents were extremely 

concerned by a lack of involvement in the care staff recruitment process since it was possible 

that without their input, carers could be recruited who did not fit the family’s views or values 

(Lindahl and Lindblad 2013). Indeed, in the study by Kirk et al. (2004) it was identified by 

parents that it was important for care staff to demonstrate genuine affection for their Child.  

Conversely, it is often acknowledged that care provider boundaries are created to prevent 

professional carers becoming over involved with individual Children.  

A further aspect of this theme is reflected in studies by Lindahl and Lindblad (2011) and Kirk 

and Glendinning (2003) who have identified that the medicalisation of care can infringe on 
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family life, and the importance of adapting hospital care routines to the home environment. 

Health care professional’s visits were not adapted to daily life, often excluding the Child from 

activities they wanted to take part in. The lack of coordination between professionals 

compounded this leading to parents often having to take a lead in the coordination of 

professional care provision. The structure of home care providers has been described as 

“seldom designed to achieve what children wanted” (Lindahl and Lindblad 2011:250).  In a 

study by Kirk and Glendinning (2003) the complexity of community services, overlapping roles 

of professionals and a lack of clarity around responsibilities led to confusion and a sense of 

being overwhelmed by professionals.  Clear responsibilities and a single lead professional 

helped clarify and coordinate professional support and was considered as positive by parents 

(Kirk and Glendinning 2003). 

 

2.4.8 The Experience of the Ventilated Child  

A re-occurring theme across the studies highlighted that the experience of Children who require 

LTV is significantly more positive than their parents.  In one Canadian study the adverse effects 

of home LTV were scored as mild by Children but moderate by parents (Seear et al. 2016).  

However, health related quality of life scores among LTV Children have been found to be 

significantly lower than comparator groups of school Children and Children with complex needs 

(Noyes 2006). Noyes (2006) examined Child and Parent derived quality of life scores and 

identified a crossover except in her category of “disease and relationships with friends” where 

the parents scored lower than the Child. More recent studies have found similar quality of life 

scores, but have only focused on parental perceptions of a Child’s quality of life (Redouane et 

al. 2016), which, in the context of Noyes (2006) study needs to be treated with some caution. 

As discussed earlier, (Sudbury and Noyes 1999) time spent on PICU can be traumatising and 

research with Children who had been long-term hospitalised, described issues of bonding with 

parents and care teams due to parental absence or limited uninterrupted time with parents. In 

terms of nurses, the number of nurses encountered, and the efficient performance of nursing 

care, regimens did not facilitate meaningful relationships with Children (Noyes 2000).  Another 

barrier related to meaningful relations with Children pertained to communication. 

Communication issues enforce dependency, stifling a Child’s attempts to let their views be 

known. This issue was not focused on in hospital leaving Children feeling isolated and unable to 

interact with staff.  Overzealous health and safety restrictions was noted to restrict Children’s 

freedoms and an absence of meaningful education and rehabilitation activities were apparent 

and had far reaching effects on Children which were evident long after discharge (Noyes 2000). 

One notable criticism is that little research has been undertaken to establish the voices of long-

term ventilated Children within the context of their daily lives at home.  One American study 
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(Sarvey 2008) took a phenomenological approach and sought the first-person experience of 

Children at home.  The study identified Children’s experiences of living with ventilation.  The 

“other” described the continual presence of a skilled care giver who was primarily a mother or a 

nurse and the “mechanical other” care giver was the ventilator which most of the Children were 

positive about as it made them feel better.  However, the Children identified that they were 

never alone - they were always with the mechanical, and normally the human other (Sarvey 

2008).  

Some Children noted the freedom they could experience if in the care of experienced others on 

a camp for ventilated Children or other experiential settings (Sarvey 2008).  However, in another 

study, some Children were noted as not wanting to go on another weekend in a school setting 

as they would feel different to their school peers (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003).  Children noted and 

were distressed by the reactions of others; particularly other Children.  Some developed ways to 

respond, others struggled more (Sarvey 2008).  Restrictions of care were significant and a can-

do approach of doing it differently was valued.  The need to be normal like other Children was 

strong, sometimes resulting in resentment of siblings and an overwhelming desire to normalise 

care (Sarvey 2008).  

 

2.4.9   The Experience of Siblings  

Not surprisingly, given the context of LTV described above, siblings have also been identified as 

having significant difficulties in adapting to the medicalisation of home life.  A number of studies 

have detailed how protracted discharge processes resulted in siblings being apart from at least 

one parent for significant periods of time.  In addition, the workload involved in LTV care results 

in siblings becoming involved in significant amounts of family support including housework, 

laundry, and preparing meals.  Care often included caring for other siblings and for older 

siblings that included getting them to school, or social activities.  Care for many Children 

included caring at some level for the Child with LTV.  In one study (Heaton et al. 2005) it was 

found that an older sibling provided respite when the parents were away.  The consequences of 

providing this care included reduced attendance and academic performance at school or 

college.  Siblings were also exposed to the stressful environment of complex technological care 

created in the home environment (Heaton et al. 2005).  Tension exhibited between parents 

could be difficult, distressing and personal space was frequently infringed.  The unpredictability 

of life due to the instability of the effected Child, therefore, had a significant effect on siblings 

(Heaton et al. 2005). 

This pressure has raised concerns around the effect on sibling relationships. One Brazilian 

study noted a parent’s distress where a sibling told her he didn’t like his brother anymore 

(Fernanda de Lima et al. 2015).  A Canadian study supported this finding by identifying parental 
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concern about the resentment of siblings (Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003).  Studies conducted directly 

with siblings however, have noted siblings being ambivalent about their life situation (Lindahl 

and Lindblad 2011). There is some support for siblings, both in local authorities and children’s 

hospices, with many UK children’s hospices having developed support programs for siblings 

(Dempster, Cooper, Petty 2011). Local authorities and community charities for example have 

developed young carer activities which have been identified as helpful by siblings (Lindahl 

and Lindblad 2011).  Care staff training around siblings and the issues they face has also been 

identified as a potentially helpful strategy (Hewitt-Taylor 2004). 

 

2.4.10   The Positive Aspects of Long-Term Ventilation  

The burden and complexity of long-term ventilation (LTV) however, is only part of the picture 

identified in the literature.  Living with a Child dependent on long-term ventilation is described as 

“daily living with distress and enrichment” (Carnevale et al. 2006).  To conceptualise life with a 

child with a ventilator as entirely negative was challenged in a small number of studies.  Parents 

have reported having a good quality of life.  There is pride and joy on their Child’s achievements 

(Trowbridge and Mische-Lawson 2014).  The drive to achieve the best for their Child is 

immense and has been described as “absolute involvement” (Wilson et al. 1998).  The positive 

side of the LTV experience for parents has also been linked with parents noting personal 

growth, identifying that they feel they are better people with a can-do attitude, more empathy 

and more personal resilience (Wang and Barnard 2008:506).  Children who are LTV have 

reported feeling better and more able to do things they want to do (Sarvey 2008).   However, 

this positive story comes at a cost which the LTV literature is mostly focused upon.  This deficit 

focus has been described as overwhelming and leading to an incomplete picture (Trowbridge 

and Mische-Lawson 2014).  However, this conclusion was based on a purely quantitative review 

of the literature.  The qualitative body of research does identify positives, as explored above, but 

this review has identified this research to be limited and lacking in breadth in this area.  

The next chapter will explore salutogenesis and the salutogenic model’s approach to health, to 

determine if a different approach could be used to refocus research with Children with LTV and 

their families (and to strengthen the knowledge base in this area of study).  The literature review 

described above found no studies fitting the inclusion criteria for this study that have focused on 

salutogenesis or the salutogenic model.  
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2.5 Conclusion 

The literature review overall highlighted that the use of LTV in Children is growing rapidly (1.1). 

There is evidence that the consequences of this highly complex type of care on Children and 

families is immense.  Quantitative and qualitative studies have identified and explored these 

issues in depth. However, there is very little published around how to make services more 

effective for this group of Children and their families. Moreover, the incidence of LTV in Children 

is growing rapidly (1.1); without urgent action families, Children and services face being 

overwhelmed by the complexity and need created by LTV.  

There is an interesting area identified (but not generally focused upon), around how Children 

and families get on and thrive despite the complex issues that they are faced with and what 

helps them to do this. This area is seldomly considered in the LTV literature. This gap is 

important to understand given the low levels of satisfaction reported by families around 

packages of home care (Dybwik et al 2011, Fine-Goulden et al 2015, Kirk et al. 2004). 

Rectifying problems identified in the literature, although helpful, is in the light of the limited data 

around the positive experiences of Children and families despite LTV, unlikely on its own to 

improve reported satisfaction of families. What may be required is a different approach 

altogether. A change of focus onto what Children and families consider important is urgently 

needed by Children, families and services alike. The study presented in this thesis will therefore 

aim to refocus the debate on precisely this area.  
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Chapter 3. Underpinning Theoretical Frameworks  

3.1 Introduction  

As identified in the proceeding systemised literature review, a significant gap in the 

understanding around the role of positive adaption of children, young people (Children) and 

their families to LTV at home is apparent in the current literature. This chapter explores the 

potential of the writings of Aaron Antonovsky (1979, 1987) and his concept of ‘The Salutogenic 

Theory’ to adapt for a study in this area. This is believed to be unique. As a result, it is thus 

pertinent to thoroughly explore the origins of his work using Antonovsky’s original and now 

seminal literature on salutogenesis to underpin and critique this approach. The chapter will 

therefore commence with a theoretical review and critique of Antonovsky’s two books and the 

wider writings that have emerged around Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1979, 

1987). The chapter will then explore in depth, the applicability of this approach within this study 

by progressing on to systemised review and critique of qualitative salutogenic approaches in 

research studies focused on Children and their families. 

 

3.2 The Beginnings of Salutogenesis  

Aaron Antonovsky was a medical sociologist/anthropologist who had an interest in stress 

theory.  Whilst undertaking research into women’s adaption to the menopause in different ethnic 

groups of women living in Israel in 1970, he made a discovery that led to the creation of 

salutogenesis and the salutogenic theory.  A group in the study was made up of European 

women who would have been 16-25 years of age at the start of World War Two.  One of the 

questions asked of the group was “were you in a concentration camp?”.  Of the group who 

answered yes more than a few women among the concentration camp survivors were deemed 

to be well adapted “no matter how adaption was measured” (Antonovsky 1979).  Despite going 

through the most unimaginable horror of the camp and being displaced from their home 

countries, as well as relocating to a new Israeli state and going through two further wars, these 

women were healthy, happy, had Children and were in good community and friendship groups 

(Antonovsky 1979).  This finding fascinated Antonovsky who then went on to consider “The 

Origins of Health” (Antonovsky 1979).  

 

3.3 Health, Stress, and Coping: Antonovsky 1979  

Health, Stress, and Coping was Antonovsky’s first seminal piece of work on salutogenesis, 

published in 1979.  This book describes the concept of salutogenesis, which is described as the 

study of the origins of health and what enables people to be well (Antonovsky 1979). The word 

salutogenesis was formulated by Antonovsky from two Greek words genesis-origin and salute-
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health (Antonovsky 1979:vii).  Whilst a more positive approach to human health was not new or 

unique (as there are traces of this approach noted back to Aristotle), (see Mittelmark et al. Eds. 

2017), what was new was a complete concept that acknowledged the ever-present threat from 

stressors, but approached the problem from a different direction to the dominant pathogenic 

approach (Mittelmark et al. Eds. 2017).  Instead of a focus on what makes people ill, the focus 

for Antonovsky was on what makes people well. 

Antonovsky did not see people as well or ill.  He saw health as a dynamic process “along a 

healthy/dis-ease continuum” (Antonovsky 1996:14), along which people move during their lives.  

Antonovsky had explored numerous health data which he claimed supported his view that a 

third of the United States of America’s population (or more) were ill at any given time. Therefore, 

he argued that the pathogenic approach of a simple split of well and ill, does not work when 

such a large part of the population is sick at any given time. Antonovsky argued that decline into 

illness is inevitable and trying to study individual causes for illness or disease could never cover 

the vast complexity and interplay of illness.  The issues which needed studying from 

Antonovsky’s perspective were those factors that cause health rather than those which cause 

specific diseases (Antonovsky 1979:16).  Antonovsky also noted that the public’s perceptions of 

how healthy they were, was not in line with the pathogenic approach (with 87% of participants 

responding to the National Health Interview Survey) (1973, cited in Antonovsky 1979:34), rating 

themselves in good or excellent health.  This paradox interested Antonovsky (despite 

acknowledging the weakness of this type of survey) and added to Antonovsky’s evidence that a 

different approach was required. 

Salutogenesis has been described as a unifier of this type of, health rather than illness, focused 

approach into a single classification, Antonovsky wanted to move beyond the healthy/sick 

debate but still used (although hyphenated) the word dis-ease to describe the low health side of 

the continuum.  Some have argued that a different term such as quality of life would have 

differentiated salutogenesis better (Strumpfer 1995 cited in Bonmatí-Tomás 2016:3).  The use 

of a pathogenically related word (dis-ease), even hyphenated, has encouraged some to locate 

Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1979, 1987) as the opposite of pathogenesis 

(Mittelmark et al. Eds. 2017).  Antonovsky, however, viewed salutogenesis as a different 

concept rather than an opposite pole. Further, Antonovsky’s description of health, as a 

continuum with an emphasis on the positive pole, has led some advocates of the positive health 

approach to health to link the sense of coherence (SOC) to the theories of positive health 

(Mittelmark et al. Eds. 2017). Conversely, Antonovsky disputed salutogenesis being clearly 

located as a positive health approach, as in isolation positive health lacks the dynamic 

reference to the stresses present in life which is a key component of salutogenesis (Mittelmark 

et al. Eds. 2017:36). The following table compares the pathogenic and salutogenic approaches; 
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Table 3.1   Perspectives on Health (Becker et al 2010:32) 

 

From the pathogenic perspective, Antonovsky’s approach could be critiqued as non-scientific, 

as it originates from theoretical and qualitative research rather than double-blind research trials.  

The focus in the pathogenic approach, however, is reductionist.  The search is for the answer to 

a hypothesis and the aim is to find a concrete outcome, such as a course of illness or a cure or 

treatment for a particular disease.  In salutogenesis, the focus is not on illness, but focuses on 

the story of the whole person and an effort to move all people towards the positive end of the 

Pathogenesis. Salutogenesis. 

Start Point = Disease or Problem. Start Point = Health Potential.  

About avoiding problems and its causes.  
About approaching potential and its 
causes.  

Works to eliminate risk factors.  Works to create health (salutary) factors.  

Reactive - react to signs, symptoms, and 
indications of disease.  

Proactive - create conditions of physical, 
mental, and social well-being.  

Disease or infirmity is an anomaly. Humans flawed and subject to entropy.  

Idealistic perspective - treat disease.  Realistic perspective - go get health.  

Focus is to prevent pain or loss.  Focus is to promote gains or growth. 

Prepares or helps prepare one to live.  
Enhance capacities and potential so can 
live fully.  

Wants to help avoid or prevent a person from 
being pushed backward.  

Wants to help or enhance a person’s 
ability to move forward.  

Against Disease and infirmity.  For Health.  

For those who need healing cures. For those who want better health.  

Primary focus - Prevention of negative health.  
Primary focus - Promotion of positive 
health.  

Secondary benefit - Health Promotion. 
Secondary benefit - Prevention of 
disease and infirmity.  

Outcome - absence of problem.  Outcome - presence of a gain.  

Keep from making situation worse.  Continuous Improvement.  

Minimisation of problems.  Optimisation of potential. 
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health continuum.  In pathogenic terms, such a goal is too wide and therefore is not measurable 

(which could be viewed in pathogenic terms as unscientific). 

Salutogenesis presents an orientation towards looking for what makes people well and enables 

them to overcome adversity.  This coupled with a belief of a continuum of health between ease 

and dis-ease is the approach of salutogenesis, which involves looking for health assets or ways 

to help a person move positively on the health continuum.  Antonovsky credits a large number 

of theories around stress and coping in enabling him to develop the idea of salutogenesis.  

Salutogenesis is commonly considered as a classification of these types of approaches and is 

depicted below:  

 

Figure 3.1     Salutogenesis an Assets Approach Reproduced in Mittelmark (2017) 

 

3.4 Salutogenic Theory  

Antonovsky (1979) developed the salutogenic theory as his answer to the question posed by 

salutogenesis (what the origins of health are?).  Within this theory, he described some of his 

previous research into the way people cope with stress as an element of salutogenesis (An 

example of this was the idea of generalised resistance resources). Antonovsky also described 

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages where 
material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The unabridged version 
of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University
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his new concept of the sense of coherence (SOC) which will be explored further below. This 

section will explore how the existing elements of salutogenesis and the SOC came together in 

Health, Stress and Coping (Antonovsky 1979) to create the new theoretical framework of the 

salutogenic theory.  

 

3.5 General Resistance Resources  

In looking for health assets which move a person towards the “ease” end of the health 

continuum or at least maintains them on their current location, Antonovsky’s work on stress led 

to the creation of the idea of generalised resistance resources (GRR).  A GRR according to 

Antonovsky is “any characteristic in the person, the group or the environment that can facilitate 

effective tension management” (Antonovsky 1979:99).  These resources and the extent that 

they are available to a person, (if the person has the ability to select and use them effectively), 

will move them along the health continuum towards the ease end.  A GRR can be physical, 

biochemical, artificial, cognitive, emotional, a value, interpersonal or microsocial (Antonovsky 

1979:103).  Antonovsky theorised that a GRR worked by making sense out of the continual 

onslaught of stressors, which was different to the pathogenic view which contends that 

stressors affect the body and make a person ill.  Antonovsky conversely theorised that stressors 

can be negative and positive.  What mattered was how they were perceived and how able a 

person was to muster a GRR or a number of GRR to stop or make sense of the stressor. 

 

3.6 The Sense of Coherence  

The sense of coherence (SOC) was to Antonovsky the core of salutogenic theory.  The ability to 

effectively use GRR to move positively on the continuum, Antonovsky believed, comes from an 

innate SOC.  The SOC is theorised as coming from a loop where positive feedback comes from 

successful use and accumulations of GRR which in turn lead to an on-going belief that when 

affected by a stressor, things will work out as well as could be expected.  This belief then makes 

even complex new situations or stressors seem understandable or at least possible to 

overcome.  This to Antonovsky explained the remarkable resilience of the twenty-nine women 

identified in his 1971 study. 

The SOC in Health, Stress, and Coping (Antonovsky 1979) was defined by Antonovsky for the 

first time as a “global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive, 

enduring, though dynamic feeling of confidence, that one’s internal and external environments 
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are predictable and that things will work out “as well as can be reasonably be expected” 

(Antonovsky 1979:123).1 

Whilst inviting others to critique, for Antonovsky the SOC provided the single central answer to 

the question “what causes health”.  This clear direction in his writings (including the last before 

his death, Antonovsky 1996) set the focus of research into the salutogenic theory on the effect 

of SOC rather than its conceptual existence.  This has led to little challenge or critique of 

Antonovsky’s belief that the SOC is the answer to the salutogenic question of what causes 

health (Mittelmark et al. Eds. 2017). 

 

3.7 Contextualising Salutogenesis, the Salutogenic Model and the Sense of 
Coherence 

The terms salutogenesis and sense of coherence (SOC) have become undifferentiated in much 

of the literature. Salutogenesis is the approach of investigating the causes of health, the health 

continuum, and a view that movement along the continuum is determined by the successful use 

of health assets.  The salutogenic model is Antonovsky’s answer to the salutogenesis quest to 

find what causes health.  In the salutogenic theory assets are “generalised resistance 

resources” (GRR) and the way they are made available and used effectively by a person is 

related to their SOC. 

 

3.8 Unravelling the Mystery of Health, Aran Antonovsky 1987 

Antonovsky undertook qualitative research to further develop the salutogenic theory.  The 

revised theory was expanded upon and published in ‘Unravelling the Mystery of Health’ 

(Antonovsky 1987). To develop the theory, Antonovsky (1987) undertook unstructured 

interviews with 51 people described as having undergone severe trauma, ranging from being in 

a concentration camp to severe disability.  All of them were thought to be functioning 

remarkably well by the referring person.   

The age range of the participants was between twenty-one and ninety-one and this group also 

included four young people. Thirty respondents were men and 21 were women. The 

participant’s country of origin included 12 from Israel, 19 from European countries and 20 from 

North African and the Middle Eastern countries. There was a mix of family status and 

occupations ranged from unemployed to senior official/professionals.  Fifteen were from the 

highest economic groups (but this may come from the bias of the referees, a point which is 

                                                           
1 Within this definition for the first time two of the conceptual areas of comprehensibility and manageability which were to 
become clearly articulated central conceptual components in the final version of Salutogenic theory published in 
Unravelling the Mystery of Health (1979) were identifiable. 
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acknowledged by Antonovsky, 1987:65).  The interview was very loosely structured with only 

one question being asked, “Tell me about your life?”, (Antonovsky 1987:65) making for an 

explorative qualitative research approach.  The respondents were interviewed in their own 

homes, helping to gain relaxed respondents.  All interviews were written up verbatim after the 

interview.  Considering most of these interviews went on for one hour this does pose some 

questions of trustworthiness.  For example, Antonovsky could have had clearer recollection of 

the interviews that fitted his hypothesis as they would be more memorable.  

From this research, the two main concepts of the SOC (coherence and manageability), 

identified in the original definition in Health, Stress, and Coping (Antonovsky 1979) were added 

to by a third concept “meaningfulness” (which had only been mentioned in passing in Health, 

Stress, and Coping, Antonovsky, 1979).  Meaningfulness thereafter became seen as one of the 

three central components of the SOC.  The expanded and final underpinning concepts of the 

SOC were therefore:   

Comprehensibility: – A person with a high SOC sees confronting stimuli as making sense, in 

that they will be expected or if unexpected, they will be ordered or explicable.  This includes 

undesirable stimuli such as death of a loved one or war (Antonovsky 1987:16-17).   . 

Manageability: – “the extent to which one perceives that the resources at one’s disposal are 

adequate to meet the demands posed by the stimuli that bombard one” (Antonovsky 1987:17).  

This may include resources of the family, friends, or spiritual resources. 

Meaningfulness: – A person with a strong SOC spoke of areas of their life that were important 

to them, that they were very much cared about and that made sense to them.  Antonovsky saw 

meaningfulness as the motivational component.  This component also includes the significance 

of being involved in decisions.  In addition, it encompassed the emotional component with a link 

to “life making sense emotionally” (Antonovsky 1987:18).  

Antonovsky  (1987) pulled these three concepts together into an updated definition of the SOC  

- “The SOC is a global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive, 

enduring though dynamic feeling of confidence that (1) the stimuli deriving from one’s internal 

and external  environments in the course of living are structured, predictable and explicable; (2) 

the resources are available to one to meet the demands posed by those stimuli; (3) those 

demands are challenges, worthy of investment and engagement”. (Antonovsky 1987:19).  All 

component parts are closely intertwined but Antonovsky did speculate that people would have 

different combinations of each of the three components. Antonovsky identifies these different 

possibilities and speculates on the long-term outcome on the sense of coherence (see table 

3.2). 

Antonovsky (1987:21) went on to note “the three components of the SOC, though all necessary 

are, of unequal centrality.  The motivational component of meaningfulness seems most crucial” 
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(Antonovsky 1987:22).  The importance of meaningfulness was identified in triggering change 

“which leads one to seek to order the world and to transform resources from potential to 

actuality” (Antonovsky 1990:79).  Despite the addition of meaningfulness however, and his 

growing sense of its importance to the SOC, Antonovsky maintained the written ordering of the 

component part of the SOC as comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness. 

The linkage between these three components in terms of SOC is summarised in the following 

table, which identifies the importance of meaningfulness in maintaining or increasing a person’s 

SOC. 

The following table (3.2) considers all the possible combinations of Antonovsky’s three concepts when 

scored using the SOC questionnaire (described in 1.7) consider how they work together and the 

overall predicted outcome. 

  

Table 3.2 Dynamic Interrelatedness of the Sense of Coherence Components 
Antonovsky (1987)  

 

3.9 Development and Sense of Coherence  

Antonovsky (1987) theorised that the development of a person’s SOC start from birth with the 

environmental, social, and psychological factors that the baby, infant, child and adolescent 

TYPE Comprehensibility Manageability Meaningfulness Prediction 

1 High High High Stable 

2 Low High High Rare 

3 High Low High Pressure to move up 

4 Low Low High Pressure to move up 

5 High High Low 
Pressure to move 

down 

6 High Low Low 
Pressure to move 

down 

7 Low High Low Rare 

8 Low Low Low Stable 
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experience.  These factors will shape their SOC. Antonovsky went on to consider how each of 

his three concepts would develop through childhood and adolescence which is summarised 

below. 

Comprehensibility develops if the child starts to see the world and the daily bombardment of 

stimuli and stressors they experience as consistent and routine.  However, the child can only 

find this world if it is there to find.  Constantly changing or contradictory expectations will 

undermine a child’s growing comprehensibility. 

Manageability comes from a balance of not having so much to overcome that it becomes 

overwhelming; for example, expecting a child to do something before they are developmentally 

ready, or under-stimulating a child where no new activities are encouraged or enabled to 

stimulate their rapidly developing brain. 

Meaningfulness is underpinned by the ability of the growing child to have involvement in 

decision making and the response they get from undertaking the activity is gratifying, resulting 

in them feeling that they matter.  Conversely, if they are never allowed to have an opinion or 

derided when they express a view or want to do something that is important to them, 

meaningfulness is undermined. 

When reaching adolescence, the individual experiences a time of significant physical, 

psychological, and social change.  At this point the individual is developing their sense of reality, 

(comprehensibility), their mastery of the world around them (manageability) and individuality 

(meaningfulness).  During this rapid period of change there is significant opportunity for the 

SOC to grow or diminish (Antonovsky 1987:102). 

 

3.10 Family Sense of Coherence 

When looking at Children’s health, welfare and development, Children’s development is very 

closely linked to their upbringing and family life. In Health, Stress, and Coping, Antonovsky 

(1979) described, almost exclusively salutogenesis as an individual feature.  However, he made 

the statement “a strong SOC can characterise any social unit from the Jones family to a 

neighbourhood” (Antonovsky 1979:136).  

The two hypotheses that underpin this statement include that firstly the construct could be 

translated from an individual to a group construct and secondly that that family SOC is related to 

family adaption. Both these hypotheses were considered in a study by Antonovsky and Sourani 

(1988) (published the year after the publication of Unravelling the Mystery of Health Antonovsky 

(1987).  This study looked at whether there was agreement or not between individual spouses, 

SOC scores and whether that affected adaptation after a family crisis.  This work concluded 

“that by and large there is a substantial degree of spouse agreement” (Antonovsky and Sourani 
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1988:79) and “families with a strong SOC are more likely to have reached a high level of 

reorganisation after a period of crisis” (Antonovsky and Sourani 1988:86). 

At a group or family level, Antonovsky expressed the view that SOC scores would have a 

positive correlation, although he accepted that this would not always be the case.  There may 

be a family member who may feel for them their experience is not coherent, though they are 

confident that for the rest of the family it is.  In this way Antonovsky saw the group SOC taking 

precedence (Antonovsky 1987). 

 

3.11 Sense of Coherence and the Life Span  

In Health, Stress, and Coping (1987) Antonovsky hypothesised that “it is unlikely that one’s 

SOC once formed and set will change in any radical way” (Antonovsky 1987:188).  He also 

added a hierarchical system to the theory as outlined below. 

A strong SOC.  Even the person with a strong SOC through life’s bad experiences will face 

challenges to their SOC, but the person with the strong SOC will “suck orderliness from the 

environment, which counterbalances the pressures towards disorder, from the internal and 

external environments” (Schrodinger 1968).  This ability to see order and to have the view that 

the best possible outcome will occur leads the person through difficult periods of life.  When 

these events are seen more as “challenges” than crushing blows, the strong SOC will remain 

over the lifespan (although ever challenged). 

A moderate SOC.   On taking on adult responsibility SOC becomes increasingly challenged, 

“One’s life is more like a spiral than a vicious circle, but the spiral is downward” (Antonovsky 

1987:122).  

A weak SOC is similar to that of the moderate SOC but has an ever quicker downward spiral.  

Therefore except for those with a strong SOC, Antonovsky sees life as becoming a downward 

spiral for SOC.  “The loser continues to lose, and life becomes more chaotic, unmanageable, 

un-meaningful” (Antonovsky 1987:122). In 1987 Antonovsky’s theory remained an untested 

theory based on previous work and a small scale Qualitative study. Antonovsky’s initial position 

of SOC as a fixed or declining asset was subject to significant debate. Indeed, Antonovsky 

noted that view made him almost an “illich” of the helping professions” (Antonovsky 1987:124). 

As more research was undertaken, Antonovsky’s (1987) view of the un-changeability of SOC 

was questioned (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005).  For many people meaning may not come till 

later in life, with a special relationship, children or even a return to higher education.  This 

assumption of permanence and a fixed point of SOC could be argued to clash with the 

uniqueness of the human being.  In later writings Antonovsky talked about the possibility of 

therapy.  Life events “add a little strength and in some cases, create an opening for the 
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beginning of a major change in circumstances” (Antonovsky 1996:16).  Other researchers have 

gone further “it may be better viewed not as a fixed asset once gained, but as something to be 

recreated over and over in the course of life” (Hintermair 2004:17).  In a systematic review of 

458 scientific papers (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005) it was suggested “after 10 years SOC 

seems to be comparatively stable, but not as stable as Antonovsky initially assumed.  SOC 

tends to increase with age” (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005:1). Others have found that SOC 

strengthens right through the life span in both male and female participants (Nilsson, Leppert, 

Simonsson, Starrin 2009). It has been questioned whether the sense of coherence is a fixed 

asset or something that has to be constantly replenished (Hintermair 2004). As a researcher 

with a background in the helping professions there was risk that the researcher would be more 

sensitive to studies that were suggestive that SOC could be developed. To counter this potential 

risk a significant additional review of the literature was undertaken. However, after this analysis 

it remained clear that Antonovsky’s view of SOC being fixed or declining had not been borne out 

in research utilising Antonovsky’s theory (Nilsson, Leppert, Simonsson, Starrin 2010). 

 

3.12 The River Metaphor  

Antonovsky uses a river metaphor to describe and position the salutogenic approach. The 

pathogenic approach is depicted as the “professionals” from the shore directing more and more 

complex ways of saving the poor unfortunate people who end up in the river.  Despite becoming 

ever more effective in the rescue, the pathogenic experts never think about going upstream to 

explore why the people are getting into the river and therefore difficulty to necessitate rescuing 

in the first place (depicting the approach of health promotion). 

To Antonovsky everyone is in the river including professionals, and those they work with.  There 

are two key factors in how well we navigate the river.  The first is the SOC which is what 

focuses and shapes our ability to swim and helps us adapt to river conditions by using internal 

and external resources to help us (GRR). Such resources enable us to adapt and swim 

confidently as we progress down the river.  The second is our route down the river as some 

branches are rougher and more difficult to navigate than others.  Therefore, to improve the 

plight of those in the river we need to study why some swim so much more confidently and 

effectively than others as well as the safest route down the river, rather than just trying to save 

those who are drowning, in the most effective manner. Antonovsky’s river is illustrated below 

(Figure 3.2) in a PowerPoint slide used to describe salutogenic theory to participants at the 

launch event (see figure 3.2 below, Appendix 1 and 4.10). 
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 Figure 3.2 A Salutogenic Interpretation of the River Metaphor based on 
Antonovsky 1987 

 

3.13 The Concept of Boundaries  

Antonovsky (1987) postulates that not everything that a person is exposed to will affect them.  

Boundaries are theorised by Antonovsky as a way people limit what they are affected by.  A 

boundary is the ability to narrow or widen the part of the world that affects a person.  Therefore, 

that which is inside the boundaries will have to be comprehensible, manageable, and 

meaningful, for a high SOC.  That which is outside these boundaries will not affect the SOC.  

For some people, international politics or the politics within their workplace may be unimportant 

to them, therefore, they see them as outside their personal boundaries and as such they do not 

have to be comprehensible, manageable, and meaningful.  They do not affect the person’s 

SOC, as they have not internalised such factors.  Antonovsky however also expresses the view 

that you cannot narrow the boundaries so much as to make insignificant major areas of one’s 

life, such as the death of a loved one and other inevitable factors.  The concept of boundaries 

does not mean that a person can remove everything from the sphere of what will affect them, 

i.e. a diagnosis of cancer directly affects the person so becomes a major activity and cannot be 

put outside of a person’s boundaries indefinitely, and thus how a person copes with the 

diagnosis of cancer will be affected by that person’s sense of coherence.  Overall, the concept 

suggests however, that outside factors can often be put beyond boundaries by the individual 

thus protecting them and limiting the areas that need to be comprehensible, manageable, and 
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meaningful. Nevertheless, inner feelings, major activities, close interpersonal relationships, and 

existential issues cannot be put outside of the person’s boundaries. 

 

3.14 Predictability  

Salutogenesis as conceptualised by Antonovsky (1987) places significant emphasis on 

predictability as a key underpinning of a high SOC.  However, “lack of predictability is not 

necessarily an unpleasant, or unhealthy, phenomenon in life, since we believe that disruption in 

life is constant in human experience” (Flensborg-Masen et al. 2005:767).  This critique contends 

that lack of predictability is often linked to a meaningful life.  Therefore, a lack of predictability 

may not always be negative and indeed may be perceived by an individual as positive.  

However, in terms of LTV the initial unpredictability experienced by Children, and their families 

is considerable in every area of their lives (as considered in Chapter 2.4.1-2.4.9). Consequently, 

for this study sensitivity to the issues related to unpredictability was seen as important to an 

underpinning model. 

 

3.15 Health Professionals Influence on Sense of Coherence  

Antonovsky (1987) is sceptical about the abilities of health professionals to promote change in 

SOC “without very considerable, quite radical change in the institutions, social and cultural 

settings that shape people’s life experiences.  It is utopian to expect an encounter or even a 

series of encounters between a client and clinician can significantly change sense of 

coherence” (Antonovsky 1987:124).  With regard to the life course, Antonovsky (1987) views 

childhood and adolescence as a time when a strong SOC can be impeded or facilitated.  

Antonovsky accepts that in adulthood, there may be fluctuations around the mean caused by 

major life events, but ultimately one returns to their mean.  The diagnosis of a major condition 

may leave the person unable to make sense of an event for days or weeks; Antonovsky, 

however, views this as a well-structured encounter that is consistent, balanced and meaningful 

as temporarily boosting SOC.  Therefore, interactions that are of a high quality are at least 

temporarily meaningful. His view was that “interventions such as these do enable people to 

begin to do more than reinterpret these experiences in that they equip people to seek out, within 

the scope of their lives, what I would call SOC enhancing experiences" (Antonovsky 1987:126).  

However, they “do not, and cannot, seek to change the life situations of the people that shape 

their experiences” (Antonovsky 1987:126). Nevertheless, as discussed in the LTV literature 

review, (See 2.4.1) these initial encounters with health care professionals were vivid and strong 

many years after the event, raising some hope of a sustainable impact (or the risk of sustained 

negative impact). The nature of care packages in LTV is extensive and long-term often including 

rehousing and many hours a week of direct care. This level of intervention/intrusion does 
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change life situations, making LTV an interesting area to study the impact of health care 

interventions. 

The focus of research on the sense of coherence appears to have reduced the focus on 

intervention studies utilising the salutogenic theory. A literature review by Dietscher, Winter, 

Pelikan (2017) into physical health studies utilising Antonovsky’s work found 178 papers looking 

at the salutogenic theory and patients, 89% of these papers looked exclusively at SOC rather 

than the wider salutogenic theory. This focus on the SOC was found to lead to the majority of 

studies purely exploring the link, rather than explicitly recommending work to improve or support 

SOC or one of the concepts underpinning the salutogenic theory. Correspondingly there is little 

research measuring the impact and long-term effects of healthcare on SOC and even less 

looking at the wider salutogenic theory. This review noted the interesting paradox that SOC 

particularly in physical health studies had become a proxy risk factor, with treatment related to 

remedying the risk rather than promoting health, thus turning a salutogenic approach into a 

pathogenic measure (Langeland and Vinje 2017). 

There is a small but growing body of evidence in mental health studies suggesting the 

“feasibility and effectiveness of taking a salutogenic orientation” within some of the physical 

conditions most closely related to the psychological domain such as palliative care (Millberg and 

Strang 2007, Millberg and Strang 2004, Strang and Strang 2001). In Children some 

developmental studies have suggested SOC can be developed an example of this approach 

can be found in (Margalit and Kleitman 2006).   

 

3.16 The Salutogenic Model and Health Promotion 

The health promotion movement after World War Two took early steps towards changing of 

focus away from its routes in disease prevention. The World Health Organisation (WHO) 

defined health as “not only the absence of disease but a state of complete well-being in a 

physical, mental and social wellbeing” (United Nations Department of Public Information 1948). 

Although widely criticised for being idealistic this definition moved away from purely a medical 

stance. However, the implicit inference of the definition remained a well or ill approach. The 

Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (1986) pulled together a range of theories and thinkers 

from the public health world including Antonovsky. The charter called for a new public health 

where “health was created in people’s everyday lives” (Mittelmark et al. 2017). 

The WHO held a seminar in 1992 which Antonovsky was invited to speak at; The outcome of 

the meeting was a significant change of approach from a disease focus to one of health 

(Eriksson and Lindstrom 2008).  Health promotion whilst still very diverse in approach now had 

a significant focus on health assets and resources for health. The overall salutogenic approach 

to health, when defined as a unifier of these approaches (see figure 3.1), was now a main 
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tenant of health promotion. This need for health promotion approaches to be the central 

approach to NHS care have been a popular mantra of Secretaries of State for Health "For too 

long health has been seen simply in terms of hospitals and bed numbers. NHS stands for the 

National Health Service not the National Sickness Service and we want it to live up to its name," 

Ms Hewitt said (Gaines 2007). However successive governments have not achieved the 

transformation eluded to. However, a clear aim to move the NHS from a sickness to wellness 

service remains in policy (Department of Health and Social Care 2018). 

 

3.17 Settings and Sense of Coherence 

Antonovsky had been concerned about the risk of the SOC being seen purely in an individual 

context.  As a sociologist, this had concerned him, Antonovsky had therefore moved to looking 

at the family sense of coherence (3.10). Work has continued since his death widening the 

understanding of this concept still further moving beyond the family setting in to communities 

and other social or work settings. 

Studies have been undertaken focusing on settings defined as “the place or construct in which 

people engage in daily activities in which environmental and personal factors effect wellbeing” 

(WHO 1998:153).  The transition into new settings such as school are important areas for 

addressing in research with Children.  These transitions are a key feature of life with a complex 

lifelong condition and of childhood.  From a salutogenic point of view these are times of threat to 

the load balance between stressors and GRR.  As a result, SOC could change and become 

unbalanced. It has been identified that schools need to accept the Child for who they are and 

what they bring to school community, this is vital component to the approach of health 

promoting schools and the salutogenic approach (Jenson, Dur and Buijs 2017:226).  

 

3.18 Using Salutogenic Theory in Research 

Antonovsky when considering what methodology to use to develop his salutogenic theory was 

clear there were multiple “powerful methodologies in science” (Antonovsky 1987:63).  As a 

researcher who had focused on survey research throughout his career, he set out to establish a 

closed questionnaire and scale to enable the SOC to be measured.  This decision closely 

aligned the salutogenic theory to quantitative approaches.  

 

3.19 Sense of Coherence Questionnaire  

Antonovsky as an appendix of “Unravelling the Mystery of Health how people manage stress 

and stay well” (Antonovsky 1987) went on to formulate a questionnaire to assess SOC.  The 
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questionnaire had 29 items comprising of:  11 for comprehensibility; Ten for manageability; and 

eight for meaningfulness.  This instrument was tested in Hebrew and English.  Antonovsky 

notes that the people who administered the questionnaire found respondents enjoyed it and 

rarely missed a question. 

The majority of research conducted using the salutogenic model has been undertaken using 

Antonovsky’s original questionnaire or derivatives of it.  The success of this tool has been 

impressive with over 400 studies (458) having been carried out using this questionnaire or a 

derivative of it (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005:1).  The questionnaire appears to have been 

extensively validated (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005, Eriksson and Lindstrom 2007, Eriksson 

and Lindstrom 2008, Flensborg-Madsen et al. 2005, Flensborg-Madsen et al. 2006,).  

Researchers have largely deemed it to be a rigorous tool (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2005:4 and 

441).  The focus in research towards SOC questionnaire-based studies is therefore extensive 

and the widespread use of the questionnaire has been used to demonstrate the trustworthiness 

of the salutogenic approach. However, the focus on testing the SOC scale, rather than the 

underpinning theory, has led to a weaker evidence base for utilising the wider theory within the 

literature. 

Some researchers suggest the SOC scale does not address the physical health domains of the 

salutogenic model (Endler, Haug, Spranger 2008, Flensborg-Madsen, Ventegodt, Merrick 2005, 

2006). In ‘Sense of Coherence and Physical Health. A review of Previous Findings’ (Flensborg-

Madsen, Ventegodt, Merrick 2005) a review was carried out of 50 papers which have looked at 

the SOC scoring tool. This review found a strong correlation with psychological aspects; 

however, this did not appear to be the case for physical health. The researcher speculates that 

this comes from the questions used, in particular the questions based on predictability, which is 

a contentious area of the salutogenic theory (3.14). However, this critique is solely based on the 

SOC scale. The researchers go on to argue that it is not the theory that does not address 

physical health, but the questions within the SOC questionnaire designed by Antonovsky to 

score physical aspects of health (Antonovsky 1987:189-194). The weakness of physical health 

questions is a challenge for using the SOC scoring tool in an area such as LTV where there is a 

significant physical impact of the Child’s condition.  

The overwhelming predominance of the SOC questionnaire in research studies has raised 

concerns that the wider aspects of the salutogenic theory are becoming lost, due to the 

dominance of the SOC scale (Langeland and Vinje 2017). The utility of salutogenic theory in 

qualitative research will be considered in detail in the following section. 
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3.20 The Use of Qualitative Approaches in Salutogenic Research 

3.20.1 Overview  

Notwithstanding the predominance of quantitative salutogenic studies, Antonovsky (1987:63) 

nevertheless asserts that “we can only learn and advance by the use of different 

methodologies” (Antonovsky 1987:64), including qualitative approaches. Antonovsky 

(Antonovsky 1987) articulated his acknowledgement of the myriad of approaches to research 

and specifically identified grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1978) as an approach he would 

encourage in research into the salutogenic question.  Antonovsky used qualitative research in 

his development of the salutogenic theory and to establish the questions for his closed 

questionnaire.  Antonovsky maintained through his writings that” there are many alternative 

ways of measuring SOC and testing the model “(Antonovsky 1987:63). This approach, despite 

the overwhelming predominance of the research focused on the SOC scale, has continued to 

be developed and expanded upon “the use of the SOC questionnaire is not the same as being 

guided by the salutogenic perspective, salutogenesis… is a much broader concept than simply 

measurement via SOC” (Eriksson and Lindstrom 2008:191).  

The majority of research linked to the salutogenic theory has been quantitative and based upon 

the use of the SOC questionnaire.  The research questions in this study are however 

explorative and inductive in nature which suggests that for this study a qualitative approach is 

appropriate.  To determine the applicability of qualitative methods, based on an adapted 

salutogenic theory derived framework, this review will go on to consider the use of Antonovsky’s 

salutogenic theory in qualitative studies undertaken with Children.  

 

3.20.2 Undertaking a Review of Studies using Salutogenics   

To consider the applicability of salutogenic theory in the current study a systemised literature 

review was carried out set out in diagrammatic format below.  
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Figure 3.3    Systemised Review Process for Children’s Qualitative Salutogenic 
Studies 

This systemised review looked at studies conducted with Children that had taken a salutogenic 

and qualitative approach.  The following search terms were developed to guide the review: 

Salutogenesis and Children, Salutogenesis and Adolescents, Salutogenic Theory and Children, 

Salutogenic Theory and Adolescents, SOC and Children, SOC and Adolescents. 
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An exclusion criterion was developed which included: Studies not entirely focused on Children 

and families or adolescents and families, quantitative studies, studies where salutogenic theory 

was only used in discussion were excluded. In addition, studies over 20 years old (to keep to 

studies within the current generation of families), were excluded as well as any studies not 

published in English (Figure 3.3 above). 

 

3.21 Overview of Included Studies 

Six studies were identified that met the inclusion and exclusion criterion. Only one study was 

identified within this group that was focused upon chronic illness. The remaining studies cover a 

wide breath of Children experiences. The studies used a number of different approaches for 

using salutogenic theory in research; the first was focused on family adaptation from a health 

promotion perspective and GRR.  

The first resources revisited were Salutogenesis from a Lay Perspective (Cowley and Billings 

1999). This study involved semi structured interviews with 50 families with young children. The 

study focused on the GRR that parents employ, these GRR were considered to ascertain a 

sense of how this group of families maintain and develop their health. The study identified the 

usefulness of a resource-based approach in this group of families, in particular the identification 

of health as a concept intertwined with everyday living which has particular resonance with 

Antonovsky’s (1987) river analogy. The practices of health visitors were considered alongside 

family resources to identify helpful and unhelpful approaches. The results were used to propose 

an alternative approach to health visiting practice based on determining and building upon 

GRR. This study used salutogenic theory to conceptualise the research, within both methods’ 

analysis and in the final discussion. 

The second study explored the motivation for non-elite young people continuing with sport or 

taking up new sports, at a point in their development where the dropout from active sports is 

high and recruitment is low, this study focused on the three underpinning concepts of 

salutogenic theory comprehensibility, meaningfulness and manageability. What Makes 

Teenagers Continue? A salutogenic approach to understanding youth participation in Swedish 

club sports (Jakobsson 2014). The study involved conducting 18 semi structured interviews with 

young people who had continued with sport despite not being elite members of the club to 

which they belonged. This study was inspired by the works of Antonovsky. Salutogenic theory 

was used within the conceptualisation and analysis, not directly as an analytical, tool, but in the 

words of the researchers, as a theory that was “good to think with” (Jakobsson 2014:242). This 

approach continues on into the discussion. The findings link meaningfulness, comprehensibility 

and manageability together and propose a more inclusive less competitive and varied approach 

to sport to continue the engagement of young people in sport. 
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The next study considered the benefits of outdoor experiential programs on expanding the 

resources (GRR) of young people. Exploring salutogenic mechanisms of outdoor experiential 

learning on youth care farms in the Netherlands: untapped potential (Schreuder et al. 2014).  

Within this study nine young people reflected upon and discussed their six-month experience on 

a youth farm. The data collection was based upon semi -structured interview questions. The 

analysis was conducted “in reference to the SOC framework” (Schreudera et al. 2014) with the 

findings presented within three domains of the salutogenic theory comprehensibility, 

manageability and meaningfulness. The findings were suggestive that youth farms contributed 

to personal development by exposure to a resource and stress rich environment, this 

experience was found to increase the young people’s perception that their SOC was increasing 

with them feeling their life was comprehensible, manageable and meaningful. 

The following study used Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory with a highly challenging subject of 

orphaned Children in a third world context and also focused on GRR. Challenges and Coping 

Strategies of Orphaned Children in Tanzania who are not Adequately Cared for by Adults 

(Daniel and Mathias 2012). This interesting and challenging paper describes and contrasts two 

studies in Tanzania. The first study was undertaken with orphaned children living in households 

headed by children in rural areas. The second study involved 15 children who had been 

trafficked to a city. This paper is situated in a very different context to the United Kingdom (UK) 

making transferability low. Despite this, the study was included as the purpose of this review 

was to help explore qualitative uses of the salutogenic theory rather than to utilise the findings. 

The context is given significant weight by the researchers. The study involved 

phenomenological studies with the two groups. The salutogenic theory was used to gain GRR 

and to analyse the data through a SOC standpoint from a qualitative perspective. The findings 

are presented with and without the theoretical lens of the salutogenic theory. The salutogenic 

theory was described as useful, gaining an insight into the resources Children had, and how 

they used them to cope with the extreme circumstances they found themselves within. 

The next study considers cancer in Children, in particular, the effects of treatment on the future 

of long-term survivors of cancer. The improvements in cancer treatment for many Children have 

changed cancer into a long-term condition, with an ongoing possibility of relapse giving this 

study a close connection with the experience of families with LTV Children where treatment can 

interrupt childhood and sudden deterioration remains an all too real possibility. This study uses 

an overall salutogenic approach rather than an aspect of salutogenic theory. 

Friendship Relations from the Perspective of Children with Experience of Cancer Treatment: A 

focus group study with a salutogenic approach (Einberg et al. 2015). 15 children took part in 

focus groups to look at friendships and relationships from a salutogenic perspective. This study 

used salutogenic approach to determine what health promotion approaches could be applied to 

help children maintain or develop friendships during and after cancer treatment. Salutogenic 
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theory is used as an approach and in discussion in this study. The study determined that 

underpinning friendship for this group of children was an “equal and mutual commitment that 

evolves over time and with interactions face to face and digitally.” 

The final study looks at the importance of physical play in the development of the SOC and 

used the shortened 13 question SOC scale to guide the formulation of open questions. 

Children’s Lived Experience and their Sense of Coherence: Bodily Play in a Norwegian After-

School Program (Londal 2010). The children were video recorded during play and field notes 

were collected. These were viewed to gain lines of enquiry for phase two; 36 children were 

involved in the first phase of this study. In the second phase, nine children undertook semi 

structured interviews where the 13-point shortened SOC questionnaire was used to formulate 

questions with prompts amid a wider conversation which was encouraged to develop around 

the answer to each question. In addition, the key lines of enquiry collected in phase one were 

explored further by additional interviews. The children were followed up for four months in total. 

The study used salutogenic theory as a holistic concept and also adapted the shortened SOC 

questionnaire (SOC 13) into a qualitative semi structured interview. No SOC scores were 

collected. The salutogenic theory was also used in discussion of the results. The study 

demonstrated the potential of bodily play in developing the sense of coherence in childhood. 

 

3.22 How Salutogenic Theory has been used in Qualitative Research  

All the studies bar one (Einberg et al. 2015), went beyond the overarching approach of 

salutogenesis and into Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory.  The three conceptual areas of 

Antonovsky’s salutogenic theory were used in the study design (Jakobsson 2014) and the focus 

was on GRR in Daniel and Mathias (2012) and Cowley and Billings (1999).  A different 

approach was taken in Londal (2010) with the SOC questionnaire being used in question 

formulation (with the wider theory being used in discussion of the findings).  In the other studies 

the focus was an overview use of the theory.  This was justified by the intertwined nature of the 

three concepts and GRR.  One of the studies described the process of explaining the 

underpinning theory to the users and found that it’s positive focus allayed concerns around 

research bringing up difficult memories (Einberg et al. 2015).  For the other studies this 

background design was not explained to parents.  Salutogenic approaches were also identified 

as helpful in helping health and research professionals to “work in consultation with parents” 

(Cowley and Billings 1999:1002).   

Looking at things salutogenicaly i.e. from a resource’s viewpoint, was seen as a helpful strategy 

to see things differently often and more from the view of the person and in order to find new 

solutions (Daniel and Mathias 2012, Einberg et al. 2015).  The use of the three conceptual 
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areas (i.e. comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness) was equally found helpful as a 

way to find new ways forward for children and families (Schreuder et al. 2014).  

It is interesting to note that it is only in the last ten years that qualitative studies have started to 

be published in any number around the salutogenic theory. This may be in response to 

concerns about the dominance of the SOC scale in research utilising salutogenic theory. 

 

3.23 Utility of the Salutogenic Theory in Qualitative Approaches 

From this systemised search there is a small but significant evidence base that a qualitative 

approach in using Antonovsky’s SOC theory can identify new and novel ways forward in 

research with Children and families by influencing overall study design, questions and in the 

analysis of findings.  The salutogenic approach also seems to be empowering and non-

threatening to participants. 

These studies drawn together here are all inductive studies and have used the SOC theory 

differently from the strong focus on the SOC questionnaire that had dominated the research 

application of Antonovsky’s theory at the time of this study.  This different qualitative approach 

has led to new ways forward in the diverse areas considered above.  The SOC theory has been 

identified as a useful part of the debate around how health is created, but to date research is 

limited in applying salutogenic theory to practice (Cowley and Billings 1999). The qualitative 

research presented in the current thesis aims to add to this data. 

 

3.24 Conclusion  

This chapter was important in that whilst Chapter Two had highlighted the literature around the 

topic in question (LTV in Children), the theoretical framework also needed an in-depth 

exploration in order for the reader to understand the perspective taken. This is believed to be a 

strength of this study. Overall, it is thus felt that Antonovsky’s (1987) focus on what causes 

health is an interesting and novel way to concentrate upon the gap in LTV research with 

Children and families identified in Chapter Two. Moreover, no studies have been identified in 

this review that have used the SOC theory in Children’s long-term ventilation research.   

However, the researcher was very aware that the areas of permanence, of SOC and the 

importance of predictability needed particular consideration and care in using this theoretical 

framework.  For example, the use of the SOC questionnaire (Antonovsky 1987) as an approach 

has a significant underpinning research base, however, this approach would not be in keeping 

with the research questions in the current study. In this study the research questions were 
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explorative, inductive and focused on new ways of working, necessitating a qualitative, 

explorative and inductive approach.   

This review has identified a small interesting cohort of qualitative studies undertaken with 

Children and their families, which have identified new ways forward in using and adapting 

Antonovsky’s theory in a qualitative manner.  These studies have identified strengths and some 

risks in this approach, and although they are not focused on LTV or complex care, they identify 

potential ways of adapting Antonovsky’s theory, to use in a qualitative manner, with Children 

and families. These studies on their own did not describe fully a way that salutogenic theory 

could be utilised in this study. Therefore, the researcher based on this review, developed a 

novel new way of adapting and utilising the salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987). The close 

utilisation of theory and its development into questions and an analysis tool had risks. The main 

risk was that of being seen as theory driven. However, the gap in the existing data required a 

change of approach to study and flexibility was considered essential to develop the body of 

knowledge. This risk was considered and is reflected on extensively throughout this study 

4.3,4.4, 4.13.2, 4.13.8, 6.2, 6.4. This reflection formed part of the quality review (Flick 2009) 

explored in Chapter Four. The two-phased analysis process was designed to help identify 

differences that could have occurred from this approach in analysis. As a further part of the 

quality review these areas were then considered, in an extensive process of member checking. 
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Chapter 4. Methodology and Methods  
  

4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the philosophical and ethical basis for the study is set out. Following on, the 

development and experience of data collection is outlined and critically reflected. The decisions 

made concerning ethics, sampling and approaching participants are explored, as are the issues 

of sample size and data saturation. To enable transparency, in each section methodological 

experience of the study is reflected on to add critique, context or support to the decisions that 

were made by the researcher. As such, this chapter forms the core of the underpinning quality 

framework as outlined by Flick (2009). To illustrate the quality control measures undertaken the 

key methods are demonstrated in Appendix 13. 

 

4.2 Philosophical Approach 
In any research study, it is important to understand the philosophical basis for the work (Flick 

2009). In short, there are two very different ontological paradigms that need careful 

consideration when undertaking research, but it is important to consider the underpinning 

history and development of these approaches. The quantitative paradigm which originates from 

a positivist scientific approach seeks empirical measures, that denote truth and can be 

replicated. The quantitative researcher is frequently viewed as separate to the research subject 

and takes great care not to influence or be influenced by it (Sale et al. 2002). 

  

It is interesting to note, that the quantitative approach developed in the empirical sciences which 

had moved away from the mystical thinking of the middle ages and opened the way for 

industrial, scientific and medical revelations. Indeed, historically, medicine and health care have 

been largely dominated by quantitative, experimental or positivist approaches to research, these 

being defined as the systematic collection of numerical information, usually within controlled 

conditions, using deductive processes of knowledge attainment (Streubert and Carpenter 1999). 

In this way, it is the ‘cause and effect’ relationship between variables that drives the work and 

the ultimate choice of statistical analysis. In nursing, however, phenomena that are of interest, 

such as attitudes, opinions and perceptions, do not always lend themselves to experiments. 

Indeed, the adoption of the physical science approaches has not been without critique. Dilthey 

(Smith 1983) questioned the possibility of separating the study of human emotions and 

interactions from those undertaking the study. Dilthey (Smith 1983) thus advocated that an 

interpretive approach was needed, one which accepted the influences of the researcher. 

Consequently, late in the 19th century, as social researchers started to develop approaches to 

study human interaction, they started to derive methods that were non-experimental, and the 

emergence of qualitative approaches evolved. Pioneers at that time included Durkheim, Mill, 

Comte (Smith 1983). 
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Using the qualitative approach, data can be collected from within natural environments and 

includes the social, cultural, experiences and feelings experienced by an individual in any given 

society (Streubert and Carpenter 1999). In the case of qualitative work, Denzin and Lincoln 

(2008) suggest that it is often criticised as being anecdotal, unreliable and invalid. Denzin and 

Lincoln (2008:10) add that qualitative research is often given the label of 'soft science' whereas 

quantitative work is considered to be ‘hard science’ and is subsequently viewed as more 

‘scientific’. They further propose that this endorses a view that carries with it 'negative 

inferences' for those undertaking qualitative projects. 

 

The dilemma for the researcher was which framework could be used to answer the question. In 

the context of this study, the question to be researched was felt to be open and was not suitable 

to develop into a hypothesis to test. The area of interest has little written about it, as reported in 

the literature review (Chapter Two) therefore, there was little insight and understanding from 

Children and their families that the researcher could draw on. To gain these insights requires 

gaining an in-depth understanding of participants’ lived experience and more specifically aiming 

to understand how Children with Central Congenital Hypoventilation Syndrome (CCHS) live 

their lives. The research base in Children’s long-term ventilation (LTV) is predominantly based 

on the quantitative paradigm. Examples are largely drawn from the experimental scientific 

approaches observed in the literature based in Paediatric Intensive Care Units (PICU) in the UK 

(Gilgoff and Gilgoff 2003, McDougall et al. 2013, Redouane et al. 2016). This was not the 

chosen approach in this study which wanted to explore real lived experience in the day to day 

lives of children with LTV needs and their families. 

  

In this study, as outlined in the introduction (Chapter One), the aim was a unique exploration 

into the lives of Children living with LTV needs and their families. In particular, the study 

examined what approaches worked for them as families and supported them in day to day life. 

Therefore, following much consideration of the quality issues behind this decision, (Flick 2009), 

the researcher decided to base this study on a qualitative approach (De Vaus 2002). It was felt 

that there would be lessons and ideas to be found from the socially constructed meanings of 

Children and families in the study, which could help the researcher to explore this group. 

  

Furthermore, the literature review (Chapter Two) identified a deficit in the knowledge about what 

currently works in the delivery of care packages for this group of Children and their families. In 

turn, this supported the choice of a qualitative methodological approach, which allowed for a 

quest for the unknown, rather than a narrow quantitative testing of a known or hypothesised 

approach. The researcher considered all families with Children with LTV needs to be unique 

and different due to the diverse social, cultural, environmental and spiritual backgrounds they 

encompassed. Therefore, there was no one “positivist” social structure within which a family 
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with a child or young person receiving LTV existed. The researcher sought to understand the 

reality of what life was like for the families and this required more than observation, but rather 

interpretation by the Children and their families themselves. Different approaches were required 

to capture and explore such diverse reality, and it was important to understand the 

constructions and meanings of what was going on for the families (rather than to attempt to 

uncover one simple objective truth). Such issues underpinned the researcher’s decision that a 

qualitative approach was the most suitable approach to underpin the study and the quality 

framework underpinning the decisions made (Flick 2009). 

  

Further positivist researchers question the generalisability of qualitative studies based on the 

low numbers and lack of a highly-standardised approach (Sale et al. 2002).  The researcher felt 

that the overall aim of this study was to generate new ideas, to challenge and test current 

practice rather than to specify an exact new approach. Therefore, a positivist approach would 

not have achieved this aim. By keeping Children and their families central at key points, such as 

diary design and in interviews, and through using person-centred interview questions derived 

from their own diaries, this study would fit well to the qualitative research approaches. The 

researcher also felt that this study would challenge and debate contemporary practice and an 

exploratory qualitative design was best suited to do this. 

  

Finally, an inductive approach was taken in this study to analyse discourse with families and 

observations throughout the research. Therefore, this was an inductive study, which accepts a 

level of inherent uncertainty but is credible when viewed against the evidence collected. A key 

facet of the qualitative approach is to accept that the researcher has an influence on the 

outcomes of the research. 

  

However, it is inaccurate to assume that qualitative research is always subjective whilst 

quantitative research is objective. All research has the potential of researcher bias, but the two 

paradigms of research approach the minimisation of bias in different ways (Scriven 1972 cited 

in Morrow 2005:254). The approach taken in the qualitative paradigm is to embrace the 

researcher effect on the data collected and its interpretation and to be “rigorously subjective” 

(Jackson 1990:154 cited in Morrow 2005:254). The importance of this to the approach requires 

a reflective and thorough analysis of the researcher’s thoughts and feeling through the research 

process and an openness about how these may have influenced decisions reached (Bannister 

1966). To address this concern, the researcher placed significant weight on examining personal 

thoughts and feelings towards the research, data and analysis. This was achieved by 

maintaining a detailed research diary throughout the process and analysing this diary to 

address the researcher's own subjectivity and bias throughout the research process, taking a 

reflective approach. This was a key component of the quality approach (Flick 2009) and was 

considered throughout the study. The researcher took the view that understanding values and 
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opinions and being explicit about them reduces the risk of bias (Steier 1991:7).  There is also a 

view that being open about personal views regarding the study subject from the start reduces 

the risk of preconception bias (Morrow 2005). 

  

 

4.3. Using Salutogenic Theory 
The conclusion of the theoretical review (Chapter Three), outlined the salutogenic theory and 

critically debated the use of salutogenic theory and the sense of coherence (SOC) 

questionnaire (Antonovsky 1987) as the framework tool for using salutogenic theory. The 

researcher concluded that the SOC scoring tool, although widely used, was not suitable for this 

study as it moved away from the explorative qualitative stance that this study has set out to 

take. Having considered extensively the risk of being theory driven and deciding that it was 

necessary to be flexible to develop the Children’s LTV research base, the researcher explored 

the qualitative use of the salutogenic theory.  After much deliberation around the quality basis 

for this decision (Flick 2009), it was decided to focus the research questions on the three 

underpinning domains of the salutogenic theory (previously explained in full in section 3.8) as 

follows: 

  

• Comprehensibility  

• Manageability 

• Meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987). 

  

The study utilised and adapted the river analogy (Antonovsky 1987:89) which is fully described 

in 3.12 (Antonovsky 1987:89) but as a recap this analogy describes and critiques the 

“downstream,” focus of much of the investment put into health. Using this analogy in this study 

kept the descriptions rooted in the theoretical base of Antonovsky (1987) and subsequently 

allowed the researcher to explain the underpinning methodology of the study. The explanation 

of the theoretical underpinnings of this study using this analogy with Children was a unique 

aspect of this study and had not been undertaken in any of the Children’s qualitative studies 

considered in the literature at the time of the review. 

 

 

4.4 Using Appreciative Inquiry 
Appreciative inquiry (AI) was also chosen as a secondary approach to supplement salutogenic 

theory by gaining an insight into participants’ views of what an LTV care service should aim to 

achieve (Cooperrider et al. 2009). AI is based on a social constructionist approach. In this 

approach, the way people, groups or organisations are organised are only limited by people’s 

imaginations and what they can create. This methodology was designed “to symptomatically 

and deliberately appreciate everything of value” (Cooperrider, Whitney, Stavros 2009:5).  This 
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approach aims to capture the ‘best things’ that are happening in the current context for the 

individual or groups, rather than trying to learn from what is going wrong. By using such an 

approach, the value is in making the individual or group feel comfortable in what is known and 

trusted. Traditionally, four stages are set in the approach as below: 

  

1. Appreciate what is. 

2. Imagine what might be. 

3. Determine what should be. 

4. Implementation, create what will be (Cooperrider, Whitney, Stavros 2009). 

  

Appreciative Inquiry (AI) has been extensively used in service redesign. The original four steps 

have now largely been superseded by a five-step approach. This extra step acknowledges the 

mind set change that may be required for many organisations and people to express 

themselves and think in a positive manner (this becomes step one). The five steps, as outlined, 

were chosen for this study as they have the advantage of clearly locating this model in the field 

of salutogenesis. 

 

Figure 4.1 The Essentials of Appreciative Inquiry    
https://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net/more-on-ai/the-generic-processes-of-appreciative-

inquiry/   

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic 
version. The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester 
Library, Coventry University

https://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net/more-on-ai/the-generic-processes-of-appreciative-inquiry/
https://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net/more-on-ai/the-generic-processes-of-appreciative-inquiry/
https://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net/more-on-ai/the-generic-processes-of-appreciative-inquiry/
https://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net/more-on-ai/the-generic-processes-of-appreciative-inquiry/
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 Choosing AI with salutogenic theory was a unique approach of this study, but was felt to be a 

good fit, as AI was chosen as an approach to underpin the primary theoretical approach of 

salutogenic theory. Whilst novel, both salutogenic theory and AI locate into the broader beliefs 

of salutogenesis as they both look for what works for people, making them well, happy and 

enabled to achieve and overcome adversity. Both approaches link to positive moments of life 

and stories that capture those moments. Arguably, AI goes a step further than the salutogenic 

theory as it is focused on creating a shared vision. However, fundamentally AI is an 

organisational change tool and the salutogenic approach is a theory. This had the potential to 

create a confused approach therefore, in selecting AI, it was important to consider the 

theoretical alignment with salutogenic theory as this was novel to this study. The focus on what 

is going well resonates well in the overall category of salutogenesis. Whilst AI could be 

suggested to cross into Generalised Resistance Resources (GRR) in terms of identifying life 

giving forces, the salutogenic theory’s main tenet is the SOC. The SOC is a more complex 

concept of this theoretical approach which supports the notion that all humans or people have a 

sense of coherence which is our innate ability, when faced by a challenge to firstly believe we 

will overcome a challenge and secondly pick the appropriate GRR to overcome it. 

  

Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is an outcome focused positive change process, whereas the 

salutogenic theory is an explanation of the question of what causes health. A purist view of 

salutogenic theory is arguably more guarded, even pessimistic than AI. For example, in writings 

by Antonovsky, it was purported that once a SOC was established from early adulthood there 

may be little prospect of strengthening or changing it (Antonovsky 1987). Conversely, in AI there 

is a clear sense of optimism which can change over time from person to person and across 

organisations (Carter et al. 2007). Interestingly, this original fixed view of SOC lessened in 

Antonovsky’s later writings and has been largely disproved (Mittelmark et al. Eds. 2017). 

  

However, fitting in the same overall belief systems of the broader meaning of salutogenesis 

does not make these two theories totally compatible for use together. The researcher liked the 

notion of having mixed approaches and indeed a limited number of other studies have used 

both approaches including physical education (Enright et al. 2014), gerontology (Naaldenberg et 

al. 2011) and studies centred on compassion (Wasserman and McNamee 2010). The approach 

in all these studies was to use AI as a data collection method and salutogenic theory as a 

theoretical approach, to inform the approach and the discussion. However, none of these 

studies adapted salutogenic theory, or its key concept of SOC for use in the data collection 

phase. 

  

To really explore this for the first time the researcher then felt it would be useful to compare the 

three main areas of the SOC to AI in detail. (NB to illustrate this process each area of the SOC 
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is outlined in brief in italics followed by a comparison to AI this was undertaken to inform the 

decisions around quality and ultimately the approach taken). 

  

Comprehensibility: – “A person with a high SOC sees confronting stimuli as making sense in 

that they will be expected or if unexpected they will be ordered or explicable. This includes 

undesirable stimuli such as death of a loved one or war” (Antonovsky 1987:17).. 

In AI there is a level of crossover with comprehensibility in that of taking the best of what 

currently works forward into any new model. This may be best practice experienced in care 

environments or things that work particularly well for a family in the context of their life. 

Therefore, there is a level of familiarity which aids a family to adapt to the new context that they 

find themselves within.  However, AI does not recognise the SOC as the regulator; i.e. the belief 

that things will work out as well as could be expected, and an ability to effectively use GRR so 

there are fundamental differences in this regard. 

  

Manageability: – “the extent to which one perceives that the resources at one’s disposal are 

adequate to meet the demands posed by the stimuli that bombard one” (Antonovsky 1987:17). 

This may include resources of the family, friends, or spiritual resources 

In AI there is less of an emphasis in this area and any crossover comes from identifying the “life 

giving forces” (Cooperrider, Whitney, Stavros 2009), that enable a person to get through, 

although this is slightly less functional than having resources available to meet issues and 

burdens which is implicit within manageability. 

  

Meaningfulness: – A person with a strong SOC spoke of areas of their life that were important 

to them, that they were very much cared about and that made sense to them. Antonovsky saw 

meaningfulness as the motivational component. This component also includes the significance 

of being involved in decisions. In addition, it encompassed the emotional component with a link 

to “life making sense emotionally” (Antonovsky 1987:18). 

Meaningfulness appears closely aligned with AI. In the AI approach an appreciation of all that is 

of value and recognition of the motivational effect of maintaining that which has proved helpful 

or effective is central. The aspect of visioning also aligns well with the aspirational components 

of meaningfulness. Where AI goes further is in visioning a future, which although arising from 

meaningfulness, takes this consideration an important additional step. 

  

Overall, whilst AI and salutogenic theory have similarities and sit well in comparison, the 

approaches are divergent in focus in different areas. Salutogenic theory aims to explain why 

some people survive and indeed thrive in the face of adversity, where others struggle and 

succumb. AI is primarily an organisational change model that aims to take the best of what is 

currently happening forward in a collective positive vision of the future. However, this was useful 

as when considering the research questions posed in this study and the study group it was felt 
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both salutogenic theory and AI together with their differences would give a complete approach 

to enable the research questions to be fully considered. Whilst this seemed a sensible 

pragmatic approach, there was always a risk by using two similar, but different approaches, that 

the underpinning methodology might become muddled and confused. The researcher was 

aware of this and managed risk by carefully recording and reflecting through the research diary 

and supervision. Through this process it was decided that the use of AI would be limited to use 

in the final interview question in the interviews and focus groups.  These data collection points 

focused on a key element of the research question which was asked encapsulated in the 

following question: 

  

If there was no service for LTV and you were advising on what the perfect service would be 

what would it look like and how would you describe what should be put in place? 

  

On reflection, such an overall approach was effective and kept a clear focus on an adapted 

salutogenic theoretical approach, reducing the risk of theoretical confusion whilst using AI in a 

tightly defined way to answer an element of the research question. This novel and imaginative 

approach worked very effectively; enabling the research question to be answered but also 

meant the important pulling together of what worked for the children and families in this study 

was captured. 

 

 

4.5 Ethics and Governance  
Ethical approval was sought and gained from Coventry University Ethics and Governance 

Committee. It is vital in any study to explore further the context of ethics and governance. 

Further ethical decisions are a key component of the quality framework and are therefore 

presented in detail (Flick 2009). 

  

In the aftermath of World War II and the atrocities enacted by the Nazis under the name of 

research the Nuremburg Code (1947) was developed. This code set the basis for “willing 

unpressured consent” (Fraser et al. 2004:97). However, it was not until the “1970s and 1980s, 

that research ethics committees (and, in the USA, institutional review boards for medical 

research), began to be introduced widely” (Saks, Alsop 2013:300). In the UK, the Alder Hey 

Hospital organ retention scandal illustrated that ethical violations are still a feature of some 

research (Fraser et al. 2004).  Within the healthcare professions ethical practice has become 

integral to professional codes and as a nurse the researcher was bound by the Nursing and 

Midwifery Council’s (NMC) Code of Conduct (NMC The Code 2013). In this study, the NMC 

code was strictly adhered to which states: 
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• “Make the care of people your first concern, treating them as individuals and respecting 

their dignity.  

• Work with others to protect and promote the health and wellbeing of those in your care, 

their families and carers, and the wider community.  

• Provide a high standard of practice and care at all times.  

• Be open and honest, act with integrity and uphold the reputation of your profession”.   

      (NMC 2013). 

 

  

4.5.1 The Concept of Voluntary Participation 
Voluntary participation was a component of the Nuremburg Code (1947) and in some studies, 

this can be difficult to achieve (such as studies, which involve observation of large groups in 

their natural context, for example field research). The issues for this study around voluntary 

participation included the position of the researcher. The researcher is a nurse who is an expert 

in the field and well- known to practitioners and some families. This in itself could be seen as 

pressure to participate. To reduce this influence there was a clear process for approaching 

users and a carefully worded information sheet generated, both for the user group and all the 

possible participants. The researcher approached possible participants through a national 

support group (rather than directly giving an extra level of distance from the researcher to assist 

families to make a free and unbridled decision). 

  

Within this study, consent was gained from each participant, where old enough to consent. This 

was achieved by using registered Children’s nurses to make this judgement and to work with 

the researcher to take consent from parents and Children. There was an open-door policy 

where the Child could, accompanied by an adult, return to their parents or re-join the session at 

any time. Each member of the research team was a children’s practitioner, trained and fully 

enabling of this approach. All Children had full access to the research/playroom and could join 

in the research or just play. 

  

For all the potential participants in the study there were many potential influences (for example 

peer pressure from other members of the CCHSUKSG). The researcher made the concept of 

voluntary participation clear in the participant information sheet (Appendix 5, consent form 

Appendix 7) and launch presentation (Appendix 4) on the day and to each Child on arrival in 

age appropriate language. Although signup was high, one family declined to be involved and a 

further four subsequently chose to leave the study which helps to support the view that freedom 

of participation was achieved. This family choice was totally respected. 
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4.5.2 No Harm to the Participants 
The Nuremburg Code (1947) concentrated on potential physical harm to participants. However, 

in qualitative research the danger of psychological harm is just as real. Participants, for 

example, may recount painful memories or reveal behaviour or attitudes that may be 

uncomfortable and at worst highly emotionally distressing. The research process may make the 

participants think about deeply suppressed worries and concerns. This may be of particular 

relevance in LTV where the importance of learning complex practical skills often forces parents 

to bury the devastating emotional consequences of the diagnosis to get on with life-saving care. 

The use of the CCHSUKSG was particularly pertinent in this area. If a participant was 

distressed and required further support, the support group could have been called upon by the 

researcher or by the research participant. However, this did not occur during the study. As the 

CCHSUKSG program and the Children’s research went on in parallel rooms’, parental support 

was available at any time and Children were returned to their parents at any time they wished. 

As two of the children who attended the playroom were under three and others were nervous, it 

was important that they had a sense of not being separate from their parents. The CCHSUKSG 

meeting was running in a room across the corridor. The researcher wanted to achieve a sense 

of them just playing in another room. This was achieved by the young children and the more 

nervous older Children initially moving between the playroom and the room across the corridor 

frequently, (supported by one of the team) and as they became more confident, they stopped 

longer. By the afternoon, when the vignette scenarios were up and running, the Children were 

confident and stopped for the whole session. By running a playroom where parents were not 

present there were medical and practical risks to consider. The playroom was separately risk 

assessed and had nurses trained in CCHS present at all times. All staff were employed, vetted 

and trained by a local NHS trust.   All equipment used in the room was cleaned and maintained 

in accordance with the local NHS trust’s policies. A checking in and handover process was 

established, and all Children had name badges with a sticker identifying Children with CCHS. A 

nominated nurse was delegated the task of not being involved in activities and taking an 

overview of all Children in the room to quickly identify Children becoming sleepy or showing 

signs of medical distress. The procedures worked well, and all medical issues were quickly and 

effectively dealt with. 

  

Wherever practical, research should go beyond doing no harm to having a level of benefit to the 

participants. The approach of this research had been to organise and fund an additional 

meeting of the Central Congenital Hypoventilation UK support group (CCHSUKSG). The group 

had requested an additional meeting that it did not have the funds or the capacity to organise 

itself. Since the WellChild Charity had funded the researcher, there was capacity to offer 

financial support. By funding the rooms and catering for the meeting and providing a play room 

staffed by play specialists and nurses from a local children’s community nursing team, these 

resources were made available over the three subsequent years where the researcher aimed to 
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facilitate the ongoing data collection and to give extra support to CCHSUKSG members. The 

Children overwhelmingly were positive about the playroom, which has been fed back on each 

occasion individually by Children, parents and the CCHSUKSG Chair. 

  

The nature of the enquiry involved daily diary keeping but only of the positive aspects of care 

and support. There is evidence that keeping a positive diary enhances mental health (Lambert 

et al. 2009, Toly et al. 2014). However, any reflective process opens the possibility of buried or 

unresolved memories surfacing. Occasional contact with the researcher and at least two face-

to-face meetings (together with the added pressure of keeping a diary as well as caring for a 

long-term ventilated Child) needed to be carefully considered and openly discussed in the 

research information leaflet and during the consent process. 

 

The process of maintaining a reflective diary and regular supervision during the research was 

critical to ensuring the principle of no harm to participants. The research diary acted as a focus 

for reflection helping to identify issues where the researcher’s complex collection of roles and 

skills could have impacted on the participants themselves. The ability to consider these issues 

with a highly-experienced research team skilled in adults and children’s research helped reduce 

these risks. 

 

  

4.5.3 Anonymity and Confidentiality 
It is important to identify the difference between ensuring anonymity and maintaining 

confidentiality. In the terms of this research, confidentiality was possible, but anonymity was not, 

as the researcher met the research participants directly. Confidentiality was achieved through 

storage of data on secure NHS servers, and paper documents secured on alarmed NHS 

premises in a secure filing cabinet. Data was collected from participants on the final visit in two 

forms. The interviews were recorded on an encrypted recording device and paper or electronic 

diaries (collected on individual memory sticks) were put away before leaving the house in a 

locked bag. On reaching the car both were placed in a locked boot (locked in locked) and 

immediately upon return, uploaded onto secure NHS servers or received via a secure NHS.net 

account (secure email standard ISB 1596 NHS Digital May 2018). Paper diaries were kept in a 

locked filing cabinet in a locked NHS office in an alarmed NHS premises. The only exception in 

the transportation of data was a participant from Northern Ireland, where the encrypted recorder 

and paper diary were locked in a box in locked hand luggage which remained with the 

researcher on the plane. On reaching the car the established process described above was 

followed. The anonymising of data was achieved through each participant being given a 

numbered diary, scrapbook, memory box and memory stick. Secondary data anonymising was 

undertaken at transcription to remove identifiable data shared by participants. All participants at 
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the CCHSUKSG event completed the local NHS trusts photographic permission forms at each 

event and the local NHS trust policies on the use of images was strictly adhered to at all times. 

 

  

4.5.4 Deceiving Potential Participants 
Deception is rarely deemed ethical in social research. To be acceptable, compelling scientific 

evidence for its use would have to be presented and agreed by the ethical committee. In this 

research, there was no such evidence or need, therefore an overriding approach was one of 

being open. This fully included the Children and as such, age appropriate explanations were 

provided by fully registered children’s practitioners. 

 

  

4.5.5 Analysis and Reporting (Justice) 
An ongoing discourse with participants was used to inform participants of how the research was 

being disseminated and used. This occurred at two points in the research; at the steering group 

and also at research group meetings the researcher shared findings and reviewed the eventual 

findings prior to the write up. The researcher was prepared to be open and honest about 

unexpected or unwelcome findings. In the event (possibly due to the salutogenic theory focused 

approach) there were no difficult findings. The unexpected nature in the findings to the 

participants were typically positive, for example, how much they achieved as a family and how 

this differed sometimes to their reflection at a given point in time, rather than as what was 

picked up in the diaries over an extended timeframe. 

 

  

4.5.6 Summary of Research Ethics 
Ethics were carefully considered throughout this study. The initial approach had ethical 

approval. 

When the Arts-based methods were expanded to include participatory play-based scenarios 

(see 4.8.3), ethical approval was sought by way of an amendment to the initial ethical approval 

and granted for this amended approach. All research has the possibility of causing harm to the 

participants if ethical standards are not strictly adhered to. In this study ethics were carefully 

considered at each stage and ethical approval was gained and amended when required. The 

overall approach taken was to use methods that were low risk and had the potential to be fun or 

helpful to the participants. No issues were raised with the researcher, CCHSUKSG or the 

university during this study. Evaluations by participants undertaken by the CCHSUKSG, noted 

the value to the attendees of the play rooms provided by the researcher. Some participants 

particularly valued the experience of keeping a diary and found the experience very positive, 
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suggesting that, at least in part, this study met its aim of going beyond doing no harm and 

creating some benefit to participants. 

 

 

4.6 Positionality in the Research 
As a qualitative researcher, reflexivity is a vital component of the research process. This 

dynamic process of self-awareness was important in considering the researcher’s position in the 

research (Flick 2009, Fowler 1988). Getting a balance between the role of researcher and nurse 

has been raised as an issue in the literature (Gerrish 1997, Spradley 1980). As a researcher, 

with a professional background in nursing, there was from the outset a discourse with the 

supervision team and through the research diary, kept throughout the development of this study 

around positionality. Positionality had some significant areas of challenge in this research. The 

first challenge was the choice of whether to inform participants that the researcher was also a 

nurse who had practised for many years as a children’s community nurse (CCN) with a 

specialist knowledge of Children’s LTV. A confirmation of this identity at the outset may have 

created some elements of being an insider which has been identified as valuable in nursing 

research. This trust can help achieve acceptance and make it easier to form open relationships 

with participants (Gerrish 1997, Spradley 1980).  However, as a clinical expert in this area, there 

might have been a perceived power differential creating the potential of participants seeing the 

researcher as a source of knowledge or even authority undermining the researcher’s ability to 

enquire and question about the day to day realities of participants’ experience, without changing 

the natural patterns of interaction (Gerrish 1997, Spradley 1980). Participants, due to their wide 

experience of the health service, would have extensive experience of the nursing role but 

conversely their experience of the role of the researcher was likely to be significantly less (or 

none at all); therefore they were more likely to identify the researcher by the role they knew and 

understood that of the nurse (Fowler 1988). This risk was equally applicable to the researcher 

as there was also a risk that the researcher would revert to the extensive years of socialisation 

in his professional role, rather than his less developed role of being a researcher (Fowler 1988). 

It was essential therefore to have a clear stance on this issue. Without clarity, role confusion 

could ensue leading to important ethical and methodological issues. An example of this could 

have arisen in the process of consent. The risk was that if the roles were unclear to the 

participant or the researcher, there could be confusion about whether consent was being given 

or taken by a nurse or a researcher. This identity issue could then result in participants being 

confused as to whether they were consenting as participants or patients. There was an equal 

risk or a similar confusion arising in the researcher (Fowler 1988). A position was agreed in 

supervision that the researcher would identify himself as a researcher not a nurse, however, if 

questioned there would be an open and honest response. The approach chosen has been 

considered and questioned in other studies, where full disclosure of all a researcher’s roles at 

the outset has been advocated (Fowler 1988). On balance, the risks to the participants and 
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researcher of the possibility of the nurse role dominating that of the researcher (due to over 

thirty years’ experience as a nurse and fourteen years’ experience of looking after Children who 

require LTV) and the risk to participants with many years’ experience of extensive Health 

Service use were considered the paramount risks. 

  

In the study the consent process and the first four interviews were conducted before the 

question was asked whether the researcher was a nurse. On reflection of the research diary, 

the revelation of the researcher’s background did not seem to change the relationships as much 

as expected and simple approaches identified in (Fowler 1988) such as directing questions 

raised around practice to the CCHSUKSG Chair or trusted information sources sufficed. In 

addition, on reflection of the research diary, it appeared that this was due to initial relationships 

being based on the role of the researcher which set expectations from the start. However, the 

issue of positionality is more complex than identification of profession. Thus, the wider aspects 

of positionality will now be considered. 

  

The most significant issues in this study arose from the culture context and practice differences 

between the two roles. Moving from a culture of compassion to a culture of critical questioning 

has been identified in quantitative and qualitative research (Springwood and King 2001, cited in 

McGarry 2007:11). The innate nursing need to make a difference and intervene, has as a 

practitioner been an area of struggle for the researcher which culminated in the study of 

counselling techniques, later honed in the field of Children’s nursing where a need for 

compassion and care whilst empowering a Child and family to take on care themselves, is the 

predominant nursing approach. As a nurse researcher, it has been argued that a nurse has a 

moral duty to maintain their integrity and identity as a nurse (Fowler 1988). This duty results in 

the nurse researcher needing to retain a clear focus on the needs of the Child and family. It has 

been observed that in research the process of seeking out and being interested in a 

participant’s story is of itself enabling (Eide and Kahn 2008). In this study, the duty of a 

researcher, with a professional background in nursing was enacted by trying to achieve more 

than doing no harm. The researcher aimed to use approaches and methods that had the 

potential to be empowering, useful or fun to the Child or family, as such the ethical needs of 

both the research and the ethics of nursing were met by focusing on “human flourishing” 

(Fowler 1988:111). 

  

As a researcher, the researcher needed a clear commitment to the advancement of knowledge. 

However, as a professional nurse, care and compassion are central to the nursing identity 

(Fowler 1988) as discussed, these approaches are not easily aligned. However, there are some 

pre-existing cross over points. As a Children’s nurse, a questioning approach is essential to 

safeguard Children (RCN 2014). The duty to safeguard (RCN 2014) necessitates a questioning 

approach requiring a thinking of the unthinkable. This approach is a key skill for safeguarding 
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Children which requires a continual questioning of a family’s actions and motives (RCN 2014). 

However, the adaption to the questioning approach of a researcher is far more encompassing 

and challenging in research as the process of data collection and study of data becomes the 

central role. The researcher’s research diary notes the struggle that ensued within the 

researcher during this transition. Throughout this thesis, the researcher has addressed this 

concern through supervision and reflection. 

  

Another area of challenge related to positionality, was that of being an observer when help is 

required. When the area studied is an area the researcher has a clinical expertise in, there is a 

professional ethical issue of whether to intervene as a nurse, or to maintain the observer status 

of the researcher. This concern is widely reported in nursing research (McGarry 2007). This 

issue was most common in data collection, when concerns or issues raised by the participants 

could potentially have been eased by knowledge the researcher had from practice. However, as 

a researcher moving into a role of adviser would have created a crossover from researcher to 

nurse (Ballie 1995). 

  

One such challenge came through the Chair of CCHSUKSG who indicated the group wanted 

talks during their away days from the researcher on care packages. This request posed a 

potential dilemma. As a nurse, there was an internal struggle with the innate nursing need to 

give what may be of help (Fowler 1988). This was carefully handled and addressed by 

members of the researcher’s nursing team coming to speak as a separate entity to the research 

and the researcher. An additional challenge was a consideration of clinical risk to Children when 

organising a meeting of Children and families, where the child has a highly complex life-

threatening condition. CCHS necessitates essential ventilation overnight and during sleep. As a 

nurse, the researcher could not separate himself from the safety and care of the Child and 

family (Fowler 1988). As a nurse it was considered prudent to ensure local ambulance services; 

local emergency admission units and regional children's ventilation teams were aware that a 

large number of Children with complex needs were in the area. (In addition, contingencies such 

as power cuts were addressed). The researcher considered this an ethical responsibility under 

The Code (NMC 2013).  Consequently, the researcher worked with the Chair of the 

CCHSUKSG to update the group’s risk assessment and to ensure the above issues were 

addressed. 

  

The role conflict between that of a researcher and nurse was most apparent during this time. 

The researcher’s research diary was used to consider these conflicting demands and to develop 

a strategy that maintained the researcher's role as the researcher, but met the responsibilities of 

having a professional background in nursing. This was largely achieved by working behind-the-

scenes with the Chair of the CCHSUKSG to ensure the additional risks, that were apparent to a 

professional nurse, were risk assessed and addressed and that requests from the group for 
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information on topics familiar to the researcher were addressed as a separate entirety by the 

researcher’s nursing team. The researcher, in common with other nurse researchers, found a 

total separation of the role of nurse and researcher was impossible (Fowler 1988), however a 

clear differentiation at the start enabled a context to be set that maintained beyond the 

recognition by participants of the researcher’s professional nursing background. 

  

In summary, this section has identified these struggles and the process and mitigation taken, 

but more importantly it has attempted to reflect openly and honestly on the underpinning 

motivations and actions of the researcher, so the reader can evaluate for themselves the 

influence or not attributed to this study by the researcher’s approach. 

 

  

4.7 Development and Rationale of the Data Collection Methods 
Following much reflection, a phased approach to data collection was felt to best fit the study in 

order to meet the aims. Using a phased approach enabled the researcher to gather data at 

timed intervals and allowed for reflection and further development in-between. The phased 

approach is set out firstly as a description, followed by application to then critically reflect on the 

reality of using the chosen methods (Flick 2009). To give an overview of the quality measures 

that were integral to each method, a table is presented in Appendix 13 (Flick 2009). Chosen 

methods included Arts-based diaries and participatory scenarios. None Arts-based approaches 

included interviews and focus groups. To help reflection, the data collection methods are 

diagrammatically represented as below (Figure 4.2). 

 

  

Figure 4.2   Process of Data Collection 
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4.7.1 Diaries 
The first method of data collection for families for discussion was the use of a diary method as 

Figure 4.2 above demonstrates. Diaries have been a feature of human culture for a 

considerable length of time. Diary usage has been traced back to the 10th century Imperial Court 

of Japan and English monks (Whittemore and Knafl 2005). Diaries are a way of capturing the 

mood at a given point in time, making them a useful research technique and have been used in 

historical and current, qualitative, and quantitative research as described in the following 

quotation: 

  

“Diaries tell the truth, the partial truth, and a lot more beside the truth....... in them, you seek-and 

often find-an atmosphere, a sense of the mood of the moment, which could not be acquired in 

any other way. They should never, ever, be taken as the last word, but as the raw material for 

reconstruction of the past they are, invaluable “(Pimlott 2002:24). 

  

Diaries have frequently been cited as a narrative approach or even a mode of self-administered 

longitudinal questionnaire (Snowden 2015). However, in capturing the daily story of a family in 

both written and visual ways, this methodology was an Arts-based method in the wider view 

taken of Arts based methods (Eaves 2014).  The diaries created for the study were designed to 

allow both written and drawn entries. For each day there was a written page and a page for 

drawings (Figure 4.3). 
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 Figure 4.3 Example of the Arts-Based Diary 

 

This method was chosen as the families in this study all had a Child with complex care and 

long-term ventilation needs. As identified in the literature review, this meant they lived busy and 

stressful lives (see 2.4.2 and 2.4.3). It was envisaged that using a diary would allow them to 

undertake real time recording and in doing so record any issues arising as the day/weeks 

evolved. It was hoped that in this way memories could be captured that might have been lost in 

the day to day stresses of their lives. 

  

The use of diaries with such a group was not entirely unique to this study. Diaries have been 

utilised successfully in families with Children with complex needs before (Nicholl 2010, Toly et 

al. 2014). Diaries have been used in resourcefulness training as a cognitive behavioural 

technique with parents of Children with complex care needs to enhance mental health (Toly et 

al. 2014).  The principal advantages of using a diary are that they are contemporaneous, in that 

entries are made at the time )or close enough to the time) when events or activities occurred, so 

that the record is not distorted by problems of recall. Diaries are also particularly suited to 

gaining lived experiences as they facilitate the examination of reported events and experiences 

in their natural, spontaneous context (Bolger et al. 2003:36). 

  

For this study, it was envisaged that the use of diaries would allow the researcher to gain a real 

feel of the day-to-day nature of the participants’ lives. For example, it was felt that using this 

approach captured issues relating to the large and invasive care packages health staff deliver 

and it was also hoped that other features of day to day family life would be recorded. This 

method was also felt to be useful as participants would record items every day rather than only 

at the point of interview when thinking would be a response or a memory. This was similar to 

the findings of Nicholl (2010). 

  

As with all data collection techniques there are challenges in using any method. Firstly, diary 

content is limited to small snapshots in time and for this reason could not reflect the whole of a 

“complex phenomenon” (Nicholl 2010:18). Clarkson (2003:56) also notes that diaries “tell us 

what the participant wants us to know, which is not necessarily what the researcher is really 

interested in”. Diaries therefore, offer a version of events from the perspective of the narrator. 

However, in this study, this was offset by using the diaries as a platform with the one to one 

face to face interviews as a follow up. Further, the diaries were used as a platform to create the 

questions and structure of the interview. The follow up interviews also allowed entries to be 

examined in detail, after they had been written by participants, allowing any “gloss” to be 

reconsidered or challenged. 
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4.7.1.1 Diary Design 
Prior to the start of the data collection, the decision was made to use both a paper and 

electronic version. There were many reasons for this decision; for example, the researcher had 

learned over years of clinical practice that many families already used paper diaries in their day 

to day lives. It was envisaged that a small paper diary could be easily carried around and used 

in any situation without the need for any kind of technology or technological skill.  When using a 

paper diary however, the user may have concerns about their writing and spelling and for some, 

they would prefer electronic means, so they can smarten and correct diary entries. For the 

researcher, it can also be hard to transcribe and understand handwriting in paper diaries 

(Snowden 2015) Therefore, for this study, the researcher chose to also provide an electronic 

diary format. 

  

Electronic diaries overcome some of the issues identified for paper diaries but have unique 

issues of their own such as evidenced in Clarkson (2003) and Nicholl (2010). When using an 

electronic diary, it is important to ensure that any system used is as accessible as possible, for 

participants to become involved in the study. Word and email at the time of this study were far 

the best-known electronic data capture and transfer methods. It was anticipated that by families 

entering data on their own devices, data entry would be swift and familiar to them, thus enabling 

timely recording of diary entries. However, the opportunity for more modern and engaging data 

capture (such as a custom-made electronic diary) was initially missed. However, after 

discussion with the parent representative, the Chair of the CCHSUKSG and a fellow PhD 

student (who was specialising in electronic data capture), who had raised concerns about a 

bespoke electronic diary approach (without access to training and technical support), a further 

search of the literature was undertaken around electronic diaries. From this search it was found 

that the majority of studies had considered or used bespoke electronic methods. Only one study 

was found that had studied the use of email. The findings identified that no training was required 

by participants when using an email-based approach and there was a high level of acceptance 

from participants as the technology was familiar to them (Whittemore and Knafl 2005). 

Therefore, to further develop the data collection methods, the low threshold of word and email 

were chosen as electronic data capture methods, as they were familiar to most computer users 

allowing accessibility and speed of access, which were the primary requirements in this study. 

  

However, data security is an issue with all data but in particular electronic data. This was a 

consideration in the inclusion of electronic diaries. The data remained within the families’ own 

data systems until sent to an NHS email address. NHS e-mail is secure (secure email standard 

ISB 1596) and the data can then be securely transferred to NHS servers. Participants also had 

the choice of saving the diary on a USB stick, which was physically picked up by the researcher 
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in a locked case, within in a locked car boot and then transferred directly to NHS systems. 

These procedures ensured that data security was maintained at all times. 

  

The format of the diary required much consideration. Diaries can be potentially more than just 

words and for this study the researcher wanted to allow all the family members to be 

participants. In the families studied however, many of the children and siblings were too young 

to add written or drawn entries to the structured format of their family diary; to attempt to 

address this issue scrapbooks were developed as per Section 4.8. 

 

  

4.7.1.2 Formulation of Diary Questions 
As discussed, to achieve the research aim of capturing what works for Children and families 

living with LTV at home, required a new approach. The decision to include theory in the 

formulation of the research questions was decided upon after extensive reflection, supervision, 

critical reading and quality review (Appendix 13). This was done to enable a salutogenic 

(Antonovsky 1987) focus to the data collection. A decision was therefore made to focus data 

collection via the diaries on the 3 theoretical concepts of comprehensibility, manageability, and 

meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987) which had been used previously by Einberg et al. (2015); 

Jakobsson (2014) and Daniel and Mathias (2012). However, as described elsewhere, using 

salutogenic theory in Children’s LTV research study was unique and setting the diary questions 

around these three concepts was also novel. 

  

To formulate questions on these domains was more difficult than had originally been envisaged. 

The words used needed to both reflect the concepts as described above and be understandable 

to the participants. Therefore, the researcher used the extensive literature review to develop a 

table of different descriptions used in the literature (Appendix 8).  This table was then utilised to 

develop and draft three initial questions for the diary as below:  

 

1. Can you tell me about what or who made today meaningful or motivating, or something 

that gave you satisfaction? 

2. Can you tell me about things, people or thoughts that made today more manageable for 

you or your family? 

3. Can you tell me about thoughts or events today that have helped to make things more 

understandable, clear, or more predictable for you or your family? 

  

Once formulated the questions were submitted to a parent representative who offered to 

appraise them. She replied that she did not understand the questions and therefore had not 

been able to record any data. Whilst initially this felt like a set-back, it demonstrated how 
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important it was to ask verification of data collection tools with users directly. The questions 

were therefore re-defined and re-developed as short prompts as follows: 

  

1. Special things that have happened. 

2. Things that make life/care easier. 

3. Things that make life/care clearer or easier to understand. 

  

Further consultation was undertaken with the same parent representative and the Chair of the 

CCHSUKSG. As a result, the first question was changed to: 

  

1. What are the best things that have happened today? 

2. Things that make life/care easier? 

3. Things that make life/care clearer or easier to understand. 

  

The researcher felt confident in the refinement process and that the final agreed questions are 

based on salutogenic approach, but adapted in a pragmatic way. Families still had to report 

what was going well and what helped them in day to day life, whilst being easy to understand. 

 

Each diary had a guide at the start to explain how it was to be used using a Diary System Users 

Guide (See Appendix Nine) and every family was asked to complete the diary for one month 

and, if practical, the families were asked to try and make an entry to the diary every day. It was 

also important to gain the input of all family members regardless of age, gender or cognitive 

ability. The combined participative Arts-based approach aimed to achieve a blend between a 

narrative account and a creative Arts-based diary. This was achieved in the diary method by 

having a lined daily page for narrative data and a blank daily page for more creative non-written 

input (see Figure 4.3). This was strengthened by the use of scrap books and memento boxes as 

described below to form a creative participative Arts-based approach. 

  

 

4.7.2 Interviews 
Underpinning the use of diaries and throughout the data collection methods the researcher used 

interviews as a method (See Figure 4.2 above).  

 

Interviews are one of the most frequently used methods in qualitative research and in particular, 

research in health-related subjects (Miczo 2003, Silverman 2011, cited in Saks and Alsop 

2013). As a method, they gather data and provide a way of investigating that data through 

conversation. Interviews can be structured, semi structured or unstructured (Edwards and 

Holland 2013:12). Highly structured interviews deliver focused information around areas of 

interest to the researcher. This focused approach also allows for a more straightforward 
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comparison of the data gathered. Unstructured interviews conversely allow for greater 

exploration of a subject following leads that participants offer (Green and Thorogood 2014, Saks 

and Alsop 2013). 

  

In this study, the purpose of the interviews was to gather a wider understanding of the 

participant’s responses to the process of keeping a salutogenicaly focused diary and the 

questions within the diary. During the interview, the researcher also planned to ask participants 

what the contents of the scrapbook and the memory box meant to them and therefore open 

questions were asked about each item’s personal significance, meaning or memory links. There 

were risks that in this interpretive process that the Child’s (or adult’s) sense of meaning would 

be lost (Beauman 1997; Bendelow 1995). Therefore, careful consideration was taken of 

research in this area (Coad 2007) and advice taken from the researcher’s Director of Studies, 

who was an acknowledged expert in this area. Finally, the interviews were concluded by asking 

the AI inspired question of what an ‘ideal, dream service’ would look like to the Children and 

their families. 

A semi-structured approach was chosen to allow easier comparison across the participants. 

The diary methodology, used in the primary data collection, was then used to inform the 

structure of the semi-structured interview. The participants were contacted a week prior to the 

researcher visiting their home and asked to highlight what entries or items were most interesting 

or important to them. Focusing the questions around participant’s choice of diary entries or 

“scraps” or mementoes strengthened the areas important to participants in the interview and in 

the overall data by allowing them to explain and reflect on what they had written (Kenten 2010 

cited in Edwards and Holland 2013:59). This approach also gave respondents more power over 

what was discussed (Johnson 2002 cited in Saks and Alsop 2013:89). As this study was for a 

thesis rather than a large research grant, the researcher undertook the interviews. This had 

advantages in terms of the interviewer’s knowledge of the study and understanding of the 

ethical issues and risks to the study’s trustworthiness. However, this approach also had risks in 

terms of the researcher’s investment in the study, which if not carefully monitored could pose a 

risk to the positionality of the researcher and the study itself. The researcher mitigated these 

risks using a research diary and close supervisory support.  

 

 

4.7.3 Focus Groups 
Focus groups were used within two events (see 4.2). Focus groups as a data collection 

method provide a compromise between the two most popular qualitative methods, one the 

process of interaction, gained by participant observation and two, the content of interaction 

gained by in-depth interviewing. As such the focus group methodology works in a different way, 

as it acknowledges the influence of the group. (Krueger 1994). Focus groups have been argued 

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Judith+Green%22
https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Nicki+Thorogood%22
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to gain a deeper understanding of issues by harnessing the group to explore the issues raised 

(Kitszinger 1997).  There are many descriptions of focus groups, but the one that best describes 

the intent of this research is a “focus group is designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area 

of interest in a permissive non-threatening environment”; “the discussion is comfortable and 

often enjoyable for participants, as they share their ideas and perceptions” (Krueger 

1994).  This also fulfils an aim of being useful and enjoyable to the participants, although care 

must be taken to remember the purpose of these groups. The CCHSUKSG is primarily a 

support group and the risk of such groups being difficult to move from support to data collection 

has been identified (Straw and Smith 1995).   

  

There are risks to the data with focus groups.  Some researchers question the value of focus 

group data (Agar and MacDonald 1995). Focus group data is often misused with strongly 

verbalised views being attributed to the whole group (Sim 1998). Highly vocal individuals may 

monopolise the session or minority viewpoints may be silenced by the group.  However, with 

good facilitation these quieter views can be captured, members of a focus group are constantly 

evaluating information and a member who says little may make a comment, which pinpoints the 

issue precisely (Sim 1998).   One of the advantages of focus groups however, are that they do 

not discriminate against those with poor literacy skills.   Sim goes on to suggest that a focus 

group methodology is more useful for gaining an overall feel for a subject than objective findings 

(Sim 1998).  

  

The primary intention of focus groups within this study was a method of checking for data 

saturation, feeding back and checking out early themes and final findings. In this study focus 

groups were used at two points in the data collection process for checking out findings, which 

has been identified as a particular strength of this method of data collection. It offers a form of 

triangulation between individual views and a group consensus (Fusch and Ness 2015). 

 

  

4.8 Arts-Based Methods 
Arts-based methods were used as part of the phased approach with the Children with CCHS 

and their families to encourage engagement and included scrapbooks, mementos, and child 

focused Arts-based events (see 4.2) Each are set out in this section. 

  

Arts-based methods remain an emergent field of research at the time of this study. Arts-based 

methods have been described as non linguistic methods and using non-language-based 

methods of expression and are commonly associated with narrative inquiry, poetry, music, 

performance, dance, movement and visual art (Coad 2007, Bagnoli 2009, Leavy 2009 cited in 

Eaves 2014:149). There has been a debate as to whether there should be a distinction between 

research, where the Arts-based is the primary research approach, and art-informed research, 
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where art informs the approach (Springgay et al. 2005). Some writers feel the importance is not 

exclusively in the methods used, but rather the influence of art or Arts on methodology (Eaves 

2014).  This approach to the definition enables art-based methodology to be seen in its widest 

context, but draws on a specific approach, whilst Arts-based approaches is a wider 

understanding (Eaves 2014). This study used Arts-based in the widest meaning to support the 

use of scrapbooks, mementos and child-focused scenario-based play events. Each of these 

creative and inventive Arts-based methods will now be considered from both a methodological 

viewpoint and then in terms of their application in this study. 

 

  

4.8.1 Scrapbooks 
It was always envisaged that this study would actively include children in the study methods and 

that these would be engaging and would interest children across a wide age spectrum of ages, 

needs and cognitive ability (Carter 2005). The method of scrapbooking has been described as 

effective with children (Carter 2005, McCarthy, Sebaugh 2011). As an approach, it has a low 

barrier of entry in terms of the complexity of the activity, so is open to children from a wide range 

of cognitive abilities. Scrapbooking, as an activity, has wide social acceptance and its growth in 

online use suggests this is a medium that remains popular across generations. After much 

consideration using key literature (Carter 2005, McCarthy, Sebaugh 2011) a scrapbook was 

chosen as part of the suite of Arts-based methods. 

 

Scrapbooks have over time constantly evolved; changing in popularity and usage (Good 2012). 

They have indeed been used in paper form since the early renaissance for the purpose of 

preserving and cataloguing mementos, drawings text, ideas and more recently photographs 

have appeared as part of the mix of objects displayed. Indeed, scrapbooks paved the way for 

the photograph album (Goodsell and Seiter 2011) . Scrapbooks have been described as “an 

everyday grappling with multiple realities” (Chalfen 1987 cited in Goodsell and Seiter 2011:318). 

The internet was viewed by many to be the demise of scrapbooks (Good 2012) but this was not 

so. In fact, an on-line scrapbook app ‘Pinterest’ had grown to over 70 million users by 2015 

(Omnicoreagency 2018) which may indicate how popular and adaptable scrapbooking is. Some 

have argued all social media is a type of scrapbooking, where snippets of interest are pulled 

together to share with family and friends (Good 2012).  Worldwide, there are over 2.2 billion 

monthly active ‘Facebook’ users (Zephoria 2018). One reflection of this wider view of scrap 

booking was that scrapbooks were reaching far more people than ever before (Good 2012).   

  

Overall scrapbooks can be set apart from other collections of information by the assessment of 

the areas represented here. Firstly, they contain assembled personal media, to document 

friendship and a person’s social circle. A precursor to the modern scrap book was the “album 

http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
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amicorum” (friendship book), which was originally used mostly by students, to list and identify 

their contacts on their travels (Good 2012). As emigration increased, the idea of the friendship 

book evolved into the scrapbook. Interestingly, since their inception scrap books have been 

used to pull together artefacts that can illustrate a family history and as such can be used to 

“define family identity” (Goodsell and Seiter 2011:320) or a subject of interest to the person who 

created it. Some researchers have argued that scrapbooks have a higher level of significance 

and meaning and are a way of creating a family narrative. which aligns with the perceived 

dominant cultural family model.  As such it can create “family capital” by showing alignment with 

this dominant cultural family model giving evidence of this link (Goodsell and Seiter 2011). 

Secondly, scrapbooks are a way of pulling together and indexing the “scraps” that are of 

interest. Often in the form of flat physical objects such as a baby’s hair, a child’s first drawing or 

a leaf pressed for collection. As forms of printed material expanded, people increasingly wanted 

ways of indexing things that were of interest to them, as the sources of such objects increased 

with mechanical printing (Good 2012). These scraps could be any flat, small, printed item that 

linked to key events in the life course of the collector’s family and friends, alternatively the 

scraps could relate to an interest or hobby. 

  

Thirdly scrapbooks are a medium for “expressing taste”, where the user keeps links to the music 

or culture that they identify with, collecting tokens that link to that culture and demonstrate 

personal linkage with that culture such as tickets or photographs (Good 2012:566). The use of 

“selfies” where a person takes a photograph of themselves with a person or place that 

demonstrates their direct presence and link with their chosen person, band, place or culture is a 

modern extension of this phenomena. 

  

In terms of research, scrapbooks have been identified as a data collection method which enable 

people to express feelings and views (Karns 2002). They have been used particularly in studies 

involving children and young people. Scrapbooks have been used to gather the views of 

children and young people in a novel way (Bragg and Buckingham 2008). One example is 

Carter (2005) who used a scrap book activity to evaluate a children’s community nursing service 

from a child’s perspective. In this study, scrapbooks were one of a suite of methods which were 

used to gain the views of children. The children’s scrapbooks contained “stories”, cameos of 

events and diary style entries (Carter 2005:53). 

  

Scrapbooks have also been used in therapeutic services, such as bereavement support 

research, including being used as a therapeutic tool in paediatric oncology, where scrapbooks 

were used as a method of empowering families with children going through cancer treatment to 

increase positivity and motivation (McCarthy, Sebaugh 2011). Scrapbooks were therefore 

chosen as an Arts-based method, which would be particularly interesting to Children who may 

want to contribute to the data and study by providing “scraps” in their scrap book. This choice 

http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Goodsell%2C+Todd+L
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
http://journals.sagepub.com/author/Seiter%2C+Liann
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was supported by research, which found this approach to be effective for children with complex 

medical needs (Carter 2005) and with adolescents (McCarthy, Sebaugh 2011). Furthermore, 

the idea of the scrapbook fitted well with the concept of the diary. Diaries are a record of 

thoughts and feelings and scrapbooks are a collection of artefacts that are individual and 

connect memories. 

 

  

4.8.1.1 Scrapbook Design 
One consideration in design was whether to use an electronic version of the scrapbook, paper 

or offer both formats. An electronic online version was initially considered. ‘Facebook’ a popular 

social media tool was also considered in recognition of its wide existing use in the CCHSUKSG 

(who use a closed group Facebook page for social support and contact). However, Facebook 

had a clear usage as a social forum for the group, which was different to scrap booking, so was 

therefore discounted. An existing online app (Pinterest) which had a much closer format and 

connection to the concept of scrapbooking was identified for consideration. Pinterest has an 

electronic format closely aligned to the paper scrapbook concept allowing a user to pull together 

“scraps”. The way they are pulled together within the app closely resembles a paper scrapbook. 

The two principle differences are that these “scraps can also include digital information in the 

form of pictures, word, videos and the like. The second is that this electronic scrap book can 

easily be shared with family and friends or the entire Pinterest community. At the time of the 

study Pinterest was not as well known in the UK and it was felt it may have a limited interest to 

children as its users are mostly adult. In addition, all social media type approaches have risks 

for Children in terms of unsolicited adult contact, so must be used with great care (Livingstone 

et al. 2011).  A further consideration is that data protection issues are less in 

the researcher’s control, widening the risk to participants (Townsend and Wallace 2016). 

Therefore, deliberation was given to the use of electronic data capture off line. Microsoft Word 

or PowerPoint were considered due to their accessibility; however research with scrap bookers 

has identified the need for a system that allows for natural interaction, such as touch and voice 

(Petrelli, Whittaker, Brockmeier 2008:2). After careful deliberation, reflection, and supervision, a 

decision was made not to consider an electronic scrapbook but rather solely a paper version 

(see Figure 4.4). 

 

  

4.8.1.2 Scrapbook Format 
Consideration was given to the possibility of adding the questions to the scrapbook, but a 

particular strength of scrapbooks is their individuality and creativity so after reflection and 

discussion at supervision a decision was made to keep the scrapbooks blank. Great care was 

taken to select colourful but non-age-related scrapbooks to ensure older children and siblings 
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were not put off by a childish design, whilst engaging younger children, as per previous 

literature in this field. 

 

McCarthy, Sebaugh (2011) and Carter (2005) identified the concept of a “scrapbook kit” which 

included pencils, glue, stick on eyes and other aids, but the decision was made after discussion 

with the researcher’s teams play specialist and supervision team, that the tools for scrapbook 

creation were widely available in family homes (see Figure 4.4). 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Example of the Scrapbook Provided to Participants 

  

4.8.1.3 Scrapbook Data Collection 
It was envisaged that the scrapbooks would be used as part of the family interview, to gain an 

understanding from the Child and other family members what the meaning of each entry was for 

them. The data in scrapbooks can be important to a Child and family, so each scrap book was 

photographed page by page and then left with the family. Carter (2005) used a process of 

electronic scanning but noted the issue of data loss in the scanning process Carter (2005). In 

this study scrapbooks were photographed, which avoided data loss through careful framing of 

the pictures, however Carter (2005) also noted the flattening of potential three-dimensional 

images by two-dimensional photography and the loss of texture of objects. This issue was 

impossible to avoid without taking scrapbooks off the Children, so the decision was made to 

photograph them in the family home. 
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4.8.2 Mementos 
To widen the approach still further a Memento Box was added. A memento is described as "an 

object given or deliberately kept as a reminder of a person, place or event” (Petrelli, Whittaker, 

Brockmeier 2008:1). Mementos are important objects to their owner; they are heterogeneous 

and can be used as a discussion point to gain an understanding of the meaning and narrative 

behind the object from an owner’s standpoint (Petrelli and Whittaker 2010). The meaning that 

people ascribe to a particular item of value to them has cross overs with scrapbooking, but has 

the advantage of being easier to manage. Mementos like items in scrapbooks are pictorial links 

to memories of value to the owner. Mementos are often not valuable or rare. A mass-produced 

article can have a particular value due to the link it provides to memories of the previous owner 

or user of the object. A memento equally can act as a link to an event or special time for its 

owner. The study of mementos is linked to narrative research, where the owner of the object 

describes how and why the object is important to them and the story behind that object (Petrelli 

and Whittaker 2010). 

  

Memento researchers have a number of techniques to understand the narrative behind an 

object in context. A key approach in memento research is described as the “memory tour” 

(Petrelli, Whittaker, Brockmeier 2008:3). A memory tour is where the researcher is taken on a 

tour of the participant’s home by the participant. The participant then describes where they store 

and place mementos and the value they ascribe to them. In memento research the placing of 

the object is of equal importance to the object itself. Therefore, an object’s placement forms part 

of the story of the object. An object may be rarefied and placed in a central and visible position 

or hidden away in a dusty corner, thus the owner’s story behind this placement is a key part of 

the narrative, that is attached to that memento (Petrelli and Whittaker 2010).   

  

There was very little research at the time of this study into mementos in children, young people 

and their families. One family study found parents described as feeling they have a duty to 

collect mementos that chart the progress and success in children’s lives. Mementos can be 

extremely varied and can range from a lock of a baby’s hair to awards from activities 

undertaken by a child or young person. Mementos are often collected with an intention to pass 

them on to the child once they have grown up and have children of their own (Petrelli and 

Whittaker 2010). 

  

Boxed collections in one study were found in 80 percent of the families’ homes (Petrelli and 

Whittaker 2010). Boxed collections were rarely on display, but often were of particular value to 

respondents (Petrelli and Whittaker 2010). These boxes acted as a store of memories which 

when opened and described, started a wide and emotional discussion about their contents 

(Petrelli and Whittaker 2010). It is this link with memories and emotions which is linked with the 

other significant use of boxes of mementos with Children and families. Memory boxes have also 
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been used extensively in grief counselling in Children. In the memory box approach, colourful 

boxes are provided to store items that link to the baby or child or relative who has died. This 

process of memorialising is now increasingly common in palliative care and often includes 

taking hand and foot impressions shortly after death (Tan et al. 2012). This powerful and 

emotionally charged use of memory boxes is different to memento research in terms of its aims 

but the usage is like memento boxes in the linkage with past memories and emotions. 

 

  

4.8.2.1 Memento Box Design   
In considering the use of this method, the first consideration was how it would be used and the 

applicability of this approach to the group this study aimed to recruit. Memory mapping was 

considered, but it was decided that this approach was too invasive to the family’s privacy.  In 

addition, the research supporting this approach was focused predominately on older adults. In 

this study this method was considered and chosen as a method to engage predominately 

children in the study. Thus, this method would need to be aimed primarily but not exclusively at 

engaging Children. 

  

Electronic methods have been considered by researchers using mementos in two ways. The 

first, has been to identify how much digital data was selected for inclusion in the memory box. 

The research suggested that, despite the importance of digital data in daily life, digital material 

rarely is considered by participants as a memento, with only one digital memento being 

identified out of 169 mementos in a study of families (Petrelli and Whittaker 2010). The second, 

is the use of digital photographs as a form of memento box, by electronically capturing the 

image of a memento and recording its significance. In this approach, a digital photograph is 

taken of an object and the participant can tag the object as to its significance. However, these 

methods were excluded, due to the low level of evidence to support them and the strong 

association of the technique to older adults (Petrelli, Whittaker, Brockmeier 2008). 

  

Research into grief and memory boxes had an interesting cross over and was supportive for the 

use of this approach in Children. The limited number of studies into memory boxes found 

strongly linked the collecting of mementos to the creation of memories in Children and their 

parents (Petrelli and Whittaker 2010). 

 

In this study, the focus was different than for the memory boxes. The memento boxes used 

were to store objects that had been collected over the month of data collection. A box (see 

Figure 4.5) was selected which had a vibrant colour, but was not age specific and could be used 

by a child or adult.  
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Figure 4.5 Example of the Memento Box Provided to Participants 
 

Each family was provided with a memento box, with simple instructions for its use, as part of the 

participant pack of Arts-based methods. This tool was explained during the launch (Appendix 4). 

  

4.8.3 Child Focused Arts-Based Events 
The researcher felt that the Child’s voice including the affected Children and unaffected siblings 

was an essential component of the families’ lives and without their voice it would not be possible 

to gain an adequate or accurate account of what works in care packages. The lack of use of the 

scrapbooks and memento boxes by Children led to not only a rethink of the data collection tools 

used with Children, but also the very nature of Children’s research. 

  

Researchers who study Children can have differing views of Children in terms of Children’s 

input to design. One view is that Children are social actors in their own right and” there is no 

automatic assumption that methodologies need to be adapted” (Robinson and Kellott 2004:86 

cited in Fraser et al. 2004). However, more contemporary views are that Children are integral to 

the data collection and so use focused, sensitive and meaningful approaches to elicit Children’s 

views (Coad 2007). Arts-based methods, in particular, have been identified as being effective in 

eliciting Children’s views (Coad 2007). On reflection and through supervision, the researcher 

concluded that the creation and application of any child-focused participatory Arts-based 

methods had not considered sufficiently the specialist nature of actual Children in the research. 

A significant redesign therefore took place, which led to the creation of the participatory based 

play sessions explained below. The nature of the changes required revised ethical approval 

which was sought and received. 
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4.8.3.1 Participatory Play-Based Scenarios 
Scenarios using imaginary situations were subsequently chosen as a fun, developmentally 

appropriate, approach for the children given that the children anticipated to attend were in the 

age range of four to ten years of age.  This approach used was an adaption of the vignette 

method, but fitted well to AI and salutogenic frameworks in view of the positive stance. 

  

In such events, vignettes are often used in social research with stories, scenarios or examples 

used to generate discussion amongst the participants to elicit perceptions, beliefs and attitudes 

(Hughes 1998:381). Traditionally, vignettes are a way of participants looking in on and reflecting 

on the stories or examples they are shown or told (Barter and Renold 1999). In this method, 

questions or focus group discussion follow on from the participants being shown or reading the 

vignette, however, some researchers have questioned this as giving participants selected 

information about an event by only giving them fixed questions, is not understanding the 

importance of human interaction (Barter and Renold 1999). The use of vignettes therefore, in 

qualitative research is focused on trying to gain participant’s views of what was behind the 

actions described. However, there is also some evidence that vignettes do not always elicit 

responses to situations that are replicated in real-life (Hughes 1998). This significant critique 

contends that to try and understand what participants would do in a real event by questioning 

them about an imaginary scenario will not translate into real life (Barter and Renold 1999). 

Carlson (1996), Rahman (1996), Hughes (1998) Barter and Renold’s (1999) literature 

suggested that there is a correlation between participant’s responses to vignettes and what 

participants do in real situations. The lack of involvement of participants in the scenario has led 

to claims that this process is artificial as participants cannot change and respond to the 

vignettes as they progress (Barter and Renold 1999).  Some researchers also suggest, that 

vignettes need to be close to real-life and mundane experiences to capture meaningful data 

(Finch 1987, Hughes 1998). 

  

Other researchers, using vignette-based research in children, have suggested the more unfitting 

or contentious the vignette the more the children engaged (Hazel 1995). Therefore, it is 

important to consider not just the vignette approach, but the use of this approach specifically 

with children. For young children, it is particularly important to make vignettes easy to 

understand and to consider the flow of the story (Barter and Renold 1999). In this study, the 

researcher wanted to harness the capacity of children’s imagination by moving them from 

outside to inside the story. Thus, a participatory scenario was used within play sessions to 

enable the children to become actors within the story. Although this approach is similar to a 

vignette, this is a novel development of the vignette method. By enabling the children to become 

participants in the scenario, the children could shape the story as actors within it. The children 

were making their views and comments as participants and not observers. The researcher 

made the stories very simple and was particularly observant to the flow of the stories. 
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A principle advantage of participatory research, like the scenario play events, is that it helps to 

address the issue of the power differential between adults and children (Robinson and Kellett 

2004). A key issue in research, linked to this power differential, is that research with children 

should be undertaken by professionals skilled in working with Children. There has been a strong 

recognition of the need for different services for Children provided by Children’s trained staff. As 

cited elsewhere, the researcher is a Consultant nurse and Registered Sick Children’s Nurse. 

The team who supported the events were all Community Children’s nurses who were 

Registered Sick Children’s Nurses. The team also had qualified play specialists. This aided the 

team in their recognition of the power differential and in how they worked with and approached 

the children. Therefore, by using play, the Children became the principle actors in the 

scenarios and it was envisaged that there would be a reduction in the power differential 

between adults and Children. Play is the way Children make sense of the world around them 

and is a key component of Child development (Coad 2007). After the scenarios, free play 

sessions were put into the program with the research props, such as a tent, placed in the play 

room, enabling the Children through the medium of self/group play to express themselves 

freely. 

  

In developing the scenarios, a link needed to be established to the area the researcher wished 

to study. Making a link between the three diary questions based on Antonovsky (1987) concepts 

of comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness was achieved by using the river 

analogy with the children (see Figure 4.6) described elsewhere (3.12),(Antonovsky 1987).  

 

 

Figure 4.6 River Analogy 
Interpreted for Participatory Play 
Based Scenario Antonovsky 1987 
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Using this analogy meant the researcher was enabled to make a fun story out of a complex 

theoretical construct. In this way, it was hoped that it would be understandable to the young 

children attending when turned into a play scenario. Antonovsky’s analogy was developed into 

two different scenarios over 2 time periods of 2014 and 2015. The first, was a direct 

interpretation of the river concept described in detail in 4.11., 4.3 and the second, was linked to 

the journey concept, but added in some breathing apparatus to make a link for the Children with 

their need for ventilation (discussed in detail below 4.11.4.3). An overview of each is presented 

in 4.8.3.1 and 4.8.3.2 prior to further discussion of the event.   

 

4.8.3.2 Scenario One: 2014 

  

4.8.3.3 Scenario Two: 2015 

  

 

 

 

Scenario one was used in the first children’s participatory research session (4.6) and developed 

from the analogy of the river (see 3.12) (Antonovsky 1987) which was developed into going on a 

camping trip. This consisted of a trip on a boat up a river to a deserted island, with a tent and an 

imaginary fire. The researcher developed props for the scenario, including an eight-metre-long 

river made of tarpaulin. An inflatable dingy mounted on wheels, and a pop-up tent and an artificial 

fire for the camp at the end of the river were also used. These props were set up in the corridor of 

the conference centre, whilst the children were being entertained in the playroom (Figure 4.6).  

The conference centre corridor was a secure part of the hotel’s conference suites and the CCHS 

group were the only group in the suites that weekend, making the area secure for children’s 

activities. This is described in detail in 4.11.4.3. 

Scenario two was used in 2015 and had a similar start with the paper suitcases being filled with 

drawings by the children of what they would take on a camping trip. To link the water base and the 

river concept, outlined by Antonovsky, a diver comes and leads an interactive story created jointly 

with the children. The use of a figure in the scenario who is dependent on breathing equipment, 

was used to prompt a discussion about using breathing equipment when asleep (the diver informs 

the children that he is sleeping under the river, described in detail in 4.11.4.3. The link with the 

river scenario remained clear, but this was developed upon into a more extreme interactive 

scenario to test the contention that more unusual vignettes gain a better response from children 

(Hazel 1995 cited in Barter and Renold 1999). This was then envisaged to be a lead in to a 

discussion with the children relating to what they had put in their suitcases (Described in detail in 

4.11.4.3). 
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4.8.3.4 Conclusion of Arts-Based Methods 
In conclusion, the first group of participatory Arts-based tools were therefore an innovative 

mix of scrapbooks, memento boxes and child-focused events using scenarios and play. The 

scrapbooks and memento boxes were used simultaneously to underpin the diaries and for 

participants to allow them to represent, in any way they wished, their answers to three questions 

posed, ether as text, pictures or objects. The researcher wanted to use a participatory Arts-

based approach in its widest terms, including objects, photos, pictures, and text, all used 

together to “support active remembering with multiple types of objects that can be appropriate in 

highly flexible ways” (Petrelli, Whittaker, Brockmeier 2008:10). Separately, the child-focused 

Arts-based events were used to ensure the Children’s voices were heard. Whilst these seem 

like eclectic approaches to data collection, this was important to explore the participants’ views 

and widen the potential for data collection. It can increase the burden on participants, as well as 

adding to the complexity of the analysis (Thurmond 2001) but whilst this was considered by the 

researcher it remained very important to do this mix of participatory Arts-based methods. These 

issues are addressed in 4.9 - 4.11 and the analysis 4.12.3 - 4.12.6. 

  

4.8.4 Summary of Data Collection Methods 
Overall the data collection methodology consisted of using diaries, participatory creative Arts-

based tools (scrapbooks, visual Arts-based and memento) and were underpinned by 

‘conventional’ research methods such as interviews and focus groups (Figure 4.7). These 

phased methods aimed to collate a wide data set, that located views of the children and families 

in their day to day experience. Each method has been considered in depth as a key component 

of the quality process, in reference to the quality framework described by Flick (2009) in 

Appendix 13. Whilst the multiple methods employed could be seen as complex, they were 

needed to capture the whole family’s views in a fun and engaging way.  

 

  

Figure 4.7 Arts-Based Participant Pack 
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4.9 Recruitment and Sampling 
As a national group, the CCHSUKSG has members across the four countries of the UK. The 

group runs family weekends on a bi-annual basis. Prior to this study, the last weekend had been 

in August 2012, a year before the data collection and no new meeting was planned. However, 

the group was interested in the suggestion of having a one-day meeting in 2013, but the Chair 

of the group did not have the capacity to organise this additional meeting, so offered the 

opportunity to the researcher to organise this instead. This enabled the researcher to present 

the study to members, with prior permission for this approach, from the group Chair.  The 

researcher worked with the Chair of the group to balance the needs of the attendees and the 

research. A modern hotel in the Midlands was selected, as it balanced the needs of the group 

for good value, accessible hotel rooms and nearby leisure facilities with the needs of the 

research to have conference rooms and facilities. 

  

The researcher arranged provision of audio-visual equipment (which was not available at this 

hotel). Time was purchased for play therapists and nurses working within a local NHS Trust to 

set up and run a playroom. The staff were selected for their skills with working with children, but 

also because they had training in CCHS and therefore could respond appropriately and alert 

parents if there were any issues within the playroom. The playroom was open to all the children, 

young people and siblings who attended the day. No research was undertaken with the children 

or young people during the launch event. The researcher also worked, with the Chair of the 

group, to approach charities and ventilator companies, to access additional funding to provide 

free tickets for the families to a nearby theme park. The theme park tickets were provided to the 

Chair of the CCHSUKSG, and all families (whether involved in the research or not) were given a 

free theme park ticket. 

 

  

4.10 Conduct of the Research Launch 
In this section the conduct of the research is described in full to enable an in depth 

understanding of the approach taken and as a key component of the Quality review (Flick 

2009). 

 

The day was organised and opened by the Chair of the group. There were a variety of speakers 

and events arranged by the Chair throughout the day. The Agenda was a mix of professional 

talks and social activities. This was in keeping with the established format for CCHSUKSG days 

and had been followed for many years. 

  

The researcher was allocated a 45-minute session before lunch. The Chair introduced the 

researcher as a research student from Coventry University. The researcher introduced the 

parent representative who was acting as a research assistant for the day. The parent 
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representative explained that her interest in this study was from her personal experience gained 

from having a LTV child of her own. The introduction was achieved with presentation (jointly 

undertaken with the parent representative) which gave an overview of the research project 

(Appendix 4). The presentation very simply outlined a salutogenic theoretical approach (see 

4.11.4.3). This was considered important as the five steps of using AI had shown the 

importance of “choosing the positive as the focus of inquiry” (see 4.4). This clarified to the 

researcher the importance of preparing potential participants to think in a different way, when 

using methodologies such as salutogenic theory and AI. The presentation then outlined current 

research in LTV and the gaps in the current evidence base, which this study sought to address. 

The data collection tools were described, and the process of data collection was outlined. 

  

Members of the group were asked if they had any questions around the research. Practical and 

process questions were answered. The researcher was, however, concerned that having one to 

one conversations about the diaries, would influence the content of the diaries and in turn the 

findings. Therefore, a decision was made to conduct a general, open group discussion to allow 

the group themselves to clarify the questions raised by other group members. This approach 

was very effective, as the group knew each other well and were comfortable discussing issues 

together. 

  

The researcher thanked the group and advised them that, if anyone was interested in taking 

part in the research, both himself and the research assistant would be around at lunch and for 

the rest of the day. The Chair then thanked the researcher and the research assistant and 

outlined the program for the rest of the day and broke for lunch. 

  

Despite the process described above, being integral to the day and a play room being 

provided, the researcher was still concerned about a perceived pressure on group members to 

take part in the study. Recruitment was therefore undertaken in a gentle, unobtrusive way. 

Group members were left to approach the research team and express an interest. Once an 

interest had been expressed the research was explained in more detail and if the group 

member remained interested in taking part in the study, information leaflets were given out 

(Appendix 5). The interested group member was advised to take some time to look at 

information leaflets and to either come back later in the day, or if they had further questions to 

come back to the research team for a further discussion. If a group member came back the 

freedom not to participate, or to leave the study at any point, was re-explained and if still content 

to continue the group member signed the consent form and became a study participant. At this 

point the data collection tools were given to the participant and the next steps explained. The 

participant was thanked and reassured again that they could leave the study at any point. 
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Additional recruitment strategies were also employed. Following recruitment during the diary 

data collection period, the researcher attempted to balance chasing responses with not 

pestering participants (and thus jeopardising the concept of free will). In all cases at the halfway 

point through the diary, scrapbook and memento box data collection period phone calls were 

placed to families. Most families responded but as some had not started the data collection, 

they were reassured that the start date did not matter, but also offered the opportunity to not 

take part in the study. Four families subsequently did not complete the diary and decided to 

leave the study. The remaining eight completed all part of the study. 

  

One week prior to the final family interview, the researcher phoned, texted and emailed each 

family to confirm the time of the visit and to ask them to highlight in their diaries, scrapbooks 

and memento box, the entries most significant to them. The researcher considered it important 

to conduct the interviews face-to-face. This did pose some logistical issues however the families 

all indicated that they preferred this approach, and all were generous in their time during 

interviews. 

  

In qualitative research, there is debate about what size a sample should be. Some researchers 

have attempted to put a number on the appropriate sample size for a qualitative study (Adler 

and Adler 2012). Others make the point that it is not the number of participants in a qualitative 

study it is the concept you are trying to study (Corbin and Strauss 1990). Glaser and Strauss 

(1967) describe thematic saturation as a process, where recruiting to the study ceases, when 

no new themes are emerging. The numbers of participants in this study are summarised in the 

table below. 

 

Arts-Based Sample Size. 

Diary and Interview numbers 

- 12 families signed up at the launch. 

- 4 families dropped out. 

- 8 families competed the diary, interviews and focus groups. 

  

Box 4.1 Summary of Participants Who Took Part in the Diary Data Collection 
Process 
 

Issues of sample size and a consideration of whether data saturation was achieved will be 

returned to in the analysis section of this chapter (4.13.3). 

 

In summary, the recruitment to this study was greatly aided by the support of the CCHSUKSG. 

The similarities between Children with CCHS enabled a group with more similarity than a cross 
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section of LTV Children, but the rareness of the condition would have made recruitment without 

the CCHSUKSG highly problematic. The infrastructure provided by the group made launching 

simpler and less intrusive. The overall recruitment and retention of the participants was 

excellent. 

 

  

4.11 Conduct of the Data Collection 
Having explained the methods in detail, along with the ethics and recruitment strategies, the 

methods will now be critically reflected upon in terms of conduct and using them in reality. 

Further, this review of the conduct of data collection provides in depth description to expand the 

review of the methods in terms of quality outlined above and summarised in Appendix 13.  

 

  

4.11.1 Using the Diaries 
The diaries worked well for the parents, however the drawing pages were not used by the 

young children. No siblings or older children wrote in the diary except the oldest participant in 

the study (participant seven) who completed their own diary. The written data collected was 

extensive with over eleven thousand words contributed in the diaries. This data was rich and 

contextual, which was a key aim of this approach. By moving away from a one-off interview, to a 

reflection over a month, the daily reality of participant’s lives was vividly illustrated. The first two 

questions below were widely considered by participants as understandable and contributed the 

majority of the diary data. 

  

What are the best things that have happened today? 

Things that make life/care easier? 

  

However, the third question, (things that make life/care clearer or easier to understand?) was 

found by many participants as either confusing or something that did not happen every day. 

One participant termed it the “eureka question” (Participant Five) which in many ways 

encapsulates the meaning of comprehensibility. Those families who had a child who had been 

diagnosed more recently found this question easier, as how they comprehended their lives was 

under significant adaptation. Conversely those who had a Child who had been diagnosed for 

many years and were established in their understanding and adaptation to life with CCHS, 

(indeed the young person in the study and his family struggled to remember life without CCHS), 

struggled to answer this question. There were no significant issues with reading entries and the 

diaries collected in paper form were easily converted into electronic data. An interesting aspect 

of this data collection method was the personal value some respondents placed upon keeping a 

diary of what was going well. Half the families reviewed their perception of the month during the 
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process of reviewing the diary in preparation for the interview. This fitted well with the 

researcher’s approach of aiming to do more than “do no harm”. 

  

In summary, as a researcher with a practical background in nursing, the researcher had 

committed to an approach of trying to choose methods that would reflect “human flourishing” 

(Fowler 1988:111). As a method, the diary tool collected useful data in the written form. The 

diary methodology was a good fit for this study and achieved the aims of gaining a sense of 

what day to day life was like for participants. It also got underneath the stressful events that 

dominated their recollection at interview (to gain a real sense of the day to day reality of family 

life). The diaries, however, failed to evolve into the wider participatory art-based approach, 

which had been envisaged with no children participating. The daily page for submission of 

drawings were not used and the diary tool became far more word based than envisaged. The 

researcher reflected on this and was pleased that additional methods for collecting non-word-

based data had been used (See 4.11.4). 

 

  

4.11.2 Using the Interviews 
In reality, the researcher used two (known here as Round One and Two) interviews to support 

data collection (Figure 4.2). In the interviews a common approach was taken, in order to 

enhance choice and engagement, where each participant chose the time of their interview and 

location. All the interviews took place at the participants’ homes, except for one first phase 

interview, where the participant chose a local children’s hospice and for one phase two 

interview, where the participant chose the CCHSUKSG day. However, it was really in the 

participant’s home where the researcher felt most comfortable and the participants had 

enhanced control over the interview process. In this way, it was felt that “the hierarchy which 

can be experienced, created and enacted in places” was reduced (Edwards and Holland 

2013:44). Additionally, by visiting families at home, a real sense of their lives was apparent, not 

just from their words, but from their home environments. The journey to their homes also made 

the context of their lives real, from the isolation of the Scottish Highlands and the east coast, to 

the busy city life of cities in the United Kingdom. For those who lived far away, the act of 

travelling to them was an acknowledgement of them and was valued by the families. 

  

Whilst being in the home, other family members were often present and two interviews had both 

parents participating. This choice allowed more control for participants and a joint space to 

reflect. However, there are methodological differences with this approach as it has additional 

social interaction (Edwards and Holland 2013:48) which was acknowledged by the researcher, 

as a different dimension in these interviews. The environment itself added to the discussion, 

with cues of what was important to each family and links to the Child’s condition, such 

as adaptations being a prominent part of each respondent’s home environment (allowing an 
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additional dimension of “the material culture of their chosen space”, (Edwards and Holland 

2013:55). In interviewing participants face to face, there was the advantage of being able to 

respond to non-verbal as well as verbal responses. Interestingly, there were also disadvantages 

from home-based interviews, with distractions from young siblings or family pets being a feature 

of some of the interviews. The recordings of the interviews however show that families quickly 

refocused on the interview, regardless of these distractions. As parents of children or young 

people with complex needs, there seemed a sense that interruption was a constant feature of 

their lives, which they had adapted to and could quickly refocus. 

 

  

4.11.3.1 Round One Interviews 2013-2014 
Prior to commencing the first interview, consent for tape-recording the interview was confirmed. 

Initially the families were asked about their experience of keeping the diary. Following on, the 

researcher went through their diaries (scrapbooks, memento box entries if used) with particular 

reference to those that they had highlighted as significant, seeking clarification, and further 

exploring the issues raised. Each family were asked since diagnosis, what would be the most 

important entries that they would have made in the diary in each of the three question areas. 

Finally, they were asked to describe the dream approach/package (Cooperrider, Whitney, 

Stavros 2009) that would enable them to have the most positive entries in their diaries, 

scrapbooks, and memento boxes. The interviews ranged from 35 to 55 minutes in length. 

 

  

4.11.3.2 Round Two of Interviews 2015-2016 
At round two, prior to commencing the interview, consent for tape-recording the interview was 

reconfirmed. The same format was used within each of the three conceptual areas and the 

findings related to each concept considered in turn. Participants were asked if they felt if the 

findings were still felt to be a true reflection of their experiences and were given time to discuss 

each conceptual area or give further examples. Audio review was undertaken of the interview, 

rather than full transcription (this was in keeping with the focus group approach discussed 

below). 

  

In summary using the interviews at two rounds, there may have been a risk that by using a 

familiar and well-known technique, such as interviews, that this approach would reduce the 

value of the participatory Arts-based methods envisaged in this methodology. However, by 

basing the interview questions on the participants’ highlighted responses from the diaries or 

descriptions of scrapbook entries or mementos, it was envisaged that, the interviews 

would become the platform for exploring the Arts-based derived data. However, the round one 

Arts-based methods failed to produce enough data for this to be tested. The approach taken of 

getting participants to highlight their most important diary entries helped to avoid the interview 
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questions exploring researcher assumptions, rather than participants’ experience derived from 

their data. Questions that arose from the participants’ accounts were important as their words 

were individual and centred on their own worlds. 

  

Another positive, but unexpected, result of this approach was that it felt like the participants 

went through a process of reflection based on their diary entries. Some of them made this 

comment to the researcher and that the reflective process in itself became an important event. 

Furthermore, the interviews enabled a one to one in-depth discussion to occur, allowing a 

relationship to be created between the researcher and participant. These relationships lasted 

throughout the research process. 

 

 

4.11.4 Using Focus Groups 
The primary use of focus groups was a method of checking for data saturation, feeding back 

and checking out early themes and final findings. In the study, focus groups were used at two 

points (Figure 4.2) and will be known here as Focus Group One and Two. 

  

Focus Group One 2014 

This first focus group was held to test out the initial themes and whether data saturation had 

been achieved. Five of the eight families were present. Although this was not the whole group, 

the researcher considered this in supervision and did not go wider across the group as this was 

only the first of two-member checks. Each theme was set out on a poster with the codes and 

sub themes related to it and were hung on the walls of a room at the 2014 CCHSUKSG 

Conference. Each participant was invited to look at the thematic areas and supporting codes 

and then the focus group was run with each of the thematic areas and each of the codes within 

them being considered and discussed. There was a significant number of themes and codes to 

be discussed limiting the depth of the analysis which was a weakness of this approach. 

Participants, however, recognised the themes and codes described and gave extra examples 

and depth to the codes and the researcher’s understanding of them. There was, however, a 

discussion of how there would have been other themes, if the research had included problems 

and issues. The issues, noted by families, were a lack of cover in care packages. Lack of 

consistency of staff and commissioning a service that lacked personalisation were, interestingly, 

both areas that were covered in the findings, but in terms of their possible solution rather than 

underlying issues. The synthesis of dream approaches, collected in response to the AI inspired 

question in the phase one interviews, was welcomed as an accurate and helpful future vision for 

LTV services.  
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Focus Group Two 2015 

A second focus group was conducted at the 2015 CCHSUKSG family day, attended by five 

families, after the initial results had been exposed to an in-depth analytical and theoretical 

review of the Focus Group One. The purpose of this focus group was to act as a member 

check, to ensure analysis had not moved away from the family’s experience during thematic 

review. Each theme was considered and reviewed. The researcher read and explained each 

theme in turn and the participants discussed each theme in turn. The participants were happy 

with the new themes and felt they still represented what they had shared in diaries and 

interviews. 

  

In summary, the experience of focus groups in this study was that they were useful for member 

checking data. The group dynamic did achieve a discussion; however, this discussion soon 

became dominated by problems and issues. This was interesting, as when reflecting on the 

data collected in the diaries and interviews, the participants were surprised at the contrast 

between their positive diary entries and the problem orientated focus they adopted when 

together.  It is possible that by running the focus groups at CCHSUKSG days, that this 

enhanced the group dynamic that had built up through the weekend. Another possibility was 

that the researcher failed to steer the focus group onto the research agenda sufficiently. As a 

researcher there was a dilemma, as the researcher was reluctant to oversteer conversations, as 

that would be to subvert the freedom of the group to shape the data themselves, therefore such 

an approach would have been incompatible with the overall approach taken in the research. On 

reflection, if time and practicalities had allowed, one to one interviews at all stages rather than 

focus groups interviews would have been used. The 2015 focus group was particularly 

interesting in this regard, as it could be compared with the participants who did not attend and 

were therefore interviewed at home. The one to one home interviews were significantly more 

focused with less prompting. This appeared to be to be due to the one to one nature of home 

interviews, versus the group dynamic of the focus group. It is also a reflection of the researcher, 

that the group dynamic of the focus group did not offer the depth, context or richness of the 

diaries and home interviews and this validated the decision to limit focus group use to member 

checking data. The experience of the focus groups supported the approach taken in this study 

of using them to consider findings, rather than as a data collection tool. 

 

  

4.11.5 Using Arts-Based Methods 
A reflection of the scrapbooks and mementos will be firstly undertaken followed by the 

additional child focused Arts-based methods. 
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4.11.5.1 Using Scrap Books 
Scrap books had been devised as a key component of the initial Arts-based approach, as 

discussed elsewhere (4.8.1 - 4.8.1.3). However, in reality, the scrapbooks were only used by 

one family in this study and then only for the first two days. Therefore, the potential of 

scrapbooks may not have been fully realised in this study. As described elsewhere, scrapbooks 

have been effectively used before in research (McCarthy, Sebaugh 2011) so this was 

disappointing. On reflection, this was either the applicability or application of the method which 

was ineffective or unsuitable. In this study, they may just have been too much for busy Children 

and families to complete alongside the diaries. There was already a space on every diary page 

for drawings (however never used). In terms of application there was nothing printed in the 

scrapbooks in terms of questions or activities, which could have either confused participants, or 

led them to believe it was an unimportant part of the data collection. Carter (2005) specifically 

mentioned the need for a scrapbook tool kit to get users started on reflection and omitting this 

could have been an oversight. The opportunity for using these tools in the playroom to gain an 

interest in them from the children was missed and when reflected upon, this approach was used 

to very good effect later in the study in the children’s scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

  

4.11.5.2 Using Memento Boxes 

This method was even less effective with no mementos being collected. The researcher has no 

regret in attempting to use this approach, but on critical reflection, now feels that most of the 

critique outlined above around scrapbooks would also apply to using mementos. The main 

difference in memento research is its unfamiliarity to participants. Reflecting back, it may have 

been that the researcher did not spend enough time explaining this method and the opportunity 

for using the play sessions to introduce it was also missed. Most families showed the researcher 

the Child’s adapted room on the home visits, so there was real potential for adding this as data 

in the form of a memory tour, however, there was no ethical approval for this approach sought 

or given, so the opportunity was not pursued. 

 

  

4.11.5.3 Undertaking Participatory Play-Based Scenarios 
As described elsewhere, two child-focused participatory play-based scenarios were used at two 

points (Figure 4.2) and will be known here as Event One and Two. 

  

Conducting the 1st Children’s Event (2014) 
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The Children’s research was based in a room next to the main meeting room booked by the 

CCHSUKSG. The researcher briefed the team from a local NHS trust of children’s nurses and 

play specialists on their role in the event. The team were briefed on the scenarios and their role 

in recording written notes on the event and supporting the children. The team also had a health 

risk assessment and the skills to deal with medical emergencies (as in if a child with CCHS falls 

asleep or becomes unconscious, they cease breathing and need ventilating. The children with 

tracheostomies could require suctioning or an emergency tube change). This was a key area, 

where the professional responsibilities of a nurse changed the support provided, but these skills 

being present in the playroom also allowed the children to enjoy the session free from parental 

oversight. This in turn had significant advantages to the research, in terms of gaining the child 

rather than parental voice. 

  

The researcher gave a presentation to the CCHSUKSG about the children’s participatory 

scenarios. At the 2014 and 2015 CCHSUKSG conferences (outlined in Appendix 10), 

the researcher explained that all children and young people were free to come to the playroom 

and take part in the participatory scenarios, and that data would only be collected from children 

and young people who had agreed to take part and whose parents had consented. 17 Children 

attended the event, six from the families in the diary group and 14 others took part in the 

research which was felt to be a good cohort to inform the study. 

  

On arrival at the playroom, Children were asked, in an age appropriate way if they would like to 

take part in the study. If they chose not to, they went straight in, if they were happy with taking 

part, the parents were asked if they were happy for their child or young person to take part and 

again if not, they proceeded into the playroom, without taking part in the study. If the parents 

expressed an interest, they were taken through what was happening and given the study 

information form to read (Appendix 6.) If they were content for their Child to take part, they were 

advised that the Child or themselves could withdraw the Child from the study at any time and 

still carry on with any activities if they wished. They were then given the form to read and sign 

and then once consent was gained the Child joined the playroom as a participant, otherwise 

they simply joined the activities. No Children refused to participate and equally there was no 

evidence of parents applying peer pressure on each other. Two of the older children, who were 

ten and 11, chose later in the day not to join in the scenario. 
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Figure 4.8 One of the Children 
Creating their Suitcase (reproduced 
with permission) 
 
 

The children in the morning had free 

playtime, in a playroom, staffed by the research team. Each child, during the morning, at a time 

of their choosing, was asked to draw on a paper suitcase, what they would take with them on a 

camping trip. One of the research team then discussed the contents of the suitcase with the 

child and took field notes. The children also made Arts-based materials during the morning to 

go in the river, which included fish, crabs and shells. 

 

Figure 4.9 Children with their Suitcases at Start of Scenario One (reproduced 
with permission) 
 
In the afternoon, in groups of four, they were taken on a trip up the imaginary river. The children 

then put on high visibility jackets as imaginary life jackets and then with their suitcase, got into 

the boat. The trip they were going to take was explained. The children became very involved 
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and excited about the trip. The river was filled with themed pictures, that they had drawn in the 

morning of fish and crabs and anything else they had wished to draw. 

  

Half way along the river, they encountered a terrible storm, the boat was rocked around, and 

each child was asked what they would save from their suitcase. This question aimed to 

determine what the children valued most in their suitcase, allowing an interpretation of priority, 

of what they had put in their suitcase (rather than direct questioning).  In practice this form of 

enquiry worked well. The next part of the scenario explained that fortunately, the storm abates, 

and the children reach the island. After some play, they sit around the campfire, where they 

discuss with the children from the boat and the researcher, what they have brought with them in 

their suitcase. After some more play, they are asked what or who they are looking forward to 

getting back to. The children then took a boat trip back. 

 

After the scenario was finished, the tents were put in the playroom for the children to have a 

free play session, which was observed, and key points recorded by the research team. 

Figure 4.10 Children Enjoying Free Play with Research Props after Scenario One 
(reproduced with permission) 
 
Overall, the children were highly engaged in all aspects of the session. The material they 

produced was extensive. Their comments and participation produced rich and plentiful data. 

The skill of the play specialists and children’s nurses in the research team was key to the 

conduct, timing, safety and effectiveness of the session. At the end of the session the research 

assistants were all debriefed by the researcher. The debrief consisted of a general discussion, 
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then a specific discussion around the creation of the suitcases, the boat trip and the free play 

session. 
  

Conducting the 2nd Children’s Event (2015) 

The conduct of the setup of the second event followed the preparation plan for scenario one. 

The main change implemented was that the team had a much more detailed research briefing, 

as after the first event the researcher’s reflections had noted, that on occasions, it appeared 

some of the research assistants had prompted children in a desire to help them. The researcher 

asked the research assistants to avoid this and provided ways of supporting children without 

steering their responses (in the event the researcher managed to directly work with each child 

and young person). 

14 Children attended; six from families who took part in the diaries and interviews and in total 11 

took part in the research. The event began with a repeat of the consent process and then 

opened with the paper suitcases being filled with drawings by the children of what they would 

take on a camping trip. The researcher sat with each Child, during the creation of their suitcase 

to take notes and to maintain a consistent approach to this key data collection point. 

 

The Children in the second scenario, instead of a boat trip, met the researcher who had a 

suitcase with him. The Children sat in a circle and the researcher set the scene for the 

participatory scenario, at first, he brought out all sorts of strange things that got the Children 

laughing and interacting with the researcher and adding to the story. The researcher then 

brought in the outlandish element, to test the assertion that outlandish scenarios work better 

with Children (described in 4.8.3). The researcher told the Children that he is planning on going 

to sleep at the bottom of the lake overnight, as he likes sleeping with the fish. This approach 

worked surprisingly well, with the Children quickly responding, joining in and laughing, asking 

how he was going to breath underwater.  
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Figure 4.11 Children and Researcher in Discussion Scenario Two (reproduced 
with permission) 
 

The researcher then put on a full set of diving equipment and described how it worked. There 

was then a discussion about whether the Children needed anything special to breathe at night. 

The Children, spontaneously, and in great detail discussed CCHS and what they needed when 

they were asleep at night.  The Children’s theoretical understanding of what they needed was 

excellent.  The Children were then asked what they had in their suitcases and whether they felt 

they had everything they needed for an overnight camping trip. None of the Children had 

brought any ventilation equipment. When asked why they hadn’t brought any equipment, just as 

in scenario one, they explained they had their mummies so didn’t need to bring it.  After the 

discussion, the Children had an opportunity to dress up as divers, which was very well received 

and allowed ongoing roleplay and discussion in a free play environment.  
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Figure 4.12 Children Play with Research Props Scenario Two (reproduced with 
permission) 
 

No Child or their parents declined being part of the study and none of the Children indicated at 

any point that they wished to leave. The scenario used in 2015 seemed of interest to a wider 

age range than scenario one and the group discussion it facilitated was particularly helpful. The 

reasons for this might be the researcher’s growing confidence, improved briefing, or the 

outrageous participatory scenario. It may have also helped that the Children were more familiar 

with the researcher/team and vice versa.  

 

  

4.11.6   Final Reflections of using Participatory Arts-Based Methods 
Overall, on reflection, the participatory Arts-based methods had both positive and challenging 

issues. The vision of the scrapbooks and mementos working together to underpin the diary 

were felt to be less successful. The researcher had hoped the Children would be involved in the 

diaries but in reality, this was not the case. None of the Children or families used the daily 
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drawing page in the diary and only one Child entry was submitted from all the participants, in 

the form of a scrapbook with two drawings. None of the participants chose to use the memento 

box. Therefore, the scrapbooks and memento boxes were limited in effectiveness, in enhancing 

the diaries to collate a wider participatory Arts-based approach which involved the whole family. 

  

This led to a significant period of reflection and the researcher began to do this from a Child’s 

perspective, including going back to the underpinning beliefs of the research process. One 

issue that the researcher considered was that, in approaching Children and adults together at 

the initial launch, they had become seen as one large group. The researcher did not offer the 

opportunity to their Children for discussion and had instead been focused on their parents. This 

was carefully considered by the researcher as significant and hence the Children’s participatory 

Arts-based scenario methods strengthened in development. 

  

On reflection, once the researcher began rethinking, the two Arts-based participatory scenario-

based play sessions worked so much better than could have been anticipated. The creative 

approaches taken were effective in taking the concept of a vignette, where participants 

comment on a scenario from the outside, to participatory scenarios where the Children became 

actors in the scenario and contributed from within the scenario. The inclusion of free play 

allowed this expression to develop in any way the Children wished. This innovative approach, 

although carefully designed to be fun and safe for the Children, had risks as a data collection 

approach. To the researcher’s knowledge, this approach has never been used in a research 

study before, so this was novel learning. 

  

The scenarios exceeded initial expectation and have identified a new potential approach to 

using vignettes with younger children. Having the suitcases as a common data collection tool in 

both scenarios, allowed a good correlation between the two. The importance of recruiting 

Children’s trained nursing staff was critical, in terms of safety, with medical events occurring 

during both Children’s days and being swiftly dealt with on both occasions. The importance of 

play specialists to the timing and conduct of the research activity was invaluable. The main 

learning to come out of reflection on the Arts- based participatory play scenarios, was the 

importance of extensive preparation of the playroom staff as research support staff. Data 

collection in Scenario One, in terms of the suitcases, appeared to have at times included too 

much direct questioning. During Scenario Two, a much clearer process of training and briefing 

was undertaken, and the researcher was the primary data collector. Overall, both sessions were 

enjoyed by all the Children with everyone joining in and having fun. The data gathered was 

significant and will be considered in the results and analysis section. The more outlandish 

approach taken in the second scenario, with the introduction of a diver, was even more 

successful than the first (supporting Hazel’s (1995) assertion that inappropriate or controversial 

approaches worked better in Children). 
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Overall, the initial mix of participatory Arts-based methods gathered a wide and useful data set 

from participating adults and the failure of the scrapbooks and memento boxes, although 

disappointing on review, led to a far stronger art-based approach being introduced. These 

methods were instrumental in achieving quality through the research process (Flick 2009), and 

a strong family data set. 

 

  

4.12 Overall Summary of the Conduct of the Data Collection 
The methods, eventually, worked well together and were a good fit with the underpinning 

theoretical base of salutogenic theory and AI. The researcher felt that the aims of the study 

were met, by using the eclectic approaches chosen, developed, and used. A Quality review 

approach (Flick 2009), based upon a reflective approach was important throughout (see 

Appendix 13), and especially during any adaptations, which were vital to get the right methods 

for this study. 

 

The diary was highly effective for engaging adults, as was the scenario approach for Children. 

This novel mix of methods was enabled by robust supervision, reflection and reflexivity. The 

diary was also the most successful method in gaining data from parents. This approach helped 

the parents to explore their contextual situations. As a positive reflective framework, it was 

based upon the salutogenic theory and AI and was effective in collecting what worked in 

participants’ daily lives. The diary enabled the researcher to get a picture of what day to day life 

was like and help facilitate recollection at interview. The close link to the underpinning 

theoretical approach worked well and enabled new and novel approach and findings. The 

theoretical link was also helpful in analysis. 

 

Diaries proved highly effective at getting parental insights of life with a Child dependant on LTV. 

However, the wider vision of an Arts based eclectic diary was not realised, as the scrapbooking 

and memento box methods were unsuccessful in this study. However, on reflection, it is likely 

that the lack of use of these approaches was linked to insufficient attention being paid to their 

use in the launch. Diaries worked well in obtaining family derived questions to explore in 

Interview. Interviews were effective for probing deeper into the diaries and checking into the 

findings in depth. They also were used to ask the AI inspired question around what a dream 

service should look like. They were time consuming, but vital for the inspection of this data and 

in recognising the importance of the participants and established the relationships that were so 

important for a study that crossed three years. Focus groups were disappointing, as the 

participants easily slipped into the problem orientated discourse, as such their use only to check 

out data was validated. The new approach to scenario research developed for this study of 

participatory play-based scenarios, was a risk as this was a new method, however, they were 
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highly effective and enabled the Children to become fully involved in the research and by doing 

so enabled the overall vision of a Child and family dataset. 

 

Quality review was integral throughout the study (Flick 2009), enabling a firm base for each 

stage of development. Without a thorough process of reflection, review, member checking and 

ongoing development of the approach, there was a real risk that the children’s voice would have 

been absent from the data. The on-going quality review cycle (Flick 2009) provided evidence to 

review the methods and enable a child focused approach enacted through the participatory 

play-based scenarios, which was instrumental in gaining the rich family data set that was 

subsequently achieved. 

 

The final mix of methods worked well at getting a Child and family viewpoint and was highly 

effective at gaining a Child’s family-based perspective of life at home with LTV and its 

management. Importantly the approaches utilised, realised the aim of gaining a rich salutogenic 

solution focused data set rather than a problem-based discourse. 

 

 

4.13 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is an essential component of the trustworthiness and quality of the research.  

Health studies, in particular, have been criticised for not being open and explicit about data 

analysis (Flick 2009, Saks and Alsop 2013).  Fundamental to the openness and quality 

framework within this study, is a clear linkage and critique of the study’s ontological orientation.  

As discussed in 4.2 this study has been based within the qualitative paradigm. 

Qualitative studies as well as identifying the story of the participants, aim to identify the deeper 

meanings behind their narrative.  It is therefore important to demonstrate not only 

comprehension of the phenomena being researched, but also insight into how the participant 

constructs within their lives each phenomenon identified (Green and Thorogood 2014).  

Qualitative research analysis has been identified both as a science and an art (Whittlemore, 

Chase and Mandle 2001).  The creativity of the approach allows innovation and new 

understanding, rather than following a pre-set fixed route. Therefore, whilst rigour is vital, so too 

is creativity and innovation in the qualitative analysis process.  The qualitative researcher, in 

common with the quantitative researcher, focuses on answering the research question.  

Qualitative research questions however, are often open and exploratory, further complicating 

the qualitative researcher’s endeavour.  The analysis of qualitative data is therefore a broad and 

complex task.   
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Each data set, as outlined in this chapter, will be discussed separately and then pulled together 

as one account of the conduct of the analysis. At each stage, the process followed in analysis 

and quality management will be outlined with supportive literature applied. 

 

 

 4.13.1 Philosophical Considerations in the Design of the Data Analysis 
Approach  

There are many data analysis methods associated with the qualitative tradition, which include 

different underpinning methodological approaches (Miles et al. 2014).  Grounded theory is 

closely linked to coding approaches, whereas Phenomenology is more closely linked to 

thematically extracting data.  Narrative research is linked to presenting the participant’s 

narrative in creative and expressive ways.  It is important, when considering approaches to 

analysis, to consider the underpinning assumptions that are behind the choices being made 

(Flick 2009). However, it is of note that many qualitative researchers would describe their 

approach as eclectic rather than fixed on one approach (Miles et al. 2014:11). The following 

section, as well as describing the approaches and methods chosen for this study will also 

consider their underpinning assumptions.   

Content analysis was chosen in this study as an overall approach to the analysis.  Content 

analysis is a very broad approach (Edwards and Talbot 1999) and has been described in both 

the quantitative and qualitative paradigms.  In qualitative research, content analysis tends to be 

derived from the naturalistic paradigm and is commonly underpinned by a belief that analysis of 

text can reveal the underpinning connotations and significance, and by doing so offers 

understanding of how participants conceive the world around them (Edwards and Talbot 1999).  

Qualitative content analysis is a process of looking in detail at discourse, whilst focusing on the 

contextual meaning in the data (Hsieh and Shannon 2005:1278).  Qualitative content analysis 

has been described as having three separate approaches outlined below. 

• Conventional - codes are derived directly from the text. 

• Directed - analysis start with theory or research derived codes which are used in 

analysis. 

• Summative - counting and comparisons of keywords linked to the context of their usage  

(Hsieh and Shannon 2005). 

In this study two approaches of content analysis were utilised. Initially the data was looked at 

utilising a conventional content analysis approach as described in 4.13.3. After this sweep of the 

data was undertaken, as described in 4.13 - 4.13.3, the philosophical considerations in the 

design of the data analysis approach were considered further. Issues of sample size were also 
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reconsidered, which then evolved into a decision to undertake a second round of content 

analysis; this time utilising a directed analytical approach. Philosophical considerations and then 

data saturation issues underpinning this approach and decision will now be outlined as part of 

the overall quality framework underpinning this study (Flick 2009). 

In quantitative studies, care is taken to look at the data in isolation from theory, to minimise 

influence and potential bias.  In qualitative research, there has also been a focus on divorcing 

theory and findings to strengthen trustworthiness.  However, this theory / analysis split has 

elicited different views within the qualitative approach.  The critique of this approach contends 

that divorcing qualitative analysis from the theoretical approach taken, is treating data as 

unquestionable truth that needs representing (Pierre and Jackson 2014) and that the study of 

participant’s words without the constructive critique of theory is too accepting of the objective 

truth of such data.  This approach argues that “words can never retain their presence” (Pierre 

and Jackson 2014:716) once written.  Due to this critique, this approach questions the 

assumption that only the written description of participant’s experience should count as data.  In 

this way of working the data is considered alongside or through the theoretical lens (Pierre and 

Jackson 2014).  However, this approach is not without its critics in the field of qualitative 

research.  Most thematic approaches take the path of only counting participants’ input as data 

and leaving theoretical consideration until the discussion.  However, to answer the research 

questions, the researcher determined a need for theoretical review and after much reflection 

and supervision, it was agreed to include theoretical analysis as a separate analytical approach, 

after the initial analysis had been undertaken. 

 

 4.13.2 Using Salutogenic Theory in Data Analysis 

Salutogenic theory (Antonovsky1987) was integral to answering the research questions in this 

study.  Salutogenic theory was adapted and used to formulate the diary questions. In the study, 

and launch it was used to describe the approach taken to health within this study.  Salutogenic 

theory has been described as an approach which is “good to think with” (Jakobsson 2014:242) 

and the aim was thus, to look at the data differently, to achieve new understandings of the 

phenomena studied.   

Whilst the initial approach to analysis in this study was focused on keeping data separate from 

theory, by a process of conventional content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005), it was felt that 

more depth was needed in the analysis process.  As such, after much debate around the risk of 

becoming theory driven (debated in 4.3, 4.4, 4.13.8) in the second phase of analysis this study 

moved the theoretical lens of salutogenesis into the forefront.  This type of theoretical analysis 

in qualitative content analysis has been described as taking a directed approach (Hsieh and 
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Shannon 2005).  In directed content analysis, the theoretical base of a study or research in that 

area is used to derive codes to test the data.   

In this study, the three underpinning conceptual areas of the salutogenic theory - 

comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987) - were used to 

develop new categories to further test the codes and categories, which had been established in 

phase one of the analysis.  In this manner, the analysis was conducted without and with the 

theoretical lens of the salutogenic theory. The similarities and differences between these two 

data sets, in themselves, became areas for analytical consideration.  Mixing approaches, 

between isolating data from theory and adapting theory to use in analysis, brings additional 

complexity into the analytical process and with that complexity comes the risk of a muddled or 

unfocused approach.  In this study, qualitative content analysis was the consistent underpinning 

approach, with two different methods within this technique being used at different points in the 

analytical process.  Using qualitative content analysis in this manner gave a consistency to the 

overall approach.  In depth work was undertaken to consider the findings generated by these 

two different approaches to unpick their effects on the data, quality (Flick 2009) and the 

trustworthiness of their use.  This is considered in 4.13.7, 4.13.7.4. 

 

4.13.3 Representativeness and the Data Sets  

As an overall data set although the number of participants in this study was small (see 4.10), 

the whole family approach, enabled by the eventual success in gaining the Children’s data, 

achieved significant breadth and a significantly higher overall number of participants (see 

4.11.4.3). With the diary data, no new themes emerged after diary five (although there was 

further strengthening of the existing concepts). The Children’s data identified several new 

concepts in session one and new dimensions to existing concepts. The second Children’s 

session, whilst not producing new Children’s concepts, did strengthen the Children’s 

perspective in the overall data set. As CCHS is a rare condition, the scope for further expansion 

in sample size was limited (see 1.1).  The decision to undertake a two-stage analysis process 

was made to strengthen confidence in the data gathered, in terms of representativeness, 

trustworthiness, and overall quality by increasing the depth of analysis into the data gathered. 

  

4.13.4 Development and Rationale of the Analytical Methods 

Phase 1 conventional content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). 

As previously described in this chapter, this study had two primary areas of data collection: Arts-

based, and non-Arts-based. Each area will be discussed in terms of the process of analysis 

undertaken to give the reader an in-depth understanding of the quality of the approaches used. 
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Figure 4.13 Phase One Analysis Process 

4.13.4.1 Analysis Approaches for Arts-Based Data Phase One 

The plan for analysis of the Arts-based data in phase one was to take the data contributed in 

diaries, scrapbooks, and memento boxes whether drawn, or collected and to take photographs 
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of the pictures or items and display them alongside the participant’s descriptions of the item or 

picture, which was to be then recorded and transcribed.  Each picture or item would then have 

had the participant’s description attached to it.  By this process it was envisaged that analysis 

would then have been based on the participant’s description, which would have been 

considered alongside the picture of the chosen object. However, as described earlier in this 

chapter, a lack of data was collected in the scrap books and memento boxes (only two pages of 

scrap book entries were available for analysis and nothing was collected in the memento 

boxes).  It was therefore decided to not analyse these two pages and to rationalise the analysis 

to reflect the text-based data that had been collected. The lack of Children’s data necessitated 

new methods of data collection to achieve the study’s objective of gaining a family data set. 

As a reminder, at the 2014 CCHSUKSG away day, a new Arts-based Children’s data collection 

method was launched in an attempt to capture the Child’s voice. The revised Arts-based 

method was that of interactive play-based scenarios based on the vignette technique described 

further in 4.8.3.  These scenarios were used to attempt to engage Children through an Arts-

based methodology described in 4.8.  The two play-based scenarios that were created to enact 

the research intention of achieving a Child, young person and family Arts-based data set, took 

different approaches than had been originally envisaged.  Therefore, the method of play based 

participatory scenarios required adapted analytical approaches. The suitcase method described 

in 4.11.4.3 was common to both scenarios and will be considered first.   

The Children’s suitcases were designed as the first activity in scenario one and two. The picture 

below is an example from scenario one. 

 

Figure 4.14 A Child’s Suitcase from Scenario One (reproduced with permission) 

The Children’s drawings were not interpreted, but the Children’s descriptions of what was in 

their suitcases were used for analysis.  This approach was chosen, as the Children’s 

interpretation of their suitcase contents was of primary importance, rather than a researcher led 
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interpretation. Coad (2007:495) suggests “there is a need to ensure there is mutual 

comprehension between the adult researcher and the Child’s meaning in the artwork produced”. 

Therefore, the Children’s descriptions were collected for analysis and were placed with the 

primary data for analysis.  Scenario one also had specific data collection points built in.  After 

the scenario, free play with the scenario props allowed further observations to be made.  At 

each of these data points research assistants were trained to take detailed notes of the 

Children’s words and actions. The notes collected from the creation of the suitcases and the 

observations recorded by the observers and researcher of the Children’s interactions during the 

scenario were recorded, coded and grouped into categories.  The Children’s data was then 

considered against the diary, interview and focus group data derived categories. 

 

4.13.4.2  Analysis Approaches for Non-Arts-Based Data Phase One 

The primary approach taken in the analysis of the data was that of coding. The qualitative 

content analysis approach is often associated with the technique of coding.  Coding is a process 

of applying different types of codes to sections of transcript or other data sources.  Coding in 

itself is a key component of the analysis process, as the activity of coding requires in depth 

consideration and analysis of the data (Miles et al. 2014:72).  Coding as an approach implies a 

belief that social singularities exist in the mind and experience of participants (Miles et al. 2014).  

However, this approach is not from the positivist deductive approach, as it accepts that human 

actions are loaded with meaning.  Coding is used to identify a framework that underpins human 

interactions. As an approach, coding allows clarity and openness about the research process.  

By taking this clear and formalised approach, coding aims to deliver findings that are “credible, 

dependable and replicable but in “qualitative terms” (Miles et al. 2014:5). As such it forms a key 

part of the quality process (Flick 2009).  The approach taken in the creation of codes in phase 

one of this study was based on the conventional content analysis approach (Hsieh and 

Shannon 2005). 

However, coding as an approach is not without its critics.  In the Interpretivist ontology coding 

has been criticised for following a “quasi-statistical analytic practice” (Pierre and Jackson 

2014:715).  This critique contends that participant’s words are treated as data waiting to be 

labelled and even counted.  By taking this approach, it has been argued qualitative research is 

betraying its core beliefs (Pierre and Jackson 2014). 

Coding, despite these critiques, had become widely used in qualitative research, as a method of 

applying rigor to analysis (Miles et al. 2014).  This approach was used in this study as a key 

step in this analysis process.  By maintaining a continual link to the overview of the text, the 

researcher aimed to reduce the risk of coding becoming the dominant approach.  Coding, as an 

approach is also underpinned by many different methods.  These methods were carefully 
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considered as a part of the quality review, and a number of techniques were chosen for this 

study.  Each of the chosen techniques is now critically discussed in detail. 

Memos are a coding technique, which are defined as “the arising write-up of ideas about events 

and their relationships, as they strike the analyst while coding” (Glaser 1978:72).  Memos go 

beyond reporting data.  They are conceptual and tie data together into recognisable clusters.  

Memos can allude to interpretation of meaning, contain researcher’s reflections, include 

feelings, methodological reflections, possible further research avenues, cross reference or 

contain elaboration from research notes (Miles et al. 2014). 

In vivo codes were used to keep a focus on the participant’s own words. In this approach, each 

code is named with participant’s own descriptions (Miles et al. 2014:74).  These descriptions are 

often linked with the language of the group or culture being studied.  Therefore, in the field of 

health research, in vivo codes may use professional language or context specific descriptions.  

In vivo codes, by using participant’s own words as codes, remain close to the participant’s 

words. The intent of this approach is that by using the participant’s own words, the poignancy of 

their descriptions is not lost in the analytical process.  

The technique of process coding was utilised to deepen the analysis. In the process coding 

approach codes are looked at to see what the action is in the words.  In this approach to coding 

all codes finish with verbs to capture an insight into what is happening.  This technique is 

designed to move beyond description to get to the process and implication behind the words 

being analysed. 

The non-coding method of cross case analysis was used to reduce the number of codes, by 

considering the processes and outcomes across many cases, to understand how they were 

qualified by local conditions and thus develop more sophisticated descriptions and more 

powerful explanations (Miles and Huberman 1994:172). In this study, this method was used in 

the process of data reduction to reduce codes into fewer more powerful explanatory codes. This 

took place after the initial coding, as the Children’s codes were integrated into the data set and 

then again after directed content analysis. 

Member checking was a key approach used during analysis to maintain credibility, 

trustworthiness and quality assurance in this study (Flick 2009). The approach of member 

checking is utilised to check that participants believe that the data produced after analysis is 

credible and matches what they believe they have contributed to the study.  When undertaken 

at different stages, member checking is a technique to ensure underpinning meanings that 

remain identifiable to participants are retained through analysis (Carlson 2010).  Some 

researchers advocate that member checking is a continual process (Carlson 2010) however, 

the time pressures that parents looking after a Child with complex medical needs are subject to, 

was considered an ethical barrier to a continual member checking approach in this study. 
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Therefore, a process of periodic member checking was considered more manageable for the 

participants and was therefore utilised within this study. 

 

4.13.5 Critique of the Conduct of Conventional Content Analysis Phase One  

4.13.5.1 Critique of the Conduct of Phase One Non-Arts-Based Analysis 

The diaries were successful in capturing parental view and some young people’s views 

presented in text form, but due to the unsuccessful nature of the initial Arts-based methods the 

diaries by default became a non-Arts-based tool. The Children’s data collection was redesigned 

and was collected after the initial data collection, therefore in discussing the conduct of the 

analysis component of the research it is pertinent to consider interview data first. The interviews 

enabled an in-depth questioning of the participants and in some interviews, Children joined in 

around the data they felt was most important to them. 

The researcher became familiar with and immersed in the data.  This immersion started with 

consideration of the participant diaries, interviews and summary written after each data 

collection activity.  The immersion then continued with listening to the recordings of the 

interviews, and re-reading the diaries in their original format.  All the diaries and interviews were 

transcribed.  The text was participant and line coded to make subsequent links with the full text 

clear and to identify what each of the participants contributed to each category or theme.  The 

analysis then progressed onto coding.  Coding in itself is a key component of the analysis 

process, as the activity of coding requires in depth consideration and analysis of the data (Miles 

et al. 2014:72).  First wave coding was undertaken through a memo approach.  Each memo 

was dated, entitled with the key concept noted and when moved was linked to the line numbers 

of the section of the transcript.  Each transcript was worked through, whilst listening to the 

recording (in the case of the interviews) to ensure over or under emphasis was not made to the 

participant’s statements and to maintain a clear data derived approach to the analysis. Each 

memo was recorded alongside the text. The use of memoing in this study had the advantage of 

capturing understanding gained, as the data was read in context soon after data capture. In a 

study, conducted part time over a seven-year period, this approach was particularly valuable in 

maintaining this knowledge across a protracted analytical process. There was also a wider 

benefit of identifying possible links from the whole text analysis, which also aided in formulation 

of concepts later in the process. 

In vivo codes were then used to keep true to participant’s words and honour their voice in the 

research (Miles et al. 2014).  In this research, the context was the family home and the wider 

group culture (which was that of the CCHSUKSG.)  An advantage of the in vivo coding 

approach is that during coding the researcher is drawn to focus on words used by the families 

themselves.  An example was the “random carer” code, described in 5.2.4 which was a directly 
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quoted name given to carers, who arrive to cover shifts, who have been previously unknown to 

the Child or family.  This in vivo code was a commonly used phrase by a small group of 

respondents.  This code identified the trust required to handover care of a participant’s Child to 

a carer.  The participants, through this code, also described the fear that they believed was 

caused to their Children by this group of “random” carers. 

The text was then considered again, and process coded.  This simple, but effective technique 

focused the researcher on what was going on in the data.  An example of this was the risk-

taking code, which identified an important difference between family and professional 

perspectives, by going beyond the description and into the action it triggered or motivated.  

These three separate sweeps of the data worked well with different nuances of the data being 

captured by each different coding technique. 

The coded text was then considered as whole in depth (codes had been applied to the whole 

data set in context), whilst taking reference to the codes from the coding process and the 

overview of the data the initial categories were formulated.  The data was then cut and pasted 

into these categories along with any codes assigned to each segment.  Where an aspect of text 

fitted in more than one category, it was put in all the categories it was linked to and its 

interconnections to other categories were noted.  The categories were then summarised.  

Categories that were given, where practical, in vivo names.  The strength of this approach was 

that it maintained the participant’s story through the analysis process, but also had the rigor and 

in-depth questioning created by three sweeps of coding.  An important part of the Quality 

approach of this research was to keep reviewing the data together, whilst also achieving the 

rigor and close questioning of coding. At the same time the researcher aimed to do this without 

running the risk of exclusively focusing simply on the codes which in turn then potentially 

dominates the analysis and thus loses the wider context (Miles, Huberman and Saldana 2014).   

In considering the representativeness of the data collected, there were a number of processes 

adopted in the analytical processes to strengthen the representativeness of the data. When 

formulating codes and concepts it is possible to become over focused on the highly articulate 

few, who with clarity present and express their argument rather than unravelling the descriptions 

of less articulate but potentially insightful individuals (Miles et al. 2014). Each code was 

therefore considered for balance, by looking at which participants had contributed to each 

section of content that went on to underpin codes and concepts. If there appeared to be a 

‘domination’ by a few participants, the researcher re-considered the data set and ensured that 

alternative data was sought from the wider data set. One key manual technique used to 

strengthen the overall understanding of the data was cross case analysis.  This approach was 

utilised to look across the cases to increase generalisability and reduce the codes and 

strengthen the content of the codes.  The researcher undertook cross case analysis by a 

process the researcher called table scanning.  This approach involved each category being 
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printed out and put on a three-metre table.  The researcher then scanned across the table by 

walking up and down its length noting interconnections across categories.  The categories were 

then reconsidered in the same manner, but focusing on the underpinning data.  This resulted in 

a questioning, connecting, and rationalising of the categories. 

Overall memoing proved, in the researcher’s view, a good technique for gaining first 

impressions of the text.  However, the depth of analysis came from In vivo codes and process 

codes.  These two techniques were (in the researcher’s view) very effective analysis techniques 

that worked well together.  In vivo codes maintained a participant focus, whilst process coding 

developed a clear interpretive approach to the analysis by continually asking of the data “what is 

happening here”.  The approach of table scanning was used at each point of transition and 

reduction in the data.  In this manner, the eventual codes had undergone coding, reduction and 

review, whilst remaining true to the data set as a whole. 

A process of in-depth consideration of each of these preliminary categories was then 

undertaken with a member of the supervision team.  These initial categories and codes were 

then reviewed and grouped, preliminary thematic titles were assigned to the initial categories.  

The use of a second researcher at this point allowed questioning of the researcher’s analytical 

approach and initial conclusions.  The researcher also wanted to gain an initial view of 

representativeness from a non-participant who had experience of LTV.  The themes complete 

with their underpinning categories and codes were taken to the parent participant, who 

undertook a review of the themes, categories, and codes. This analysis was insightful and gave 

the researcher areas to recheck review and reconsider. However, caution was required as the 

parent, who undertook this role, although having a ventilated Child of their own, had a Child with 

a significantly more disabling condition.  Therefore, some of the reflections around the codes 

could have been influenced by a different experience of disability. 

To consider the findings and to provide further assurance of quality, member checking was 

conducted through a focus group to check the initial themes. The decision was taken to share 

only the categories and themes, rather than the full data sets, to reduce the volume of data that 

participants were asked to consider.  This is an approach advocated in Carlson (2010).  Each 

theme and concept were considered, and the focus group was recorded, and researcher notes 

taken.  Collection of data was undertaken by audio taping.  Each tape was listened to twice.  

The first-time broad issues and context were noted.  On the second listening of the tape, each 

of these broad issues was contextualised and documented in detail noting agreement, issues 

and further context around each concept and theme.  These descriptions were then considered 

against the research notes recorded at the time.  The themes and concepts were then reviewed 

and adapted after careful consideration and reflection on this data.  This process also allowed 

data saturation to be tested by seeing if a group discussion raised any new codes, categories or 

potential themes. The following section will consider this aspect further. 
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4.13.5.2 Critique of the Conduct of Arts-Based Methods Phase One 

The initial intention of the first phase data collection to create an art-based approach which 

captured the whole family’s views on living with CCHS was, as discussed, not successful.  The 

information produced by the families was all text apart from two scrap book entries. The initial 

Arts-based methods and analysis approaches were therefore abandoned, and a new approach 

of participatory play-based scenarios was developed described in 4.8.3. This new approach to 

data collection also required a modified analytical process.  As a reminder, the method which 

effectively elicited the views of Children was that of participatory play-based 4.8.3.3. 

The data analysis process started with immersion. This included typing the data up with the 

contents of each Child’s suitcase listed with the Child’s description. These descriptions were 

then considered again in reference to the Child’s suitcase drawing. The data collected and each 

data point in the scenario was also transcribed into a written document coded to the Child and 

the data collection event. All the data was then coded using memos, in vivo codes and finally 

process coded (as described above in the diary and interview data collection). All of these 

codes were applied to the whole text to maintain the context up to the final steps of the analysis. 

The data was put into initial codes with data pertaining to a number of codes being cross 

referenced to all. The initial ten Children’s codes were reduced using a process of inspection. 

Inspection was carried out by scanning the typed data, situated within the initial codes looking 

for a crossover or repetition. This was undertaken as in the diary and interview data analysis by 

table scanning (described 4.13.5.1). The final Children’s codes were considered against the 

adult diary and interview codes in another process of reduction. This reduction was carried out 

again by table scanning of both the Children’s and adult’s codes. Each code was then 

reconsidered in-depth going back to the data to look for alternative or deeper meanings as an 

important quality check (Flick 2009, Miles et al. 2014). 

The Children’s codes of ‘I brought my mummy’ and ‘living in the moment’ had unique 

characteristics to the Children’s data and were added as new codes. An example of this was in 

the, ‘I brought mummy’ code. There was a reference of the Child’s perceptions that their CCHS 

was owned by their parent. Whilst taken on face value, this could raise safety concerns for the 

Children, as they were not accepting any ownership of their condition; however, on in-depth 

analysis of the underpinning data the reality appeared to be that for this group of young 

Children, this transfer of responsibility initially liberated the Children from the responsibilities of 

the condition to experience being a Child unencumbered by LTV, at a time in their lives where 

close adult supervision is normally available. 

The other Children’s codes were merged to form family codes (like any Child, taking the next 

big leap, siblings, family support, friend support self-care and school) and the categories were 

refined and re-described to take account of the Children’s data. There was a danger to quality 

within this process of the Child’s voice being lost. Therefore, once merged, the data was 
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reviewed again to ensure that the Children’s voice had retained its presence in the data (which 

had a significantly larger adult data set); codes were reconsidered and where necessary the 

Children’s data was strengthened where the codes were considered to be dominated by adult 

perspectives. 

 

4.13.6 Conclusion of Phase One Analysis 

The phase one data collection met its aim of establishing a family data base (after adaption of 

the Arts-based approach). The analysis of diaries, interviews and the participatory play-based 

scenarios enabled a number of different approaches to collect the family data. This triangulating 

of the data created a good quality control technique for comparing and contrasting data. The 

Arts-based methods utilised in this study, also created an opportunity for creating a much wider 

dataset, thereby dissipating the risks of coding by having a mixed methods approach. The initial 

failure of the Children’s data collection, whilst resulting in a novel and productive methodology 

of Children’s play-based scenarios, meant that the Children’s data was analysed after the adult 

data and initial findings. The initial inclusion of the Children’s data into the findings didn’t fully 

reflect the Children’s codes, leading to a significant rethink of the quality achieved in process of 

moving from adult and Children’s data sets into an integrated family data set. The issue of 

power differentials between Child participants, adult participants and researchers are well 

documented (Robinson and Kellett 2004) questioning this approach. To address this concern, a 

significant review of the analysis was undertaken, to strengthen the Children’s voice in the 

findings and an additional play-based scenario was undertaken in phase two of the study. The 

research questions had required a family-based data set to answer the questions and 

safeguards were enacted, but some reservation remained with this approach. 

The different coding approaches worked well together, challenging initial conclusions and 

getting behind the data. The critique that coding data is a betrayal of the qualitative approach 

(St. Pierre and Jackson 2014) was to some degree offset by applying codes, whilst maintaining 

an ongoing link with the whole data set. On review of the quality framework (Flick 2009), the use 

of coding was seen by the researcher as a significant strength in the analysis process. The 

slight concern, that had led to a reminder to research assistants not to prompt the Children 

during the creation of the suitcases for scenario one, left some doubts about this aspect of the 

phase one Arts-based data set. 

 

 

4.13.7 Development and Rationale - Analytical Approach Phase Two Directed 
Analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005) 
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The qualitative researcher in setting out to discover new patterns and relationships (Kelle 2005) 

must make fundamental decisions about knowledge.  The quantitative hypothetical deductive 

approach based upon a hypothesis was ruled out in this study, based upon the rationale set out 

in section 4.2. However, the link between theory and data analysis remains an area of 

significant debate in qualitative research. The risks of theory dominating, and distorting analysis 

was behind the creation of grounded theory (Kelle 2005). In any qualitative analysis process the 

researcher’s preconceptions are impossible to completely remove and therefore must be 

externalised and reflected upon in the research process. Salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987) 

was adapted to be utilised at every stage of the data collection from the launch to the diary 

questions.  Grounded theory offers the caution of data becoming subsumed by the great 

theoretical approaches. However, theory also can provide a lens for looking differently and often 

deeper at the data and challenging conventional analysis. MacLure (2008:174) describes a 

process of analysis that accepts all these approaches, as ways of looking at data in different 

ways and from different perspectives to make analysis more rigorous. 

The researcher, through a process of reflection on the findings of the literature review and the 

gaps identified in the current literature base, after a quality review process, concluded that a 

new approach was required. Directed content analysis was decided upon to undertake a 

theoretical inspection of the data. This type of theoretical analysis in qualitative content analysis 

has been described as taking a directed approach (Hsieh and Shannon 2005).  In directed 

content analysis, the theoretical base of a study or research in that area is used to derive codes 

to test the data.  In this study, the three underpinning conceptual areas of the salutogenic theory 

comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987) were adapted to 

develop new categories to further test the codes, which had been established in phase one of 

the analysis.  In this manner, the analysis was conducted without and with the theoretical lens of 

the salutogenic theory. The similarities and differences between these two data sets, then in 

themselves, became areas for analytical consideration.  Mixing approaches between isolating 

data from theory and using theory in analysis brings additional complexity into the analytical and 

quality assurance process and with that complexity comes the risk of a muddled or unfocused 

approach.  In this study qualitative content analysis was used to be the consistent underpinning 

approach, with two different methods within this technique being used at different points in the 

analytical process.  It was envisaged that using qualitative content analysis in this manner 

would give a consistency to the overall approach.  In depth quality review was also planned to 

consider the findings generated by these two different approaches to unpick their effects on the 

data and the trustworthiness of their use.  This is considered in 4.16.6.2 and 4.16.6.4.  

The approach of directed content analysis starts with theory or research derived codes which 

are used in analysis.  A method was required to apply a theoretical approach to the data 

“inspection” (Denzin 1978:74) and directed content analysis was chosen.  Inspection is the 

process of taking an idea that appears to have merit and looking at it through the literature and 
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in different contexts to test the idea.  In this study, the approach taken was to adapt this 

approach and use Antonovsky’s (1987) three concepts of comprehensibility, manageability, and 

meaningfulness as theoretical areas to reconsider the data. This process included an in-depth 

consideration of the codes collected in phase one and a regrouping of these codes into 

Antonovsky’s three conceptual areas. 

In summary, when considering the approaches developed to undertake qualitative analysis, 

complexity in itself can create risks to the quality and trustworthiness of a data set. Diverse 

forms of analysis were integral to the overall quality approach that was taken in this study.  Data 

was mixed in terms of approaches and methods to test the data by different collection and 

analysis techniques.  In this manner, the researcher endeavoured to seek depth rather than 

quantity in the data collected and used a mixture of methods to deepen the analysis.  However, 

due to the theoretical nature of the research questions, the initial approaches to analysis 

needed to be expanded to include directed content analysis. An in-depth critique and quality 

review of the effectiveness of this decision will be offered after the conduct of the analysis has 

been outlined. As this study used a mix of Arts-based methods the process of data analysis 

varied according to the method that had been used to collect the data for each part of the data 

set. For clarity, the methods were grouped into phase one conventional content analysis and 

phase two directed content analysis. 
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4.13.7.1 Conduct of Directed Content Analysis Phase Two 

 

Figure 4.15 Phase Two Analysis Process 

To undertake directed content analysis required a method for reviewing all the data through the 

theoretical lens of the salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987). To enact this approach the phase 

one codes were considered through adapted use of each of Antonovsky’s (1987) three 

conceptual areas to add depth to the analysis by looking theoretically at the text. 
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Codes and categories were developed through a process of directed analysis from the data. 

The final analytical process was to compare the new theoretical codes and concepts with the 

phase one codes.  From the 29 original categories, 18 new categories were created in the three 

Conceptual areas of comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness (Antonovsky 1987). 

The relationships between the original and final categories is shown in the table below.  The 

transition of the categories resulted in a reduction in the number of categories from 29 to under 

20.  From the figure 4.16 below, it can be seen that the transition was a complex process. 
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Preparing for Discharge 

Gaining Control Over Medical Issues 

Taking the Next Big Leap 

Living in The Moment 

Trusting 

Siblings 

Nurses & Doctors 

Rota Issues 

Good Carer 

Random Carer 

Sport & Exercise 

Achievement 

Like Any Child 

Special Days 

Swimming & Paddling 

Risk Taking 

Benefits 

Flexibility 

I Have Got My Mummy 

Family Support 

Friends Support 

Personal Budgets 

Self-Care 

Equipment 

CCHS Support Group 

School 

Facebook 

Peacemaker 

Worse Situation Than Me 

 

A Fighting Spirit 

 

Child & Family Centred Care 

 

The Next Big Leap  

 

A Well-Known & Trusted Team 

 

Celebrating Achievement 

 

Childhood & Taking Risks 

 

Sibling Relationships 

 

Understanding the Wider Context of Care 

 

Manageability of Care at Home 

 

Manageable & Flexible Care Packages 

 

Developing Child (I Have Got My Mummy) 

 

Equipment to Live 

 

Communities of Support 

 

Learning Through Experience 

 

Growing Up With CCHS 

 

A Family Enterprise Normalising Care 

 

Going to School With CCHS 

 

Facing Complications & Other Unknowns 
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Figure 4.16 The Relationships Between the Original and Final Categories 

An example of this change was the removal of the ‘preparing for discharge’ category.  It can be 

seen from the figure 4.16 that preparing for discharge disappeared as a category, but became 

linked to six of the new categories.  However, the total number of categories reduced as the 

interconnections became clear once new more potent and powerful categories emerged.  This 

change was not to reduce the impact of the defining time of the pre-discharge period of time, 

but to more truly reflect the breath of impact the participants’ experiences of the time in hospital 

had across their familys’ lives, by moving from a historical time period focus “preparing for 

discharge” to looking how the event impacted in an ongoing manner across the day to day lives 

of the participants. 

When considered against the original data set, the new categories were felt by the researcher to 

reflect the families’ voices in a more trustworthy way, while arranging it in a way that enabled 

theoretical analysis to be undertaken, to further deepen the understanding of the data.  This 

process enabled the cross-data links to be considered, which were not apparent in the coding 

approaches that had been used to that point.  The comparison of these two approaches led to 

another in-depth review of the data with original diary, interview and Arts base data being 

relooked at as whole. 

 

4.13.7.2 Critique of the Conduct of Non-Arts-Based Methods Phase Two 

The researcher considered this to be a significant point of change that required more than open 

written analysis and discussion to assure the quality criteria was achieved.  After formulating the 

codes and categories the overall themes were developed.  The categories and themes were 

taken back to the group to member check both the new categories and the new overall themes. 

The process of member checking was undertaken as part of the quality review (Flick 2009) 

through the medium of a focus group.  The event was undertaken at the 2015 CCHSUKSG 

weekend due to the importance of this transitional stage to the data.  The researcher, through 

supervision, concluded that the four families who were not at the focus group would be 

interviewed at home.   

The focus group was presented with the findings in each of Antonovsky’s (1987) three 

conceptual areas. Each code in each conceptual area was discussed in turn. Finally, an overall 

vision identified through the family’s answers to the appreciative enquiry (Cooperrider et al. 

2009) question was presented (see 4.11.3.1).  The families were asked to comment on each 

area and finally on the researcher’s summary of the future vision. The focus group was 

recorded, and the researcher wrote detailed field notes after the event. 
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The tape was listened to twice with careful notes being taken on each review.  The notes were 

cross referenced with the field notes and final summaries were produced for each conceptual 

area and the overall vision. The four families who were seen at home were presented with the 

same information and were asked to comment at the same points as the focus group.  The 

interviews were recorded. The tapes were listened to twice and considered alongside the 

research notes. The families at the focus group and during the home interviews recognised the 

data and as well as adding more examples, felt the new categories and codes were 

representative of their experience. In addition, they considered the new concepts offered a 

deeper level of insight, rather than the original in vivo derived description, which they concluded 

were accurate and interesting. One of the original in vivo names was referred to more than once 

in the discussion, so was utilised in the final naming to recognise the descriptive value it 

represented (The next big leap). The focus group while adding debate, consensus and 

additional context, were not as detailed as the subsequent home interviews.  However, the four 

interviews reached the same overall conclusions, but had many more examples and explored 

the data in more depth. The focus group and interview final summaries were pulled together 

and considered against the concepts as established through the review. The outcomes of this 

process of member checking were then integrated into the findings. 

 

4.13.7.3 Critique of the Conduct of Arts-Based Data - Phase Two 

A focus group to consider the findings was not practical to quality review the Children’s group 

due to the age range of participants. The decision was therefore made to strengthen the 

Children’s data with a second participatory play-based scenario. This strengthened data set 

would then be used to critique the outcomes of the directed content analysis’s conduct of this 

scenario is outlined in section 4.13.5.1.  

The suitcase tool was common to both scenario one and two. In scenario one the research 

assistants conducted this activity.  In scenario two the researcher undertook this activity, as 

there had been some concern that the assistants may have not had sufficient instruction on not 

prompting the Children and could have influenced them.  Therefore, a direct researcher to Child 

approach was considered more trustworthy and was used in scenario two in the suitcase 

exercise.  The second participatory play-based scenario took a different approach, with the 

scenario used to engage the Children in a final interactive discussion described in 4.11.4.3.  

This discussion then was used as the primary data collection point.  Free play was then 

encouraged with the research props. The researcher took field notes and then wrote up notes 

after the scenario.  The increased depth of the data obtained from this second event suggested 

that the primary event had not achieved data saturation. 
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The researcher became immersed in the notes collected from the creation of the suitcases and 

the observations recorded by the observers and researcher of the Children’s interactions during 

the scenario. This continued on into transcription of the data.  Coding using memos, in vivo and 

process codes were carried out as in the first wave analysis. The data was then tested against 

the original Children’s data and the new thematic codes (created by directed content analysis). 

Scenario two didn’t provide evidence to change the original Children’s codes created, but did 

strengthen them significantly. This data was used to challenge and develop the new concepts 

and codes created by the thematic review from a Children’s perspective, leading to a 

strengthened Child voice in the new concepts and codes.  

 

4.13.7.4 Critique of the Phase Two Analytical Process 

The process of qualitative research accepts the researcher influence on analysis and addresses 

this effect by open analysis and reflection (Hughes n.d).  In this study, this risk was addressed 

by extensive discussion around this issue in supervision.  On review self-analysis was also 

apparent throughout this period in the research diary.  However, the researcher considered a 

member check essential to check the quality and trustworthiness of this transition.  The second 

focus group, interviews and second Children’s scenario supported the trustworthiness of the 

analytical process, which had been enacted by moving from conventional content analysis on to 

directed analysis conducted through Antonovsky’s (1987) three conceptual areas.    Focus 

groups, interviews and participant play-based scenarios are a key quality check (Flick 2009). 

These activities are also an affirmation of the importance of participants, as was traveling many 

miles to interviewee’s homes, but this affirmation in itself may influence participants to be 

positive around the researcher’s endeavours.  By using a mix of methods, the potential pressure 

to affirm which could have arisen through the group culture of the focus group was, in the 

researchers view, largely offset by some interviewing at home where parents were in control 

and relaxed and comfortable. 

 

4.13.8 Conclusion of Analysis Process 

Analysis is the keystone of a research study.  Without strength in this key area the 

trustworthiness and the quality of the whole study could be put in doubt.  In this study, there 

were some significant challenges around analysis, both around the creation and merging of the 

Children’s and adult’s data to produce a family data set and the use of theory during the 

analysis process. 

A close link with theory was important to answer the research questions.  However, this 

underpinning theoretical base was a potential strength and weakness in analysis. The use of a 
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two-phase analysis process was developed as part of the quality management process (Flick 

2009) to reduce this risk, by analysing the data with and without theory. The use of a modified 

qualitative content analysis approach enabled the two-phase analytical approach decided upon 

to undertake the theoretical review to be enacted. This then enabled the clear context of an 

established analytical framework, reducing the possibility of a confused and unstructured 

approach. This study’s approach was to split the phase one process of theory free data 

collection from the second phase, where salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1979, 1987) was used 

adapted to use as a lens to consider the data. This enabled the data to be considered through a 

clearly identified theoretical viewpoint, which was then considered against codes, which had 

been gained without such theoretical influence in analysis.  However, both approaches had 

questions originating from a theoretical model. In the researcher’s view, this enabled increased 

trustworthiness and importantly a way of analysis informing the evidence around question one, 

but openness about possible theoretical influence is required. 

Overall the researcher concluded that theoretical analysis was essential to answer the research 

questions.  By looking at the data, with and without a theoretical lens, the difference between 

the two methods are apparent. By challenging this transition through reflection, supervision, a 

focus group, interviews, and a further participatory play-based scenario, a robust quality 

framework (Flick 2009) was used and clear process of challenge, was conducted. 

The mix of approaches and methods led to a significant extension of the data collection 

process. The main changes enacted were the creation of the play based participatory 

scenarios. The Child focused approach used in this technique created a strong Children’s voice. 

As described, the process of analysis was carefully developed to ensure that the Child’s voice 

was captured and fully represented in the family data. This process has been carefully outlined 

to allow consideration of the researchers’ approach. By being open and critical about this 

process and debate, the researcher hopes to have enabled the reader to be able to consider 

those decisions and the process of analysis undertaken in this study. 

 

4.14 Conclusion of Methodology and Methods 

This chapter provides an in depth rational and critique of the methodological approaches taken 

in this study. The chapter is extensive and detailed to present an open reflection of the quality 

measures enacted the Researcher has included all methods used including those that proved 

unsuccessful. Traditional and novel approaches have been utilised throughout to gain new and 

novel insights into the research questions. As the study progressed, the depth of methods and 

analysis required to answer the questions became clear and led to extensive additional study. 

The findings identified by these approaches will be outlined in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5.  Findings  

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapter the analytical methodology, analysis and quality framework was critically 

explored with key points related to the data analysis process considered. From this process, a 

decision was made to undertake two sweeps of content analysis. The first sweep was 

undertaken utilising a conventional content analysis approach and the second utilising a 

directed approach. The directed approach was based on Antonovsky’s (1987) three constructs 

of comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. This approach has been continued 

into the findings, with the findings grouped in each of Antonovsky’s (1987) three conceptual 

areas.  This approach came out of the data, as certain events had a significant and ongoing 

effect on their whole family life. However, when this occurs, the data is considered from a 

different conceptual angle. It is therefore hoped that this approach, rather than resulting in 

repetition, achieves a clear and interpretive focus on the data gathered from this group of highly 

complex Children and their families. 

The findings are presented below within Antonovsky’s (1987) three conceptual areas in the 

order of meaningfulness, comprehensibility and manageability which represented the priority 

that became apparent from the findings (discussed in detail in 6.5.1). Key codes are used in 

each category to explore the in-depth findings. Underpinning codes (including direct quotes 

from participants) are demonstrated to enable the reader to have a clear link between the data 

and findings presented. To protect the children’s identities their names have been replaced with 

the letter N to represent their first name. 

 

5.2. Meaningfulness 

As an aide-mémoire, meaningfulness is the motivational component of the framework, which is 

the extent to which a person has areas of their life that are important to them, that they very 

much care about and that make sense to them. This collection of codes considers this construct 

for the families within this study. 

 

5.2.1. A Fighting Spirit  

The initial time on a Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) prior to actual diagnosis or early post 

diagnosis appeared to be a time of extreme instability for families. These were described as 

terrifying times where on some occasions the Child had life threatening complications. For some 

families, insensitive communication featured in the families’ accounts exemplified in this 

quotation: 
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“and he says (DR) then all seems to be okay, there seems to be a bit of a spark about him, he 

seems viable, my Child was two” (2 470-471) 

In the following passage one parent identifies how the medical focus on a diagnosis or problems 

affected how hospital staff described medical issues. The parent then describes how on 

reflection, she would have liked to hear the message in a way that would have helped her re-

establish hope for the future: 

“I had to focus on what was positive in the fact that he didn’t have extra complications, he might 

not have, there’s all these percentages, there’s 40% that have developmental delays, you know, 

30% of them have other problems of Hirschsprung’s and things like that, but I wanted to hear 

60% of them don’t have this” (11 284-288). 

What was interesting, was that it was these early events and communication exchanges that 

appeared to form the basis of future relationships. If communication exchanges were positive 

experiences, trust appeared to be built.  Conversely, the opposite was true, where early 

communication was perceived as poor, negative relationships with professional staff were 

developed; trust issues also became a significant feature. One implication of this was that 

families felt they had to be fight for everything for their Child as described below: 

“You fight so hard to get your Child home from hospital…. it’s all you think about” (2 524-525).  

This perceived fight helped families to cope and in effect became a personal mission. However, 

facing each challenge as a battle had consequences, in that in some cases this resulted in 

families finding it hard to trust professionals planning the long-term homecare packages. This 

had profound effects which commonly became an issue, either within days of discharge or over 

the following months: 

“I did bring him out early and umm. and I had to do three nights a week myself for three weeks 

and it nearly brought me to my knees and um I just think I was just so impatient umm and I 

recognise in hindsight I shouldn’t have done that but I did it and I knew it wasn’t for ever but it 

was hard I think because there was three nights together every week for three weeks was hard, 

umm but yeah I think you quickly realise you can’t do that on your own” (11 143-147). 

 

5.2.2. Child and Family Centred Care  

The impact of hospitalisation on the family and their Child was clear in the data, with this time 

being described emotionally and vividly. Most participants had been patients in PICU (many 

miles from home which added to the pressures of living or splitting their time between hospital 

and home, especially when there were other siblings at home. This is illustrated by the 

participant below: 
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“I was torn between my son in hospital and my five-year-old daughter at home and it killed me” 

(11 142). 

As the relationship between the baby and the parents/family grew, there was some evidence 

that this became even more difficult with long-term hospitalisation. One mother below describes 

this process:  

“it gets harder to leave your baby as they get older it gets even harder, because the bond is 

building every day” (11 169-170) 

The data also highlighted that the PICU environment could be very frightening places for young 

affected Children and siblings due to the intensity of machines. Emotive events were constantly 

around them with them witnessing significant medical setbacks or even the death of other 

Children. This left parents’ feeling concerned about the possible impact on the Child and 

siblings, as described vividly below:  

“I know how much she saw when she was a Child, she was only five when N was born and 

because she sat with us in intensive care ...you know... every day for almost six months, and a 

kid that age to sit with all those doctors and nurses and machines running” (1 69-71).  

Sibling relationships and bonding appeared for some, to be affected by this environment with 

the abnormality of the environment or long distances between them and their sibling becoming 

a block, whilst in others the opposite occurred. This is reflected upon below: 

“Um there was an immediate bond between him and N the minute he saw him in the incubator 

the day after he was born, and he was just desperate to have him home,” (10 46-48). 

Meaningfulness within the family was found to be far more complex when there were siblings, 

than when it was a lone Child. For example: for mothers and fathers who were often split 

between meeting the needs of their hospitalised Child and their Child or Children at home.  This 

split affected their family sense of meaningfulness as they were being pulled in widely different 

directions. 

A vital part of meaningfulness to the families was a feeling that life is emotionally meaningful, 

which appeared to be closely associated with hope and emotional well-being. The multi-

disciplinary team that supported the family had a central role in helping the family establish 

hope to start to plan for a future. In the early days on PICU parents reported that they could 

quickly lose hope without a consistent person to help them to get through the initial confusion, 

despair and in the planning for home. This is depicted below: 

 “I just thought this was life in a hospital bed attached to a ventilator which was your first image, 

and you know she ……. (named nurse) was an amazing support in that transition from intensive 

care on to the ward” (10 56-62) 
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Furthermore, all but one of the infants with CCHS in this study remained in hospital for a 

significant time after their birth. For this group of families, it became clear in the first hours of life 

that there were problems with the Child’s breathing. Therefore, the first day at home, with the 

joy and fear of bringing home a Child dependent on LTV was mixed and amplified with the 

equally strong joy and apprehension, normally experienced by any parent taking home their 

new born baby. This interview quote sums up this complex mix of emotions:  

“once we got him home and he was all ours ……. it was...one of the best days of our lives I 

think” (8 480). 

Not feeling on their own once home, was also important to families. Data was collected, that 

highlighted it was important to have easy access to skilled specialist advice from people who 

knew the Child, family and Child’s condition well. The following quotation illustrates just how 

important this could be to families: 

“quickly realising that you have got the hospital to back you up was really, really good, mmm 

they were the biggest thing for me.” (11 182-184) 

Having a life that was meaningful was important to the families. ‘Normality’ was perceived as 

something worth striving for, with getting home, being the primary goal. This focus on normality 

started in PICU. Initially focusing on smaller, more achievable, outcomes appeared to help 

create a sense of meaningfulness for parents. As time went by and the affected Child stabilised 

training and most importantly discharge preparation became central. However, this process took 

a considerable length of time. Anniversaries and birthdays became times of extreme divided 

loyalties and particularly important milestones in the passage of time. An illustration of this is 

offered in the subsequent passage: 

“Sibling [named] was desperate to have him home and we were able to have him home the 

night before sibling’s birthday so it was his fifth birthday so he was here the next day and it was 

so special cause he so wanted N to be part of it and it was kind of the first birthday celebration 

we had as a family since N had been born and it was just lovely that he was at home and he 

wasn’t in hospital.” (10 50-54)  

Focusing discharge on family outcomes, such as a birthday or anniversary appeared to help put 

control back into the hands of the family. 

Once home, the day to day management of CCHS became a normal part of family life. The 

diaries and interviews included extensive evidence of day to day family life. The play room 

scenarios in the focus group data highlighted how engaged the Children were living in the 

present and the activity they were enjoying. CCHS was focused upon when it became a barrier 

to whatever activity the parents, siblings or Child were engaged in. This focus on normality and 

achievement seemed to become a motivational drive in itself. 
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5.2.3 The Next Big Leap 

Having personal outcomes to aim for appeared first in the data from the discharge home from 

hospital, which could be a stressful and difficult step. However, it appeared to be motivational, in 

that the families then had outcomes to aim for and build upon. These outcomes were closely 

related to Children and parents construct of a “normal” family life. Once home there was an 

ongoing pattern of families or individual family members focusing on their next goal. Within the 

diaries and interviews this was often characterised as taking the next big leap. The diary data 

collection period covered a school holiday period for most of the participants. Taking a Child 

away for the first time, was the next big leap for two of the families. One parent’s feelings about 

taking her Child with CCHS away for the first time are presented here:  

“School holiday and decided to have my first trip to my parent’s caravan without carers or his 

father.  My mum was happy to come with me and help look after everyone!  The sun shone and 

had a great day – let’s hope the night goes smoothly!” (26/10/B) 

“Great day.  My mum got up early with all the boys and let me get some much-needed sleep.  

So, we did it a night away, really pleased, just love doing stuff that I would have done if we 

didn’t need to include a ventilator!  Fantastic sunny day.” (27/10/B) 

The Children were even more focused on what they wanted to achieve. In the participatory play-

based scenarios, the Children were highly engaged and motivated and were completely 

focused in the activity they were undertaking. This was clear in their suitcases (described in 

4.13.4.1) in which camping equipment torches, and even a camp fire, were drawn. An example 

is illustrated in the picture presented below: 

 

Figure 5.1 A Child’s Suitcase Drawing (reproduced with permission) 
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This motivation became connected to CCHS, once it stood between them and what they wanted 

to achieve, becoming a driver to master the CCHS. Most Children diagnosed with CCHS initially 

have a tracheostomy due to initial intensity of support. A tracheostomy has significant effects in 

terms of speech, self-care, body image, equipment required and the undertaking of certain 

activities, due to the risk of a foreign body entering the airway. Therefore, most Children with a 

tracheostomy are encouraged to transition to mask ventilation. 

The change from tracheostomy to mask ventilation was a big leap for Children and families. It 

also marked a significant step towards a more normal life unencumbered by medical equipment, 

invasive care routines and visual signs of medical support such as the tracheostomy tube. The 

motivational drive to make this change was identified in the data as the start of the process in 

three of the Children (participants 2,5,8) who made this important transition during the data 

collection phase. To start the process is a decision which needs to come from the Child. In the 

extract below, the decision was made by the Child to change from tracheostomy to mask 

ventilation to enable her to be like everyone else. The quick acceptance of the mask in contrast 

to a previous attempt, which had been based on a parental decision, demonstrates the 

importance of this change being based on the Child’s motivation to change, to achieve to an 

outcome that was important to them: 

“she wanted it, it was her own decision, we were a bit unsure, aye we were a bit nervous about 

it actually, but she wanted it off herself she’s getting to that age where she doesn’t want any 

Children questioning her and she wants to go to school without the trachy. We tried the mask on 

her when she was about 5 ½ but she wouldn’t tolerate it but this time she went down she just 

took to it like a duck to water they were actually quite shocked that as well at how quickly she 

transferred over to it” (5 416-439).  

 

5.2.4. A Well-Known and Trusted Team 

The affected and non-affected Children of the parent participants in the study were one of the, if 

not the most important thing in their lives. The Children with CCHS, who participated in this 

study, had in all but one case gone through a period, where there had been doubt about their 

very survival. Once ventilation has been established and the Child stabilised there was due to 

the underlying effects of their CCHS, daily life-threatening risks. These risks occurred if the 

Child’s condition was not closely monitored and ventilation commenced at any signs of them 

starting to go to sleep or becoming unwell. 

To hand over the care of a young Child to another person is difficult for most parents, but for the 

parents in this study, having been close to the possibility of the loss of their Child, their Child 

having ongoing care needs essential to their survival made this process of handing over the 
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care of their Child incredibly hard. Both practically (because of the knowledge and skill needed 

to manage the condition) and emotionally. 

There was a need for a bond of trust between the professional team and the family, which was 

based on honesty and openness. This bond required time and commitment to establish.  

Moreover, giving an open and honest opinion and being open to discussion were particularly 

valued by families. Participants reported positively about carers, who were skilled carers, carers 

who interacted well with the families, but even more significantly they described carers as being 

‘special people’, who focused on the Child and that for some it was not just a job, as described 

in this entry:  

“you know when you have really good cover. Their immediate concern is for the Child - we as 

parents can always tell within the first few minutes of meeting a carer if they are special” (5/1/U). 

There was a sense in the diaries and interviews that parents felt there were some carers who 

approached their role as vocation, exemplified by this extract: 

“it’s not just a job they care about him as well, so those sorts of things stuck out to me as being 

really important people” (5/1/U).  

Parents referred to being able to relax, when they could entrust the care to the carer, though 

noted that carers needed to understand how precious their Child was to them as this quote 

outlines: 

“you don’t want people to just think of him as just as just a job you want people to, to know that 

he’s really special and they’ve got to look after him” (11 115-116). 

The importance of some carers to the Children and the level of trust they had in them were 

exemplified in scenario one of the participatory activities when prompted about the need for 

medical equipment to be able to stay on camp one Child suggested that: 

“A male carer in his team would have come with him and then everything would have been OK” 

(S1 63). 

However, parents indicated that this was not always the case. Some carers were described 

much less positively, sometimes in terms of the individual but particularly carers from care 

providers, who didn’t undertake Child specific introductions and training or quickly rotated staff. 

Parents described the way that carers were managed and organised by the organisation that 

they worked for, as being a significant factor in allowing carers to become familiar and accepted 

in the family. Some families felt that professionalisation of care was going too far and taking 

away the special carers, and the ability to build up meaningful relationships. Families at times 

described this professionalisation as a boundary which, whilst they recognised the need for 

such “boundaries”, they felt they had gone too far, causing the loss of meaningfulness in the 
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care package. There was also a sense that these “boundaries” were one sided in their 

implementation, as exemplified below: 

“that’s hard to relinquish cause you want control of your son, umm and his health and wellbeing 

umm and its hard and you have to abide by their rules in your own home” (11 366-368).  

For the Children and families, it was particularly hard when long-standing carers who were 

meaningful to them and their Child were changed as described in the following extract: 

“I don’t like it when PCTs make change for the sake of making change, if someone is settled in 

a package, the carer’s happy here and the family are happy why move them if it doesn’t serve 

any purpose other than they think they need to recycle their staff, because this is people’s lives 

it’s just not just moving them from department to department, its people’s lives and the Children 

get attached umm so I would just I think they should get more credit, the carers” (11 399-405).   

A regular team of carers, rather than a transient workforce, was also considered essential by 

parents, as they felt this was important to their Children’s emotional wellbeing. It was reported 

that Children could become scared and not sleep, if they did not know who was going to be in 

their bedroom watching over them at night.  This became more of an issue as the Child became 

older and more aware. The growing significance of this to a Child is described below, first in the 

diary entry, then in more depth during the interview: 

“tonight’s shift was covered by someone who was last here about two years ago.  N was really 

upset going to bed tonight, the first time he has done this.  Up until now ‘random’ carers 

annoyed me but now looks like it will be a big issue for N - something which I will need to 

address with the care team” (22/10/U). 

“he’s a kid he doesn’t know any different than waking up and there being an adult sitting in his 

room, it’s not always the same person so you know that was a new thing.  Umm him being just 

so upset because he didn’t know who it was who was coming, I didn’t know what the girl looked 

like even to give him a description of what she looked like and you just think god it’s no wonder 

he doesn’t want to go to sleep tonight” (10 523-529). 

One-off or occasional carers who did not know the Child well enough to understand how to 

enable the Child to communicate their needs and wishes, were reported to scare the Child and 

in turn, take their voice away. Conversely, an established carer who knew the Child well was felt 

to be able to reassure the Child and give them a voice, as outlined in the following extracts: 

“and then with the carers coming in if they don’t know him as well it is very hard for him to tell 

them, (referring to a Child with a tracheostomy who struggles to communicate)” (2 266-267)   

“she knows his every need you know, and he will tell her, and no matter how upset he gets she 

will understand him because she could understand him when he had no speech” (2 278-280) 
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“she talked, and he signed and made gestures, heard him, talked and I looked, and I thought 

wow I don’t think I have ever talked to him like that” (2 284-285). 

 

5.2.5. Celebrating Achievements 

Achievements appeared to be emotionally important to the Child. This meant in turn each 

achievement was deeply meaningful to the parents and wider family. One young person 

completed his own diary, which was full of sporting references and achievements, showing just 

how important sport was to him and his personal identity exemplified bellow: 

“Went to ………. college to play tennis I was playing doubles and won three matches out of 

four” (26/7/B). 

In the data, there were three main types of achievement - sport and exercise, special occasions, 

development and milestones of Childhood. It was in relation to sport and exercise, where the 

physical manifestations and risks of the condition were felt to be most pronounced. Parents 

were aware of this and were concerned about the risks and possible limitations around 

exercise. However, affected children and siblings knew there was extra vigilance but often 

exceeded expectations as below:  

“N ran around and around the garden all day today and didn’t show any signs of needing to sit 

down and have a rest - he was like any other Child” (7/11/B).  

Achieving in sport related activity was also seen as development, as this was felt to be 

exceeding expectations and often achieving what was seen as impossible. Most parents had 

been through very difficult times in hospital, where survival and future prospects were very 

much in doubt, often leading to low initial expectations and real meaningfulness and pride on 

achievement, the following diary extract exemplifies this feeling:  

“I mean he actually won a ...he won a race at his sports day the other day which ... when you 

think two years ago we probably didn’t even think he would compete in a race” (8 78-79). 

Overall, each developmental milestone was viewed as important as many families had initial low 

expectations of the affected Child. Risks from early hypoxia, (an inadequacy in the oxygen 

reaching the body's tissues) prolonged hospitalisation and supportive technology, such as 

tracheostomy tubes, had slowed development. The following quotation describes just how 

meaningful the progress could be to a parent:  

“I know it’s really special whenever a Child says its first word or takes his first steps, but it was 

magnified beyond all kind of belief” (10 309-311). 

There were also significant condition management related setbacks in achievements. For 

example, in the following passage a tracheostomy tube was upsized - whilst this tighter fit 
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improved the effectiveness of his ventilation, it also stopped the air bypassing the tube and 

going up through the larynx (vocal cords) improving ventilation, but with significant 

consequences for speech, the Children and family, as described below:  

“and then obviously when he had just started speaking, he got upsized in tubes so then went 

silent for a year” (8 87-88). 

Conversely, special occasions were significant markers of progress and often markers of the 

affected Child’s social achievement, as revealed in the following passage:  

“actually, her first big thing for us was ...erm...we got her home at 16 weeks just for the 

weekend, that was her christening” 5 569-580. 

However, there was a fear and a risk element of Children being excluded from special 

occasions, such as birthday celebrations, due to fear of their condition. The meaningfulness of 

this type of event when it was achieved both to the Child and parent is typified in the following 

diary entry:  

“N went to a friend’s house after school today. N’s house. He was so excited bless him as he 

never gets asked to anyone’s house as everyone seems scared of his condition. He had a 

wonderful time it went better than I’d hoped, and I had a great time too chatting with another 

mum so happy day.” (25/11/B) 

 

5.2.6. Sibling Relationships  

Diaries contained numerous references to siblings especially when asked ‘the best thing that 

happened today’ question. Siblings appeared to be a central part of both the parent’s individual 

and the family’s construct of meaningfulness. Siblings were highly significant both in their own 

right and in the lives of family members as captured in the following journal entry:  

“Sibling [named] wrote an essay for A-level English called ‘my hero’ about her little brother it 

brought tears to our eyes” (12/1/U). 

Sibling success in exams and at school was a real inspiration to parents as they worried that 

having to spend so much time supporting the affected sibling could disadvantage them. This is 

summed up in the following quotation: 

“Sibling [named] got a really good report at Parents night – very proud of him.  I often worry 

about the impact of N’s medical needs and the attention and time that it takes and how this 

impacts on his older brothers, so it’s nice to get feedback that they are doing well and that 

hopefully it’s just a positive experience for them” (18/10/B). 
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Siblings were observed in the playroom watching over their brother or sister with CCHS. Some 

siblings when being checked into the playroom were specifically identified as the person who 

could sort out any problems with their brother or sister (S1 ON 10:1-3) 

 

5.2.7. Childhood and Taking Risks  

Families once confident in their Child’s care progressed to consider the balance between 

restrictive safety focused care, to considering what they wanted to achieve as a family and the 

balance between quality and quantity of life. This is summed up in the following quotation: 

“let’s do it he’s very much quality over quantity always he always has been, and you know in the 

early days we didn’t know you know what the life span was” (7 502-504) 

It became clear from the data that parents were balancing quality of life and risk. This was most 

apparent in the data around the importance of certain activities to ensure that the Child had a 

normal enjoyable Childhood. In this diary quote a level of risk is indicated to achieve a 

Childhood experience:  

“went to the beach (ssh don’t tell anyone) N loved jumping the waves in my arms.” (23/9/B) 

Interestingly, swimming and paddling were felt to be risky, because when affected Children hold 

their breath, they have none of the normal physiological prompts to surface and take a breath. 

Those with tracheostomies have, in addition, a high risk of aspiration of water into the lungs 

while swimming or paddling. However, despite these risks and complexities, swimming and 

paddling were perceived as positive activities, that were worth doing as they were felt to be 

meaningful, motivating and mood enhancing. It was an activity linked to perceptions of normality 

and family life as noted in this diary entry:  

“Swimming together as a family was lovely.  It made us feel “normal”. (18/8/E)  

The adults took calculated risks to enable their Children to achieve what they saw as important 

milestones of Childhood. They were motivated to overcome CCHS to enable their Child and 

family to have as normal a life as possible. For the Children in an exciting activity, their focus 

was on the activity with CCHS being a responsibility of their parents. The management and 

potential risks of CCHS were forgotten, as the focus on the desired activity became central. 

When risk became a block to Children undertaking something they really wanted to do they 

became highly motivated. Swimming for one Child was the next big leap that motivated them to 

start the transition from tracheotomy to mask ventilation. How Children and their parents 

comprehend and contextualise CCHS will be considered in the following section. 
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5.3. Comprehensibility - the Cognitive Component  

As a recap, comprehensibility is when a person is able to make sense and comprehend, thus 

confronting stimuli in making sense of both ordered or explicable events within the context of 

their daily lives. 

 

5.3.1. Learning Through Experience  

Time in a PICU or on a ward was key in building confidence and competence. Early contact with 

other families in the CCHSUKSG helped parents use this time to make sense of their Children’s 

condition, build their skills and develop their confidence: 

“one of the other families told me when we were in PICU...to learn to do it in the hospital on your 

own first because in an emergency situation you are going to be on your own so it’s best to 

learn to do it in a non-emergency situation, so you feel more confident and don’t panic” (9-107-

110).  

Helping parents to take part in the clinical care of their Child’s complex care needs early on in 

the PICU or wards, appeared to help parents to start to take control of the condition and was a 

very important milestone in taking on ownership of the condition. This was often seen as highly 

significant to parents as described in this quote: 

“The best things, the best thing ... was ... being trained and being able to take N off the unit” (9 

291).   

Once the family was at home there were possible complications of the condition, which they 

may not yet have experienced. For example, CCHS Children do not increase their respiratory 

rate when unwell, requiring extra vigilance, so often these complications do not become 

apparent until the Child is in the sole care of the family. This could cause concern for parents as 

described below: 

“went to the GP – N had a chest infection (slight) next time require increased in ventilation will 

take to GP to get checked out.  Now on AB timed ventilation back to normal tonight” (26/9/U). 

The combination of a complex condition, with highly complex equipment and management, 

appeared to result in the need for considerable skill and knowledge to care for a Child with 

CCHS. Further, the necessity to maintain a Child’s airway could raise these risks further still. 

Hence, taking control of the Child’s medical condition was a significant undertaking for parents. 

However, some parents such as the one quoted below, showed significant adaption in very 

early stages of their Child’s condition, using difficult events as a learning experience: 

“N pulled his trachy out for the first time so we now know what it looks and sounds like” (4/9/U). 
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Due to family and work commitments data highlighted that one partner, frequently mothers in 

this group, often spent more time on PICU or wards so were more advanced with the skills and 

confidence needed to provide care at home. Once home the other partner had to make sense of 

the same skills and thus catch up. This is described in the following diary entries: 

“Father done a trachy change” (4/5/B). 

“Knowing that Father is able to help in case of an emergency” (4/5/E). 

Due to the immense amount of complex equipment and the need to provide continual 

observation and care, overcoming the environmental issues were an important component of 

care, that featured in the diaries such as the quote below: 

“Moved all the furniture around in the cottage so we could fit N’s bed in with us.  Set up all his 

equipment ready for bedtime.  Lovely to sleep in the same bed as hubby when caring for N. 

After half a night, we decided to move the sats machine as it was in the wrong place and we 

had to keep getting up to silence it.” (15/8/E) 

As the parent’s confidence grew, data highlighted that they started to develop the ability to 

debate and challenge decisions made by the care team, where they felt decisions were not 

always in the best interest of their Child. In the following passage a parent convinces the 

nursing team to train up her son’s new nursery team in ventilation: 

“… the outcome was that they are now going to ventilator train the staff at the nursery, I feel 

much relief about that because I was very nervous …….” (10 104-108) 

 

5.3.2 Growing up with Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome  

Children with CCHS are continually growing and developing as any ‘normal Child’ would be 

expected to do, but at the same time they gradually takeover the care of their own condition. 

Within the data self-care was viewed by Children and parents as a precursor to safety, 

independence and normality. Each step towards self-care therefore, appeared very important to 

the affected Child and their family. This developmental process required the family to support 

the Child to go through the stages of understanding and learning about their condition and how 

to manage it. However, for the parents, as their Child took steps towards self-management, they 

also had to reconceptualise, during each one of these stages, how they cared for and supported 

their Child to safely to manage their CCHS. This process of selfcare therefore, had two key 

elements for parents: the first supporting their Child through the stages of self-care and the 

second, how they adapted the management of their Child’s CCHS as they progressed towards 

being self-caring. This process therefore resulted in learning and adaption being a constant 

feature of their lives 
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“It’s all a learning curve, it has been a learning curve from the day he was born” (2. 415). 

Initial understanding of CCHS for the Child was focused on ensuring that they would be able to 

verbalise to an adult that their tracheostomy tube was blocking, or indicate they needed suction 

to clear some secretions that had built up in the tracheostomy tube making breathing difficult. 

The Child also knew that when they were on the ventilator to go to sleep the risks dropped 

dramatically. This reduced parental concern significantly and is described below: 

“Going to bed tonight N said that he couldn’t breathe and that he needed a Tube change.  We 

changed it and it was clear so possibly just a bedtime delay tactic but love that he is so aware 

and able to vocalise his needs.  It makes leaving him in the care of others so much easier, we 

only ever leave him with trained people but knowing that he can express his own needs makes 

it that bit easier...” (14/10/E)  

The next significant stage of understanding for the Child about CCHS was that it was their 

CCHS. Children’s early understanding of CCHS was to see CCHS as a parental issue rather 

than their own. This was vividly portrayed when the Children undertook the river exercise 

(Scenario One see 4.1.4.3).  During this exercise Children drew onto paper suitcases what they 

would take on an imaginary camping trip (which was then mocked up for them to experience). 

Interestingly, during the boat trip in the event, of the older Children only two took any ventilation 

equipment (both discarded it in favour of other items from their suitcase when the storm hit 

(Scenario One). The younger Children did not pack any medical equipment, but drew pictures of 

their parents in their case (literally as a picture of them in the suitcase Figure 5.2).  When asked 

on arrival to their camp what they needed to stay the night after showing the researcher all the 

contents of their cases, they were asked if they needed any equipment to stay such as 

ventilators. They simply replied “I’ve got my mummy” since they had put their mummies in their 

cases or just assumed, they were there. It seemed as though they had transferred their CCHS 

to their parents and proceeded to get on with life unencumbered by CCHS. 

 

Figure 5.2 One of the 
Younger Children’s 
Suitcase Drawings 
Containing the Whole 
Family (reproduced with 
permission) 
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Children at this stage were in the preschool and primary school age. When discussing 

equipment required to breathe when asleep (in scenario two see 4.1.4.3), the Children could 

describe in great detail what they required and why. However, they either saw this as their 

parents’ issue and again took their parent along with them or did not connect the need for the 

equipment on an overnight camping trip until the diver (used in scenario two) explained what 

equipment he needed to breathe. When asked about their breathing equipment it was clear they 

understood its purpose and importance as exemplified below: 

“I have my machine to breath at night” (S2P12). 

There appeared to be a strong link between their understanding and the context they found 

themselves in. The understanding they described in a planned routine situation was not 

apparent in the scenarios where they were outside of their normal context. 

The subsequent step, was then perceived by parents to be, when a Child showed wider 

understanding outside routine care. Parents described when their Child started to take over 

ownership of their CCHS and began to make sense of it. They began to appraise situations and 

to take make decisions, by assessing their own knowledge of the medical implications of their 

condition in new situations. In the next quote, parents recall the point at which their daughter 

started to consider the implications of her condition in a new situation: 

“And we know that she worries about it because remember the time we went over the ferry and 

we didn’t have her ventilator with us, the ……… ferry, you’ll have passed it at the wee bend. We 

went over that, and we were just on a trip and we didn’t have the vent with us and she started 

panicking, what if I fall asleep ……” (5 256-261). 

For Children, who are tracheostomy ventilated, the move to mask ventilation is a key step 

towards self-care, which like most developmental steps evolves over time. For Children with 

CCHS moving from a tracheostomy to a mask is a major move towards independence. For this 

transition to occur successfully, it has to be a decision led by the Child, as it is the Child who 

has to learn to cope with this new interface. Often the trigger for the Child is a desire to be able 

to undertake an activity, which would be impossible without a change in their current interface 

for ventilation.  

As described in 4.10 the research was launched at a CCHSUKSG Family Day where the 

researcher had organised a play room for the Children. This was not provided as part of the 

research in the first phase, but as a thank you for allowing the research to be launched on the 

day. However, the diaries and interviews later showed how important the play room was. For 

three Children, it started the process that lead to the removal of their tracheostomies and a 

transfer to a mask ventilation interface. The following diary and interview quotations tracks this 

process from initial idea through to decision and change over to mask ventilation: 
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“Yes, because actually our family group after that conference that’s where I think that is where 

the initial spark was” (2 127-128). 

“The kids were just discussing it, yeah these kids were just discussing it between themselves 

and then J just made the comment to A that umm girls wear masks, which I thought was a bad 

comment, oh crap he is never going to wear a mask but umm so I think that was all going on in 

the background,” (2 164-168). 

“because it was that day that he said that mum I’m not wearing my trachy tonight, I’ll wear the 

mask, I want to wear the mask tonight and he hasn’t wore it hasn’t gone through the trachy 

since.” (2 180-182). 

With regard to the transition of using the mask, the CCHSUKSG and their Facebook page were 

perceived as significant resources for families to use to help their Children become 

independent. This was through discussions, sharing stories and even sharing videos of care, as 

described below: 

“I asked the group on the Facebook page if anyone could post a video of their masked Child 

getting ready for bed, so N could see the mask etc.  3 people did it and N loved it, extremely 

positive!” (25/8/U).  

Once a Child is mask ventilated there was the potential for big steps in self-care, as illustrated in 

the diary extract below: 

“N put himself to bed! Well almost. After he’d brushed his teeth he went straight into his 

bedroom and put Vaseline all round his face and then put his mask on! He is so clever. I put his 

sats probe on round his toe and then he was all set. He was so proud of himself and I am so 

proud of him” (21/11/B). 

This important process was the beginning of transferring responsibility for the management of 

the Child’s CCHS from the parent to the Child. Whilst these steps were of great importance to 

the Child, they were also extremely challenging and frightening for parents, however they were 

motivated and excited by their Child’s developmental progress.  

 

5.3.3 Going to School with Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome 

Education is a key part of all Children’s physical, emotional and social development. Selecting a 

school was felt to be difficult for families including situations where a Child has no voice due to a 

tracheostomy tube or developmental delay. Often a difficult decision had to be made about 

whether specialist or mainstream education should be chosen. This is highlighted in the 

following interview quotation:  
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“weren’t sure that he was gonna be okay for mainstream nursery as he had no language, so we 

had a big push with speech and language” (10 93-95). 

The letting go involved the affected Child starting preschool or school and was seen as a 

significant step for most parents, as outlined by the parent quoted below: 

“.. it’s leaving her alone is school, that was a big thing” (5 617). 

This complexity and risk were also a major issue for preschool, schools and medical teams, 

often leading to long delays in getting into preschool or school, as in the experience of this 

participant: 

“she was taken out of nursery for the first half of year until they got trained” (5 1149-1150). 

The training of staff to enable Children to attend preschool or school was time-consuming. Few 

of the parents received support from their nursing teams in this frightening and complex 

transition. This often resulted in them training the school staff, with no support from the clinical 

team. The following series of diary entries follow a mother’s journey from back up to finally 

leaving the preschool staff in charge:  

“Making progress with nursery training, N settling really well, will be good for him for me to not 

be in the cloakroom and I’m looking forward to some time to myself – to go to the supermarket 

or do the housework!” (1/10/E). 

“The nursery staff completed their trachy and resus training yesterday, so I can finally leave N at 

nursery and escape the cloakroom.  I don’t feel I can go far as his ventilator isn’t at nursery, 

they would need to hand bag him if the need arose, so I don’t feel comfortable being far away, 

but great that I can go home, and N can enjoy a normal nursery experience without his mum in 

the cloakroom.” (11/10/B). 

Some parents enjoyed this experience and time with their Child at school whilst others felt it 

was an invasion into their Child’s independence. Special education needs coordinators 

(SENCOs) were viewed as a key to enabling access to school and as key workers. Children 

with tracheostomies had particular issues with engaging with school and peers (due to 

communication issues caused by the tracheostomy) however schools were praised for their 

efforts in engaging them, as in the following quotation, 

“I’ve no criticism of them because they brought on his speech and even in school they were 

doing sign language for the school poem and they had the whole class doing sign language and 

... they really, really helped N,” (2 95-97).  

Exercise and complications of sedentary activities were particularly important in CCHS in the 

more sedentary school environment. Children, who have this condition, are unable to adjust 

their respiratory rate in response to exercise. This meant that some were liable to become 
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unwell when exercising or undertaking long periods of sedentary activity, such as in school 

lessons. This complex balance and the skills needed to care for Children with CCHS in a school 

environment is outlined in this entry: 

“Today at school N had PE. He was extremely tired afterwards and went very pale but 

fortunately N’s TA knew exactly what to do and made him sit down and rest and have some 

water. It’s very difficult as he does not show signs of respiratory distress like other people. Am 

so grateful that half the school is trained up on N’s vent and know what to look out for” 

(24/11/E). 

School staff were seen as particularly caring and supportive parents derived support from 

involvement in school life, as demonstrated in this diary entry: 

“both his mainstream school and special needs school are fantastic and make life a lot less 

stressful when we know he is in good hands” (10/1/E). 

Parents reported that they grew to have the normal expectations for their Child at school, such 

as succeeding, learning and achieving. These stories had a particular poignancy, particularly, 

as many did not expect them to be able to participate in this way. 

The responsibility for a young person with CCHS continues beyond normal limits of parental 

responsibility and on into adulthood, as exemplified below: 

“went to brother’s stag do in Leeds and mum came and picked us up when we were ready to go 

back to the cottage mum and dad looking after me during the night” (27/7/B) 

 

5.3.4. A Family Enterprise Normalising Care 

A highly complex medical condition such as CCHS can be a major barrier to normal Childhood 

in terms of family care and support. Developing comprehension across each of a family’s core 

members enabled a change or increase in family support.  

The siblings were perceived as key core family members in making sense of the condition in 

most family structures. Depending on their age at the affected sibling’s diagnosis, their 

understanding developed over a short or long period of time. Siblings initially think their brother 

or sister will get better. Understanding that CCHS will not go away is part of the process of 

understanding, acceptance and normalisation. Helping Children to gain the understanding that 

CCHS is permanent was, however, viewed as problematic. In the following extract, a parent 

discusses the moment the siblings started to understand this concept: 

“We were discussing CCHS at dinner tonight and it appears that sibling one and sibling two 

really got a lot from the time spent with the other kids at the family meeting at the weekend.  We 

have always said that N will always need a ventilator and that one day he will use a mask, but I 
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think after meeting some of the older kids they better appreciate that it is a ‘forever thing’ and a 

bit more about what the mask might be like for N” (2/10/U). 

Siblings who understood their brother or sister’s condition were felt to be in a unique position to 

help watch over the affected Child without adult intrusion. Older siblings who were trained, 

tended to spend significant amounts of time in the same place as the affected Child, so were in 

a unique position to help out in an emergency passing equipment or seeking adult assistance. 

These siblings, both boys and girls, became fully trained enabling them to go out unsupported 

or even to provide direct care. The proceeding diary entry captures this process: 

“N sibling done a trachy change, knowing that Sibling is able to help out in an emergency” 

(8/5/E).   

A sibling who was trained thus, enabled an affected Child to discover increasing independence 

with other Children, without the intrusion of adult oversight. The following interview quotations 

outline this:  

“The middle sibling she’s…. we trained her as well and she’ll like maybe take her for a walk 

round the block, with the dog, things like that which is nice for her to be able to do these things 

(5 1093-1097Participant. 1). 

“Older brother has actually taken unpaid leave when umm when my mum was really poorly, and 

I moved in with her” (7 328-330). 

Siblings were noted in the play room prior to scenario one and two, as watching their sibling 

with CCHS and taking them back and forth to their parents (S1 S2 RN1). 

Siblings were therefore viewed as essential in the family unit’s way of conceptualising, 

managing and normalising of CCHS. Both the diaries and interviews demonstrated a real 

balance between the Child with CCHS and the unaffected siblings. There was little evidence in 

this group of any sibling being resentful or negative, which in the wider literature on disability 

and young carers, is perceived as an issue for some siblings of disabled Children. One sibling in 

the focus group, now in his thirties, described:  

“the key reason for not resenting the constraints of my brother’s condition was the sense that 

managing my brothers CCHS was a family endeavour that I was very much involved in from a 

very young age.” (FG2 P8) 

The ability to deliver care was also identified in extended families. The support offered by 

extended family members was highly valued by all, but two families, one who didn’t have 

access to such care and the second where friends appeared to take this role. The competence 

and confidence required to undertake this care takes time to build up both on the part of the 

relative and the parent and Child, as seen in the following interview extract:  
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“increasingly feeling confident that we can leave N and get further away and again just do the 

things that we would normally have done” (10 290-291). 

The ability of family members to gain this competence and confidence was perceived as being 

influenced by their level of contact and the training they received formally and informally. In this 

example the importance of competence and confidence is discussed:  

“My sister often visits on a Monday and when it’s time to collect the older boys from school we 

would all go, or B and I would go, but today my sister said to leave N with her.  She has had 

some training, but it was a while ago and she’s never used it much, but it was great that she felt 

confident enough to be left with him for a short while – so much more normal for us all” 

(15/10/B). 

As in the following example parents worked at keeping extended family members competent 

and confident:   

“Mum put N to bed to keep her training up” (11/8/U). 

The complexity, nature and quantity of equipment which need to be set up, including ventilators, 

oxygen saturation monitors and suction machines was perceived as a concern in extended 

family care. Parents reported their confidence could be affected by mistakes or omissions and 

thus their confidence, to use an extended family member to help was altered as reflected in this 

passage:  

“my mum would walk up to the little park up there and she would come back and say do you 

have a suction machine” (10 280-282). 

When reflecting over a time period in the diaries, there was an acknowledgement of how 

significant the impact of this support is, which was not always acknowledged in day to day life:  

“…. coz you do take things for granted… specially our parents, I think, you don’t realise, I’m like 

ooh parents coming” (8 265-266) 

 

5.3.5 Facing Complications and other Unknowns 

The most significant complication in CCHS which parents often have not been exposed to in the 

early days of diagnosis are ‘Sinus Pauses’. This represents a serious risk in Children with 

CCHS who have the potential to have or develop this complication. Sinus pauses are episodes, 

when their Child’s heart stops beating, due to cardiac pauses, thus creating immense fear and 

uncertainty. There were some significant concerns amongst the families who knew about this 

risk.  A member of the group had recently died as a result of a sinus pause. A sinus pause can 

also be linked to anoxia (lack of oxygen to the brain sometimes unnoticed as it can self-resolve) 
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which especially in very young Children can lead to brain damage. This concern is shared in the 

following interview extract 

“when N asks all sorts of questions about things we know his wee mind is active! We sometimes 

wonder if he had been diagnosed with a heart rhythm problem, sinus pauses, earlier would his 

mental development been a lot better than it is now for his age” (E/4/1/U). 

Not all the families were aware of this issue, until it was an agenda item at the CCHSUKSG as 

shown by the following diary entry: 

“Following on from the Conference I now understand that all CCHS Children, whatever their 

mutation, are at risk of cardiac problems” (1/11/U). 

There is also evidence of the parents asking for more in-depth information now they had a 

greater awareness of the issue, as in the subsequent journal records: 

“Found out N had no pauses at all at previous halter tests I knew he had no significant pauses” 

(4/2/U). 

The parents gained reassurance from having the Halter test undertaken (a 24-hour heart 

monitoring test undertaken to detect sinus pause) and reassurance from their medical team, 

which allowed them to refocus on the wider family life again. The families also recognised that it 

is an area where much is still unknown, but were comforted by knowing that medical 

advancements were occurring in this field. This is highlighted below:  

“Received another email from N’s consultant today saying he was discussing CCHS with other 

people in Europe and the US.  This should clear up issues on testing requirements” (5/8/U). 

The CCHSUKSG families compared the management of their Child and asked for further tests. 

The group is reassuring in the sense that they see other Children having and overcoming 

pacemaker operations (treatment for sinus pauses if identified) however it makes it an issue that 

is very close having lost one member to this complication.  

 

5.4. Manageability 

As a reminder, manageability is the behavioural component of the framework, or in other words, 

“the extent to which one perceives that the resources at one’s disposal are adequate to meet 

the demands posed by the stimuli that bombard one” (Antonovsky 1987:17). From a salutogenic 

perspective when an individual or family have a high-level of manageability, they believe that 

any problem can be solved by their own actions and abilities or the support that they can access 

from those around them. This collection of themes considers this construct for the Children and 

families within this study. 
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5.4.1. Understanding the Wider Context of Care 

As mentioned elsewhere, most of the Children were diagnosed in PICU. In terms of 

manageability, being many miles from home, made the pressures of splitting their time between 

hospital and home difficult, especially when there were siblings at home. This appeared to drive 

families to take family decisions, that they might not have otherwise done. Some of these were 

extreme, such as moving the whole family or changing the Children’s schools to be together, as 

described below: 

“So, we actually had to move the rest of the Children down and put them into erm school down 

near the hospital” (5 100-101). 

The difficulties imposed on family life at this time were particularly hard on siblings especially 

when they had to move, as shown below: 

“For the rest of the kids it was a big...huge thing for them …. N was only four and you know that 

he had to leave all their friends and start kind of a new life” (5 129-134).  

Consequently, for discharge to be manageable for this group of families, it needed to be 

manageable within the wider context of the family. Discharge needed to be a process, where 

the Child and family were at the centre of making decisions, on how their new life might be (and 

that this should not be solely governed by a predetermined, medically driven process). The 

importance of discharge coordination, with a team which looked holistically at their health, 

medical and social needs was thus essential as evidenced below:  

“… (local discharge coordinator) was dealing with N’s condition …not the regional specialist unit 

…even as a NHS employee she seems to be very detached from the medical side of things and 

much more attached to the personal family side of things” (8 971-973).  

As care for a Child with CCHS was viewed as specialist and overseen by regional Children’s 

centres, the practical and financial issues of having an affected Child in intensive care were 

profound. These specialist centres were normally based in large cities, making commuting 

complex, expensive and time consuming, these issues were exacerbated by the long periods of 

time spent on PICU as illustrated:  

“We were a year and a half in hospital” (8-95). 

“It took about 2 ½ hours I say that’s the average” (8-126). 

One family found they had to give up work:  

“It was obviously life changing for us coz... we both had to give our er.... give up our jobs” (8 

643). 
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In terms of financial support, families gradually became aware of this, but it was felt that the 

various claim forms were bewildering. If professionals took time to support them this was much 

appreciated. Once completed, the benefit start date was set on discharge, but with many 

families, they had a phased discharge, so it was not until final discharge that benefits started 

making a real difference to family finances, as illustrated:  

“Got awarded high rate for DLA and Mobility which should make things easier” (13/2/U) 

 

5.4.2. Manageability of Care at Home 

Manageability within the PICU was reported to be very different from manageability in the home 

and community environment. The true complexity and burden of highly technological care, was 

also only clear once the Child and family got home. Some families had a phased discharge 

package (this is when a family build up from a night at home to full time sequentially) whilst 

others did not. Families reported that they needed to know how to access skilled specialist 

advice from nurses, who knew the family, Child and their condition well, on an ongoing basis. 

They described needing a key contact. Families viewed the key contact role (commonly referred 

to as a named nurse / key worker in the literature) as being effective, when the role 

encompassed more than the technical and medical aspects of CCHS. The interviewee below 

outlines the wider aspects of the role: 

“About the caring and the nurturing side as well and the impact that has on the Child and the 

family” (10 576-567). 

Support staff also needed a range of skills including technical nursing skills. In addition, having 

knowledge of the Children and family, as the following respondent explained: 

“to me is important: the person who is doing the training knew N didn’t just know his equipment, 

but she actually knew him” (7 634-638).  

Consistent nursing staff who knew the Child and family well, as described in the quote above 

(where it was provided) was vital to families. This component was found in surprisingly few of 

the family’s experience of care. Where it was present, it was associated with teams who 

provided a holistic approach to care, encompassing case management support, ongoing Child 

support and training in addition to the care package. This appeared to be particularly important, 

as the Child and family came to terms with the enormous changes that have occurred in their 

Child and family life. 

Access to emergency support and advice was felt to be required consistently or ‘24/7’ in order 

to reduce the feeling of isolation in times of need. Further, it was suggested that this advice also 

needed to come from clinical and nursing teams that knew the Child and family well. 
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5.4.3. Manageable and Flexible Family Care Packages  

Parents in the study expressed the importance of regular and sustainable care packages, in 

enabling them to safely manage the care of their Child.  In the subsequent extract a family 

describe and reflect on the significance of their care package:  

“...you know .... a third of our life minimum is, well more than that it’s over a third of our life is 

spent with ...with a care team around us.... you do realise how big a part they are and erm... 

how much they do do help” (8314-322). 

In CCHS whether mask or tracheostomy ventilated, there was widespread agreement amongst 

the study participants, that having carers to cover nights was essential to manage. Some 

parents however, as captured in the next diary entry, liked to have a night without professional 

carers to allow some privacy: 

“made life easier having no care tonight as it is nice to get our life back every once in a while.  

Still look forward to Mondays when care resumes though” (27/8/E).    

However, without sleep at night, parents felt that they became easily exhausted and could not 

manage in day to day life. In the interview excerpts below, parents outline how much is involved 

in caring for a Child with CCHS, but also the need to balance formal care with the parental role:   

“shattered I definitely couldn’t do it without ... I certainly couldn’t work … umm... yeah just cause 

it’s the amount of times like you have to get up 5 or 6 times in the night and it is shattering” (9 

58-59). 

“.. the difficult thing I found was a lot of the time was I ... only want the carers in the house when 

I couldn’t look after him, so I was never gonna be the mum to say I want 24/7 care” (7 578-580). 

Flexibility was important to families, but to be able to do the things that most families take for 

granted, significant extra effort and flexibility was required.  Some parents noted that their care 

providers worked with them to achieve this as below:  

“A date has been agreed for a home assessment to be carried out at my mum and dad’s house, 

if approved this will mean that N can go to his Grandparents for a sleep over, with his brothers 

and husband and I can have some proper respite” (9/10/E). 

To have a family evening out required care staff to adapt as below:  

“Out for family dinner with friends and were able to ask the carer to start a little later than 

normal, enabling us to stay out with the other family and not need to rush home” (20/10/E). 

However, some families felt care was a service driven by a focus on staff to cover shifts and 

staff needs, rather than what was important to families. Families described family focused care 

as the ideal approach, where there was a team approach to care with the family part of, and 
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central to decisions. Service driven care approaches had a significant effect on the family’s 

ability to manage a normal family life as outlined below: 

“I think there is too much red tape, there’s too much, too many walls, they make, umm you know 

carers are not allowed to be in the house on their own with the Child, umm there’s no flexibility, 

you’re told what your hours are, umm regardless of whether they fit, umm there’s no flexibility at 

all umm and trying to change anything just it’s just impossible.  Umm those sort of things I would 

like to change.  I would like them to listen to the families” (11 340-346). 

Conversely, there were examples where such listening and flexibility was apparent. For 

example, in one young person’s personal health budget package a person focused approach 

was taken, as outlined in the following passage 

“nurse [is] picking me up from club when I ring her and bringing me home” (6/7/E). 

Parents felt it was important to be able to contact carers, if they were going to be home late due 

to an over running schedule or family event. However, as described below parents were often 

discouraged by health care providers from contacting their carers outside work hours: 

“we’re not allowed to have their mobile numbers so again if you are running late you can’t text 

somebody to say oh listen …” (10 541-543). 

There was a mix within data drawn between organisations, which tried to provide a flexible 

service that led to family driven care versus service providers which were service driven and did 

not include families in decisions, delivering care with generically trained staff, who didn’t always 

know the Child and who worked non-flexible shifts.  However regular, trusted, carers who were 

specifically trained for a Child and knew them and the family well and were willing to adapt to 

family need, such as supporting holidays were highly valued and vital in terms of manageability.  

However, it was recognised that the pool of carers needed to be sufficiently large to enable 

cover during times of sickness as described here: 

“maybe if there were six or eight people who came here on a regular basis and they were with N 

and they were with another Child, you if there was a bigger pool” (10 465-467). 

The majority of diary and interviews were highly complementary about the care staff, in 

particular the perceived skills possessed, as explained below: 

“had a temperature in the night and the carers looked after him brilliantly, they didn’t even call 

me down to see him they just got on and cared for him while I slept. They are awesome” (4/11/E 

C). 

However, there were some carers who were not positively viewed, and some parents intimated 

that they had concerns that some carers went to sleep during the night shift, which could have 
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had catastrophic consequences. Overall however, there was also significant dependence and 

trust in the care team without which life would be unmanageable as described below: 

“life is planned with precision (laugh), you know umm everything is planned and you know, and 

the reliability of having the carers turn up every night is just, umm, you just couldn’t live without 

it” (11 233-236) 

   

5.4.4. The Developing Child  

There was a physical and cognitive developmental component in the diaries and interviews. The 

cognitive component has been considered in comprehensibility and the physical component will 

be considered here. Physical development has a significant impact on manageability. 

Anatomically as the Child grows, their airways and therefore their tracheostomy tubes become 

bigger making them less likely to block. When the Child is young, they can require frequent 

episodes of sleep requiring regular ventilation. They may also have varying activity patterns, but 

as the Child became older and less likely to sleep in the day, management becomes easier. 

The following interview extract describes this change: 

“he is more predictable now if I went to the swings with him I wouldn’t necessarily take his 

ventilator, like within the village because I know when like he doesn’t drop like a hat in the 

pushchair and things like that so that has certainly made life easier” (9 339-341). 

Many Children with CCHS have tracheostomy tubes initially, making speech or nonverbal 

communication harder to acquire. Once the Children could communicate their needs, they can 

engage those around them and when there is a problem, they can let others know what their 

needs are. The following extract illustrates how significant this change is to the manageability of 

the condition: 

“with his speech improving it makes it easier for new people to be able to get into that inner 

circle” (2 295-296). 

 

5.4.5. Equipment to Live 

Equipment was a vital part of life with CCHS, supporting life or in warning of impending issues. 

Therefore, equipment being available, fully functional with back-ups for all key equipment was 

essential. Of equal importance was having easy to navigate systems to support this vital 

equipment, such as consumables and maintenance. The following extract shows the 

importance of this issue: 
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“we had a second humidifier, so when the current humidifier was continuously alarming at one 

am, so we could just quickly swap over and go back to sleep” (5/9/E) 

In the example below, a parent discusses issues with an oxygen saturation monitor, which is a 

key instrument to warn if a Child is not breathing or ventilating effectively. The alarm limits that 

are safe for a Child and an adult are different, in particular the acceptable pulse rate. Adult 

alarm limits would lead to an oxygen saturation monitor alarming continuously on a small Child 

as their normal pulse rate is much higher than an adult. Conversely an adult has a much lower 

threshold for a low pulse known as bradycardia than a Child. Therefore, an adult minimum pulse 

alarm limit is much lower and would not trigger a low pulse alarm until well below the safe low 

pulse rate for a Child. On some monitors, like the one referred to below, setting of alarm limits is 

relatively complex but vital, as when switched on, they default to standard adult limits. To 

overcome needing to change these limits each time for a Child, the manufacturers have 

included a patient specific option, so a Child’s limits can be programmed in so that as soon as 

the machine is switched on it defaults to the programmed Child specific limits. In the quotation 

below parents had not been shown this feature.  This created an unnecessary risk in this case 

and prevented less confident carers, such as grandparents giving care:  

“we....worked out after having the SATS machine for 4 years, ... that we don’t need to 

programme it every night now….we have managed to programme it so that when you ….turn 

the button on it’s set for N’s settings and that’s been something that’s held back my mum and 

(partner’s name) mum from actually looking after the kit, or shall we say putting him to bed when 

we’ve gone out it’s been a case of we put...we put .. N to bed, and then we go out and so we 

could never go out, but now, all they’ve got to do is push one button and it’s all done and so 

that’s gonna make our lives ... an absolute bunch easier they should tell you that when you 

come out of the hospital …. how to do that, they should set it for your Child” (8 397- 427). 

Servicing of equipment could be a significant logistical obstacle for some parents, but simple 

solutions such as home servicing, appeared to reduce these issues dramatically, as shown 

below: 

“EBME have made an appointment to come out during the half term break and service all N’s 

equipment. This is much easier for us as all the equipment will be here instead of half of it being 

at school with N” (22/11/U). 

The ability to monitor oxygen saturations in the car was noted by several parents, as being 

particularly important to them. This is because a simple hand-held monitor, that runs on 

batteries, can monitor blood oxygen levels. Therefore, if a Child with CCHS start to go to sleep 

and stops breathing and their blood oxygen levels fall, this causes the monitor to alarm. This 

may also occur if the Child is unwell. This is illustrated below:  
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“I am able to monitor N’s sats in the car due to small machine which alerted me that N was 

under the weather” (24/9/E). 

The size, weight and importance of the equipment, necessitated easy access to transport, 

which was particularly important to parents’ whose Children were under three years of age, and 

who needed frequent sleeps, requiring access to ventilation. The availability of blue badges was 

important - provided by local authorities for Children and adults with disabilities, these enabled 

families to park in disabled bays which are normally close to shops or facilities and have larger 

bays. For a group of Children, like the participants, who have significant and complex health 

needs and are dependent on extensive and heavy, bulky equipment this easy parking facility is 

very important. In the following diary record a special day out proved overwhelming, but easy 

access to the car and equipment appeared to help to resolve the issue:  

“Disability Card for parking and easy access, but all day at the show wrecked N.  Journey home 

had a sick boy very sweaty” (19/2/E) 

 

5.4.6. Communities of Support 

Extended family support was described by families in terms of direct care, by a trained family 

member or an untrained family member, with general awareness of CCHS (or indirect care 

where a family member helped with logistical issues or support for siblings). Family support was 

viewed by most families as a key component to their ability to manage. This provision enabled 

the responsibility of care to become more of a shared responsibility. This support helped 

families to return to a more typical family life and eased the pressure on families. The need to 

constantly watch a young Child with CCHS in case they went to sleep and stopped breathing 

could be particularly difficult. An example of valuable indirect care was identified when an adult 

with good awareness of CCHS and the potential risks was able to help, by being an extra set of 

eyes at busy social or leisure activity venues seen in the following diary extract: 

“having four of us out to watch and look after N” (21/5/B). 

However, this direct or indirect support was not always available or accessible to all families. 

When support was available it was seen as a “normal” form of family care and adaption, and 

was most commonly taken on by grandparents, though aunts and uncles also featured as a 

significant group. The type of care offered by extended families was similar to that the extended 

family offered other siblings, but was curtailed if the family member was not trained. The 

availability of trained extended family support allowed for parents to focus on siblings, their 

relationships and developing wider friendships.  

The care of siblings was the most common and valued form of indirect extended family care, 

allowing siblings to access opportunities and activities, that may have been difficult for the 
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affected sibling to attend. Indirect or untrained care also offered a second pair of eyes and an 

extra pair of hands to carry all the equipment, particularly on holidays and days out as in this 

example, where the advantages were pointed out by one parent: 

“having uncle to carry emergency rucksack, so we could take N in the backpack rather than try 

to take the pushchair to the beach” (7/9/E). 

For many of the Children there appeared to be close ties to the wider family network. The 

Children’s suitcases in scenario one and two contained a variety of family members from 

mummy and daddy, whole family, sibling, uncle and grandparents. 

 

Figure 5.3 Extended Family Featured in One Child’s Suitcase Picture (reproduced 
with permission) 

Pre-existing friends (prior to diagnosis) mainly featured in parent’s descriptions, as someone a 

parent went out with, while a competent and confident carer provided care. However, for many 

of the families there was a sense of a lack of understanding about the changes that had 

occurred for the Child and family within their friendship group, making them a limited option in 

supporting manageability in the community. This is highlighted in this interview quotation:  

“the odd person doesn’t really have a clue about what life’s like and actually you know there’s 

been people invited, friends invited us to go youth hostelling holiday last year and you know let’s 

walk the west highland way with the kids and you go not really you have not figured my life out 

have you” (10 240 346). 
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However, in some families, some friends were reported to take a similar role to grandparents, in 

supporting the parent’s Child and siblings and were seen as part of the same network of 

support, as the wider extended family. The diaries and interviews demonstrated the very 

significant role that the extended family, and to a lesser extent, friends play in enabling Children 

and families to adapt to the complexities and demands of the condition.  

Being part of the CCHSUKSG had also facilitated strong friendships and support which is 

evident in both the diaries and the interviews. The group created a feeling of not being on your 

own and appeared to be for most participants, a vital source of support, as illustrated by the 

following interview quotation: 

“because you do think you are all on your own and you think that no one else is, has this or is 

going through this and this is clearly not the case” (11 165). 

For the Children, home and school friends were clearly important but so too were friends who 

had a shared experience of CCHS. Within the Children’s playroom in scenario one and two 

there were well established friendships from previous meetings and new friendships that 

developed through the day. (S1 S2 RN1 16) 

The wealth of knowledge of the CCHSUKSG was viewed as particularly important to new 

families and in meeting other families, to whom they did not have to explain their Children’s 

condition. In short, they were “in the same boat” as demonstrated in the following diary extract:  

“Going to a group who are used to ventilated Children, don’t have to explain everything” (2/9/E). 

Meeting other families with older Children and young people helped to create a sense of a 

possible future and helped to build hope. The active involvement in the group and helping new 

families or others going through a difficult time, could be a significant support to a new family’s 

ability to manage, as revealed in the following diary entry made after the CCHSUKSG 

conference at which this study had been launched: 

“Have a message from the FB support page saying that the new website we previewed at the 

social gathering in ……... is now up and running......Its brilliant and I was chuffed to see a pic of 

N on there. Really hoping that this will help new families realise CCHS is manageable” 

(13/11/E). 

The link to the CCHS community via the CCHSUKSG allowed a harnessing of the group 

experience so “many heads” were seen to be beneficial.  The group experience was also used 

to compare Children’s symptoms, clinical care, care packages and what level of package 

support parents felt they needed.  This could increase expectations for those with small care 

packages, but also challenged those who felt they needed very big care packages. The 

community support was also seen as helping to widen views on support packages typified in 

this passage: 
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“Discussion on Facebook tonight about respite and appears that many families get funding for 

three hours per week from Social work. Nothing like this has ever been raised to us - will now 

look into this as it would be great as N gets bigger if we could get help with afterschool care or 

attending clubs etc” (12/10/U). 

It was felt by some participants that there was a risk with virtual discussion groups, that views 

could be misunderstood and cause fewer forthcoming members to withdraw. It was discussed in 

the interviews, that there were some incidences of negative comments on the CCHSUKSG’s 

social media page, but overall the participants were clear it was a positive support. As an 

information source, the group and its social media page achieved quick answers to questions. 

This learning and exchange were important in manageability. Families described how this was 

particularly important to them, as formal care providers were often hard to contact or slow to 

return calls. 

 

5.5 Conclusion  

The findings, after initial analysis and further consideration utilising Antonovsky’s (1987) three 

conceptual areas of meaningfulness, comprehensibility and manageability (in an adapted 

manner), have identified a rich account of how Children and their families adapt, learn, manage 

and regain control and meaning in their lives. From this account three themes emerged outlined 

below. 

The next big Leap (adapted from Meaningfulness Antonovsky (1987) 

This theme described the impact of the diagnosis and the initial period of intensive care in 

hospital, which lasted through the parent’s life. The ability to regain a focus on what was 

important to the family was key to adaption. The importance of Child and family centred care, 

which supported the ability to regain hope and a positive focus for their Child and family was 

striking. Hope provided the foundation for “taking the next big leap”, which encapsulated the 

positive drive behind striving for outcomes that were important for the Child and family, including 

accepting levels of risk to achieve these outcomes. Young Children were highly focused on their 

personal outcomes. The way care was delivered could support or impede these outcomes for 

Children and their families. Supporting features of effective care packages included reliability, 

consistency choice, flexibility a focus on supporting Child and family outcomes. Celebrating 

achievements was also important to Children and parents alike. 

A life of learning and adaption (adapted from Comprehensibility Antonovsky’s (1987). 

This theme describes the way children and families understood and conceptualised the CCHS, 

within the context of their daily lives. This understanding and confidence in initially, the parent’s 

ability to manage their Child’s condition, developed over time and through experience and was 
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closely linked to the new challenges that each big leap brought about, such as starting school. 

The young Children who took part in the study initially saw CCHS as their parent’s issue and 

their learning and conceptualisation was linked to their developmental stage. Learning was 

initiated by them wanting to achieve their next big leap.  Taking an interest in their care then 

progressed to taking part in care procedures in a set context. Later understanding of the 

management of their condition included caring for their own medical needs out of context, in 

different and new situations. As the Child grew more independent the parents had to learn how 

to support the young person less directly, creating a challenge to the parent’s understanding of 

LTV. The Children and families were focused on normalising their lives. Positive ongoing 

support helped them to be confident that they could cope with whatever came along.  

Working together to make LTV manageable. 

Working together to make life and LTV “manageable” adapted from Manageability Antonovsky 

(1987). This final theme encompassed the capacity to deliver the care each Child needed. 

Development affected the care needs of the Child requiring different levels and types of support 

at different stages. The requirement of care throughout the night made care packages very 

important to families, how much these care packages helped them manage was affected by the 

flexibility of delivery and importantly the consistency, skills and person who delivered the care. 

Equipment was essential to enable manageable care, providing early warning of problems and 

dependable respiratory support. Family or friends support at some level, were a feature of most 

family’s resources and was integral to care, in particular the flexibility of care. The CCHSUKSG 

was a key support to families in providing ongoing information and emotional support and to the 

Children who had friendships through the group with Children who had a shared experience. 

Schools were an essential component of the Child’s experience and were highly valued by 

parents, both in terms of manageability and emotional support. 

All through this data set the Children and family’s hopes and expectations of achieving as 

normal Childhood as possible were apparent. The Children with CCHS demonstrated a 

considerable ability to adapt and lead a normal Childhood. Parents shared that goal however, 

with significant additional responsibility.  

The strongest theme overall was the focus on the next big leap. This theme characterised 

striving forward and was deeply motivating to Children and families. However, it is equally 

clear how complex and difficult this was to achieve. This complex mix is summed up in this 

final interview quote:  

“I kind of feel a bit like ... you know… like a swan. It might look elegant but it’s really not, its 

furious and its fast and its panicking and ummm stressed all underneath but yet trying to sort of 

look like yeah we know what we are doing this is really easy” (10 357-360). 
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Chapter 6.   Discussion  

6.1 Introduction 

This final discussion chapter is the culmination of bringing the thesis together. It will draw 

together all the elements of the study to critically explore how the aim has been achieved 

However, firstly, the research aim and study questions are presented here as a reminder:  

The overall aim of the study was to explore from the perspectives of Children and families what 

helped and enabled them to overcome the complexities that Long-term ventilation (LTV) 

brought into their lives. From this aim to questions were developed for the study outlined below 

 

1. Does the salutogenic theory offer a new theoretical approach to underpin 

conceptualisations of the care for Children, and young people (Children) living at home 

with long-term ventilation support? 

2. What enables Children, young people and families to overcome the complexities that 

home long-term ventilation brings into their lives? 

 

6.2 Critical Discussion of the Methodology 

Throughout the thesis Antonovsky's theory (1987) has been applied in order to study Long-

Term Ventilated (LTV) Children. This is a novel and unique application in this field with this 

group. Arguably, Children with LTV requirements are some of the most medically complex 

individuals receiving care in the community. The predominant approaches in the literature, as 

set out in Chapter Two, are currently problem-focused or biomedical focused approaches. This 

context of complexity has made the approach taken in this research unusual, as the medical 

complexity of LTV treatment has led to the domination of biomedical, problem and risk-based 

models and the more positively focussed, health based, salutogenic approach is rarely applied. 

Therefore, the use of a different novel approach enabled the researcher to consider new 

approaches to the data collection and analysis and subsequently important new findings to be 

identified.   

Conversely, proponents of pathogenic or traditional problem focused models however, could 

argue that using salutogenic theory to refocus care runs the risk of failing to recognise the 

technical and condition specific issues that a problem based, or pathogenic approach would 

uncover. This is true as the salutogenic theory is more commonly used in health promotion 

approaches. However, the findings of this study highlighted that a change of focus from 

diagnosis and treatment to seeing health as a process (as encapsulated in the approach of 

salutogenesis) was found in this study’s findings and seemed to work particularly well in 
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understanding a lifelong chronic condition (this finding is similar to Cowley and Billings 1999). 

This study’s findings identified how the Children and families were driven by their hopes and 

aspirations and integrated LTV into daily lives they aspired to lead; the researcher contends that 

once the initial diagnosis and treatment is initiated and LTV started, LTV (like any other long-

term condition or complex problem) has to be adapted to and integrated into the Child and 

family’s life and there needs to be a change of focus in assessment, support and care delivery 

to reflect this.  

Furthermore, from the parent’s perspectives in this study, also highlighted the potential for care 

to be entirely focused on medical outcomes, which can lead to parents feeling like ‘nurses’ 

rather than parents (Lindahl and Lindblad 2011:256, Kirk et al. 2004:460). At the same time 

parental findings reflected that there was a desire to lead “an ordinary life”.  The Researcher 

would argue that the findings presented in this study demonstrate the usefulness of the 

salutogenic approach in this context. However, pathogenic and risk factors remain important in 

safe and effective LTV care, but nonetheless this research is suggestive that a more integrated 

approach with salutogenic approaches is required in long-term home LTV care (discussed 

further in 7.5). 

As outlined in Chapter Three, 

 

 this study utilised salutogenic theory utilised in an adapted manner. The study’s qualitative 

approach and research questions required an ability to question, consider and challenge or 

develop salutogenic theory. The approach taken of using salutogenic theory within the diary 

questions and as a lens for the analysis required extensive thought, supervision, quality review 

and safeguards within the study design.  Utilising theory in this manner had risks and benefits. A 

significant risk was that the integral nature of the usage of salutogenic theory would make its 

critique and development more difficult. This was extensively reflected upon (4.3, 4.4, 4.13.2, 

4.13.8). The theoretical findings outlined in 6.4 demonstrate the level of eventual challenge to 

the salutogenic theory that evolved through the study. 

Antonovsky (1987) defined the salutogenic approach as an approach that was aimed at 

gathering the whole story of the person. In practice, however (in later research) Antonovsky’s 

approach has often been applied in a reductionist way (See for example Olsson, Hwang 2002).  

As described elsewhere, (see 3.18) Antonovsky's (1987) theory is classically applied by using 

the sense of coherence (SOC) questionnaire and scale (developed by Antonovsky 1987) to 

measure a person’s SOC score (see 3.18). By taking one element of the salutogenic theory, 

namely the SOC questionnaire and applying this in isolation from other salutogenic concepts, it 
could however be argued that using a SOC Scale rather than using the concepts of 

comprehensibility, meaningfulness and manageability more broadly was not in keeping with the 
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type of holistic approach required to capture the “whole story of the person” (Antonovsky 1987) 

or qualitative approaches per se. The decision taken in reference to the qualitative study base 

was that a more open methodology and data collection tool was required. This decision was 

considered at length (see 3.19, 3.21, 3.22) and underpinned by a further literature review of 

studies that had utilised this type of approach as described in 3.19.2. This approach was 

particularly effective in several ways. Firstly, this method enabled an open and questioning 

approach to be taken with the data and the salutogenic theory. Secondly, this facilitated the 

Child and family’s voices to be central to the study. It was hearing what worked for the 

participants through the Child and family voices that enabled rich and interesting findings to be 

identified. 

The approach taken throughout this study in utilising salutogenic theory, was to use in an 

adapted manner, the three concepts of meaningfulness, comprehensibility and manageability 

described earlier (3.8) to underpin the qualitative epistemology and methodology. In turn this 

impacted on how the study was framed, including the phrasing of the questions, which were 

then used in a diary format, open interview questions and as a storyline for a participatory play-

based scenario. In the diary, for example, as described elsewhere (Chapter Four), participants 

were asked three open questions broadly based on the concepts of salutogenic theory.  Another 

example was the Children, as described elsewhere (4.11.4.3) where the salutogenic approach 

to collecting data was used in the river analogy, to explain the complex theory; this had the 

effect of the Children becoming actors within the scenario and this novel approach adapted a 

complex theoretical approach into a simple Children’s participatory play-based activity. It is 

however, a fair point that there could have been practical difficulties in framing understandable 

and useable questions on such complex constructs with this group, but the careful handling, as 

described in Chapter Four sought to minimise this. Thus overall, the researcher would suggest 

that in reality the salutogenic approach was a strong construct, but allowed for flexibility in line 

with the qualitative approaches.  

The integration of salutogenic theory and the approach of a technique known as Appreciative 

Inquiry (AI) was carefully considered, as outlined in 4.4. AI describes the process by which data 

is gathered, to assess the way in which participants envisage their future and the unfolding of 

future developments. The use of AI was considered necessary to determine what Children and 

families would see as an ideal LTV service. The addition of AI, however, represented the 

addition of another approach to a study, where complex methodologies were already being 

applied. The decision to adopt AI may therefore be susceptible to the charge of over-

complicating the study and this may be seen as a study limitation. However, the use of AI was 

limited and carefully explored (see 4.4) and was used to fill a clear gap identified with using 

salutogenic theory. 
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A further discussion point is that the positive focus used in the framing of questions and 

scenario could be argued to risk missing the true balance of the Children and families’ 

experience (an experience which was complex and negative as well as positive).  This concern 

was voiced, initially, by some of the families, however further quality checks including analysis 

of the data, revealed families found ways of expressing strongly held negative concerns. This 

concern was further reduced, as the literature review had demonstrated, that the existing 

research base, whilst rich in data around the problems Children and their families faced, was 

lacking robust evidence of what worked best for the Children and their families (see Chapter 

Two). 

A particular issue with the methodology was that the number of Children and families in this 

study was very small, limiting the breadth of experiences that could be studied. The Children 

with CCHS are a unique subset of Children receiving LTV. Their cognition and physical abilities 

are only mildly affected. However, the majority of Children receiving LTV have more additional 

complex needs and disabilities (Wallis, Paton et al. 2010). This does therefore, pose issues 

around transferability to the wider LTV group with complex disabilities and would require further 

research to explore its use in the wider LTV group. 

The process of keeping a salutogenic focused diary produced data in itself and is also a worthy 

discussion point for this chapter. Interestingly, four out of the eight families found the diaries 

easy to complete, whilst four found them more challenging. One participant left the study before 

starting the data collection, as they were facing significant adversity in their daily life and found 

finding positives difficult. Overall more of the respondents found the diaries interesting than an 

additional burden (this was particularly noticeable in those who had found doing so a 

challenge). The strong theme, in the group who found the exercise helpful, was that when the 

diaries were re-read their perspective of the time period was re-evaluated. On reflection, the 

participants tended to consider that the month recorded was far better than they had perceived 

it to be. Participants put this down to a tendency to focus on the day to day frustrations 

encountered in their lives, rather than what was going well. There is a growing body of evidence 

(Burns et al. 2007, Fredrickson and Joiner 2002, Garland et al. 2010) that contends that 

“positive emotions expand people’s mind-sets in ways that little by little reshape who they are” 

(Garland et al. 2010:850). In addition, “inducing positive emotions” by asking patients about 

their “best times” (Burns et al. 2007:8) have meant that long-term positive diaries have been 

used as a way of trying to enact this change (McCullough 2003 quoted in Lambert et al. 

2009:461).  

The concept of finding it hard to only write down the positives for some participants was an 

interesting finding, as was the tendency to find it easier to identify issues and frustrations. 

Antonovsky (1987) linked this trait with the level of a person’s sense of coherence.  Those 

having a lower sense of coherence were more likely to report negative experiences (as outlined 
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in 3.11). Another possibility is that the way the United Kingdom’s healthcare system assesses, 

delivers, and evaluates care based on a risk and protect approach, predisposed respondents, 

when asked about their experience, to discuss what is not going well, rather than their 

achievements and success. In-depth consideration of this tendency is considered against the 

findings in (5.2.1 Paragraph 5-8).  

As described elsewhere in Chapter Two, the family interviews were based on the three diary 

questions and participants were asked to highlight the most important issues for them from their 

diary entries prior to interview and from these two open questions were asked (see 4.11.3.1).  In 

the interviews the participant’s responses were used to further add to the discussion in the 

interview. The interviews were relaxed, as they took place in the participant’s own home. This 

placed the interviewees at ease and enabled them to engage in frank and open discussions. 

The approach did bring an element of distraction from small Children and dogs, which 

lengthened transcription, but had little effect on final data capture. There was a risk that this 

extra step (of conducting the interviews) would add little to the study, but the data was 

significantly more detailed than the diary data and enabled a level of exploration that was not 

possible within the diary (thus reducing the risk of the diary methodology limiting respondent’s 

responses).  

Furthermore, the Arts-based data collection from Children was originally intended to be drawn 

from the picture pages in diaries and the scrap books and memento boxes. Unfortunately, this 

was ineffective with only two pictures being produced by the Children and no mementos being 

collected. The second approach used to engage the Children was in developing vignettes into a 

scenario-based approach, was a novel method developed for this study. This method was used 

to gain an understanding of the Children’s perspective. This approach produced interesting data 

around what was important to the Children and who held the responsibility for their health. The 

activity risked not engaging the Children, but the use of play specialists and the careful planning 

of the day (and activity) achieved a high level of interest and data. No attempt was made 

however, to interpret pictures produced in the session. Only the Children’s words and 

descriptions of their pictures were collected as data and incorporated into the findings, which 

fitted well with this study.  

It is also worth discussing the use of content analysis which was utilised as a framework for the 

analysis undertaken during this study and fitted well with this study (4.13.1). The flexibility and 

content sensitivity of this method were therefore considered to be of central importance. The 

merit of this choice is discussed in depth in 4.13.1, 4.13.8. This method was utilised at different 

points and the findings of and the two sweeps of analysis undertaken, compared and contrasted 

to widen the analysis of the data and to consider the utility of a salutogenic approach. In the first 

sweep as described and critiqued in 1.13.5.1. an inductive approach was used to undertake the 

initial analysis of the data. The data was initially coded using a memo approach (Glaser 
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1978:72), and then considered through a process coding approach (Glaser 1978:72). A parent 

representative also independently considered the findings and commented on crossover or 

differences from their own experience.  In this phase the analytical approach was separated 

from the underpinning theoretical approach, to create a data set without theoretical influence. 

However, in practice in a study where the methodology was intertwined with the underpinning 

theory, there was still a theoretical influence, as the questions and approach were rooted within 

an adapted salutogenic approach. The influence of theory on research has been a matter of 

significant debate since the inception of grounded theory (Denzin 1978:74). However, in this 

study real questions around how the findings worked together as a process for the participants 

remained.  The decision was taken to explore the data further. After significant consideration 

and supervision, a decision was taken to conduct a second phase of analysis; in this phase the 

link to theory was overt and was carried out through a process of directed analysis. The findings 

were analysed within the context of Antonovsky's (1987) three concepts and considered the 

data utilising a process of inspection (Denzin 1978:74). There was a risk that categorising the 

results into Antonovsky’s (1987) three concepts could overestimate the importance of these 

concepts to the Children and families. To explore this possibility, the data from the phase one 

conventional content analysis were compared and contrasted and considered in depth against 

the phase two directed analysis findings. Final categories were then decided upon.   

However, a significant risk to the quality of the research in this type of analytical approach is 

that it could “force” rather than “create” data (Flick 2009, Mays and Pope 2000). Review of 

supervision notes and a detailed research diary supported the initial premise that this transition 

was not forced, and the initial data was still clear within the new theoretical codes based around 

the three concepts.  To ensure credibility, trustworthiness and quality categories were 

subsequently explored by presenting the findings back to the participants, via a focus group, 

interviews, and a further Children’s participatory play-based scenario was undertaken to widen 

the Children data set. This allowed adult participants to consider whether they felt the findings 

reflected their experience, through a process of member checking and more data from the 

Children was produced to cross reference with the findings. During the final member check, 

reliability was also considered, by going through the preliminary findings of the study, to test 

whether the participants felt the findings linked to the data they had given. The focus group 

gave a group view, and this was cross referenced with three interviews with families who did not 

attend the focus group. This enabled both an individual and group view of the reliability of the 

phase two codes. The findings, whilst fundamentally identifiable as the original findings, were 

now split and grouped into Antonovsky’s three conceptual areas. This new focus was 

enlightening, as it brought together codes into stronger concepts that shed new light on the 

findings.  Importantly this second sweep also created a set that could now be seen together as 

a process of adaption for the first time. Glaser cautioned about the risk of being subsumed by 

the great theories (Kelle 2005). However, in this study rather than being subsumed by 
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salutogenic theory for the first time despite an extensive critique and quality review in chapter 

three, fundamental questions were raised within the Researcher around how salutogenic theory 

works as a process. The findings from phase one analysis on their own, whilst novel and 

interesting, did not identify the process in which adaption to a chronic condition occurred for the 

Children and families. To fully explore these questions required in depth consideration of the 

findings, in the context of the new directed analysis data. From this analysis the process of how 

families adapt became clear. These findings posed questions about how adaption occurred in 

this group of families and salutogenic theory and in particular how salutogenic theory could be 

used in qualitative research and in practice. This is an important discussion and critique, that is 

informed by the findings, so this is explored in depth in the following sections. 

 

6.3 Critical Discussion of the Findings 

Having critically discussed the methodology used in this study, the chapter will now move on to 

a critical debate of the study findings. 

 

6.3.1 The Next Big Leap (adapted from Meaningfulness Antonovsky 1987) 

As demonstrated in Chapter 5.2.1, meaningfulness at diagnosis for many families was pared 

back to its most basic level, with a struggle for life itself and hopes and expectations were reset 

to any life at all. In the face of this threat, meaning was often reset to the fight, initially for life 

and then for home.  For some participants this continued into life at home where the response 

to every problem was to see it as a fight. This finding linked closely to the existing LTV literature 

(2.4.1). However, the data identified for the first time a very different perspective. Half the 

participants who reflected on their diary prior to the interview, noted the month had been far 

better than they perceived (the others had a general expectation that things would work out).  

They reflected that their recollection prior to reviewing the diary was of the struggles not the 

steps forward that they had made. There was a sense from the interview data that right back to 

PICU there had been a focus on problems and risks, rather than opportunities and hope. In 

many families this placed them at odds with the medical and care teams. Once home this 

continued with assessments and care delivery, which from all the respondent’s viewpoint was 

based on problems and issues, with families conversely driven and focused upon hope, 

normality and opportunities, setting a scene for some for ongoing problematic relationships. 

This is an important and novel finding that had an ongoing effect on the ongoing perceptions of 

participants to the value of the care and support they received. 

This sense of striving to achieve normality was conceptualised by the families as a series of 

leaps (described as ‘the next great leap’).  These leaps were highly meaningful to initially 
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parents and later to the Children. The leaps tended to be centred around things that most 

families generally take for granted, such as traveling in the car or going to school. However, the 

participants found that undertaking everyday activities for the first time with a ventilated Child, 

(even these seemingly simple activities) presented a significant challenge. As Children and their 

families became more confident, these leaps became focused on the achievements commonly 

associated with Childhood, such as family holidays or swimming. These leaps were significantly 

more complex and often riskier for this group of Children and families (but were highly 

motivating). The Children were equally motivated by these leaps with three Children, during the 

study, changing from tracheostomy to mask ventilation, to enable them to undertake an activity 

they wanted to achieve. To support the Children and families in this endeavour, families 

described needing trust and well-developed relationships with their care teams. This finding was 

an important and novel finding of this study, whilst not linked to the LTV literature there are 

some cross overs with the wider literature which will now be considered. 

There appears some crossover of these findings and the approach of family centred care. 

Family centred care is an approach that instead of caring for an individual Child, acknowledges 

that for Children the family is an interrelated and insuperable unit and therefore care needs to 

be focused on the whole unit, rather than just on the individual (Shields 2015). There are 

several key tenants of this approach, parents are the experts in their Child’s care, the family is 

the Child’s main source of support. Parents being involved in care reduces the Child’s anxiety 

(Jonas, et al. 2014). The nurse’s role is seen as recognising this and adapting care and care 

routines to fit the family unit. The nurse achieves this by gaining an understanding of what is 

important to each individual family unit. The approach of family centred care has been linked to 

salutogenic theory and the approach of providing “healing orientated practices and 

environments integrated into care (Jonas, et al. 2014). Even though questions were used that 

deliberately sought out what was working, it was clear that the central tenants of family centred 

care were often missing - that of a nurse who knows the Child and family well. Many families 

had access to Community Children’s Nurses, but they were generally seen as not having the 

LTV skills required to support the family, so could not help them adapt their Child’s care to the 

family’s life. The majority of the Children had care providers, who saw their role as providing 

shifts, rather than providing holistic integrated care around the principles of family centred care. 

Indeed, these care providers were often completely separate from the local Children’s services. 

Overall there was a critical gap, that of the named nurse working with the family, who was 

integrated into the local health, care and education system. The two Children and families that 

had an active named nurse who was part of their daily care package in the cohort expressed 

significant satisfaction with care delivery and described care that could be described as family 

centred. Interestingly, these respondents described teams who supported the family with each 

new leap; coming home, first holiday, starting school. At the time of the interview, in one of the 

families, the named nurse was supporting their discussions and planning with the Child’s 
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secondary school, which the Child was due to start the following year. The delivery of a highly 

complex intervention in the community such as LTV in isolation from a named nurse and strong 

integration and links with the wider multiagency team seems to have significant risks. Further 

research is required to explore the models and outcomes of the care delivery systems utilised 

with this group of Children and families. 

Professionals, who identified any of the leaps considered as important to the Children’s families, 

and helped the Children and families achieve their goals, were seen as offering more effective 

and meaningful support. The families valued teams that celebrated their Child's achievements 

and understood the importance of achieving milestones of Childhood (such as swimming), by 

helping them balance risk with achieving these milestones. Striving for normality has been 

described in the LTV literature (Carnevale et al. 2006) but the concept of the next big leap and 

milestones of Childhood were at the time of this study not reported in the wider literature and 

were a novel outcome of the current study. 

The Children demonstrated focus and determination to achieve their next great leap and 

although they largely (at the younger ages) saw their condition as their parent’s issue, if the 

condition became a barrier to them doing what they wanted, they became highly motivated in 

overcoming this perceived barrier. An example of this was moving from tracheostomy to mask 

ventilation as the tracheostomy precluded swimming (an activity several of the Children very 

much wanted to achieve). Two of the family diaries covered a time for the Children, where they 

had decided to move from tracheostomy ventilation to ventilation via a mask, to enable the 

Children to swim. The impetus for this leap however, came from the Children themselves. This 

focus the next big leap has some parallels with the Special Educational Needs and Disability 

reforms that have brought in England through the education and health care plan which is a 

strengths and outcomes-based approach (Department for Education and Department for Health 

and Social Care 2015). It also has links with family centred care as described earlier in this 

section. However, this finding has further implications than implementing these initiatives 

(discussed further in 6.5.1 and 7.1). 

In discussing striving for normality and complex needs, it is important to consider perceptions 

and models of disability. The social model of disability emerged in the United Kingdom (UK) in 

the early 1970s. This model rejects the individual focus of the medical model that centres on 

impairment and rehabilitation; instead focusing on the barriers created by social organisation 

and design. (Such barriers take no account of disabled people and therefore exclude them from 

active involvement in society (Shakespeare 2006). The concept of “normality” was initially 

common to both medical and social models of disability. In the medical model the focus was on 

working towards medical “normality”, while the social model of disability centred upon normal 

social access. However, within disability groups there is an increasing focus on pride and 

celebration of difference (Oliver 1996) (This discourse equally challenges the role of the non-
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disabled in disability research, which is a further challenge for the researcher as a non-disabled, 

non-ventilated researcher). The social model has been critiqued, as being overly focused on the 

needs of the healthy wheelchair user, rather than those with more complex and acute need, 

where access is not the exclusive issue (Oliver 1996). The salutogenic model (Antonovsky 

1987) differs from the UK social model of disability, as this clearly divides impairment and 

disability, rather than seeing health as a continuum, which is more akin to the Nordic model of 

disability which sees a continuum switching between the person and the environment (Owens 

2015). This Nordic model of disability appears more closely aligned with the CCHSUKSG 

approach. 

For the Children and their families within the CCHSUKSG, there was a clear group identity and 

a collective mission. Medical research and input to the group is a core part of their activity. 

Medical speakers form at least half of each of the group’s agenda. However, the rejection of 

medical barriers to activities such as swimming, (identified in this study) that were seen as a 

milestone of Childhood and an important leap, may link to the collective group’s rejection (at 

least in part) of the medical model’s intrusion into their lives.  For these Children and families, 

the emphasis instead was on a sense of wanting integration with wider society. The normality 

sought by this group of Children was in part a need for inclusion into the wider society around 

them and freedom from professional control. However, for this group of Children and families it 

went beyond control. There was a sense of activities, such as swimming, being deeply 

meaningful, fulfilling and creating a real drive. 

The Importance of siblings was also clearly apparent across the data. Care providers who 

acknowledged sibling’s importance and provided flexibility to meet the sibling’s next big leaps 

(as well as those of the effected Child) were highly regarded. The lack of a clear focus on 

siblings in this study is a limitation and is an area which requires further focused study. This 

study’s findings therefore highlight, that moving to a process focused on Child and family 

derived next big leaps would create more effective and health promoting health support than 

appears to have been delivered thus far to this group of Children and families. This focus on 

meaning and opportunities could be argued to be linked to the salutogenesis approach used in 

this study. If the families had been asked more openly about the problems they faced, these 

problems may have been more fully emphasised and may even have acted as motivators for 

change. However, there is an increasing body of evidence that questions problem focused 

frames of reference. The critique presented in the current study contends that reducing or 

removing problems is insufficient to understand human adaption (Sheldon and King 2001).  

Moreover, the literature review undertaken had already clearly identified a significant evidence 

base which had described the problems LTV Children and families faced (Chapter Two). The 

gap identified in this literature review and encapsulated within this study focused upon what 

worked for Children and families. Therefore, in considering the trustworthiness of the 
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conclusions of this study the strength of the findings in identifying what works for this group of 

Children and families is the predominant area which was considered and critiqued. 

When we consider the concepts of “hope” and “the next big leap”, one possibility is that a focus 

on hopeful outcomes was merely a defence mechanism in the face of the adversity (faced by 

Children and families) rather than a trigger to understand and manage their lives. The premise 

that meaning is purely a defence mechanism has been a matter of debate since the late 

1940s.Viktor Frankl (2004) saw meaningfulness and hope as far more than a defence 

mechanism. Meaningfulness was rather the creator of the will to do and motivated people “to 

live and even die for the sake of [their] ideals” (Saldafia 2009:105). In the current study, a clear 

link was found in the data in both Child and adult participants, to demonstrate that significant 

effort was made in achieving meaning, not just in adversity, but in day to day life.  This was 

represented across the findings, but was most clearly demonstrated in the next big leap. The 

next big leap involved significant effort and organisation to achieve. These leaps were also often 

linked to leaps that involve significant adaption for all families such as starting school or moving 

to secondary school, but with CCHS the complexity of the change was far higher. However, the 

boost of confidence and self-esteem achieved by the Child and family when they achieved it, in 

the way they had hoped, was also significantly higher. 

The findings of this study appear to have links with positive psychology (Fredrickson 1998). 

Positive Psychology emerged at the turn of the century in response to growing concerns about 

the deficit approach of traditional psychology in the UK (Carr 2004). In the United States of 

America, Professor Seligman and a group of likeminded psychologists laid the foundation for 

what is now known as positive psychology. This new branch of psychology focused on the 

“scientific study of human strengths and happiness (Carr 2004). Three areas of study were 

identified, those associated with the past e.g. satisfaction, the present i.e. gratifications, (i.e. 

sense based) and finally the future such as optimism and hope (Seligman 2002). Having hope 

was a clearer motivator for change in this group of participants. Participants were motivated to 

take on the challenges of their Child’s condition to go home and get on and live. Children were 

motivated to take over aspects of the management of their condition for the first time. Positive 

Psychology has been linked by some to the broad concept of Salutogenesis (Mittelmark et al. 

2017). However, there were also wider factors identified by participants, that went further than 

the personal attributes identified within positive psychology (considered the in following themes 

below). Moreover, an interesting feature of the findings was that despite the positively orientated 

questions used in the diary, interviews, and focus groups, set within a positive approach, there 

was also a problem-based discourse apparent. On further investigation it was clear that some 

participants had used inverse positives or interview reflections to share negative data or had 

identified issues that, although appearing negative, had induced a positive effect. An example of 

this was the “fight” where families identified battles (such as gaining rehousing or gaining the 

funding for a care package) as leading to positive effects. Such battles provided significant 
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motivation where they were defined by a clear beginning and end. These fights were clearly 

meaningful and motivating. This part of the finding was apparent in the review (2.4.1-2.4.3). 

However, it was also apparent in the data that once home the effect of this fighting to resolve 

problems became less positive as the number of issues often become overwhelming. This was 

a new finding which has particular relevance to the care provided to LTV Children and families 

in the community. The interviews identified that these issues could become fixated upon leading 

to a loss of a wider focus on what the Child and family had achieved. This was identified from 

some of the self-reflections from participants in the interviews when they reread the diaries to 

highlight what was most important to them. They themselves identified their perception of the 

month had changed with them seeing it much more positively than they had initially perceived 

One discussion point is that there was a tendency, that without positive questions, some 

participants moved to a problem-based discourse. This was noted in the focus groups and was 

an interesting finding, meriting further discussion. A psychological approach to this tendency 

connects this precedence of negative emotions with the way that negative discourse often 

reflects a clear danger and therefore need to trigger action.  Such responses are therefore 

psychologically prioritised over the more long-term nature of positive adaptation (Seligman and 

Csikszentmihalyi 2000). Conversely Antonovsky (1987) identified the focus on a problem-based 

discourse as being linked to a person’s sense of coherence. In the diaries, half but not all, 

participants noted the positive influence of the diaries on their contextualisation of the month 

covered in the diary. Antonovsky’s theory would suggest that this is due to some of the parent’s 

innate sense of coherence. Parents, with a lower SOC, would recall the month to be full of 

struggles and adversity, but when reflected on through the diary would see it far more positively. 

Those with a high SOC would not note any particular change to their perceptions of the past 

month. It would appear they simply put the difficult experience behind them or actively sought 

out the positives in the situation. One participant explicitly noted that her family described 

themselves as positive thinkers and therefore found the approach sought within the diary 

questions reflected her normal approach to life. 

This phenomenon however was more apparent in the diaries, but was less obvious in the focus 

groups (where the precedence of negative events was more apparent) (Seligman and 

Csikszentmihalyi 2000). This finding of a solution focused discourse therefore needed to be 

assessed for trustworthiness.  Such diary findings were tested through questions and focus 

group discussion. The interviews and focus groups supported the findings from the diaries. The 

researcher thus concluded that the findings had gained useful and relevant data to answer the 

research question, whilst maintaining trustworthiness. 

Overall using the construct of meaningfulness, developed into the next big leap, offered a new 

understanding of how families adapt and overcome their Child’s CCHS. It also identified a wide 

gap between the way professionals treated and supported families and what support the 
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families themselves identified as most effective. The findings from this study identified findings 

of what worked for families and Children but also identified a way of reframing negative issues 

to capture solutions. 

 

6.3.2 A Life of Learning and Adaption (adapted from Comprehensibility 
Antonovsky’s (1987) 

As described in 5.3, comprehensibility for this group of Children and families was strongly linked 

to their underpinning understanding of their Child’s CCHS and its management. Most 

importantly however, comprehensibility considered how this understanding was contextualised 

within the Children and families’ day to day life. Antonovsky (1987:140) saw this as the ability to 

define the nature and scope of the problem (including its duration) and to identify the likely 

impact and most useful resources to bring to bear. The participants described that learning 

through life experience was a key part of the process of adaption. For parents in this study, how 

they conceptualised CCHS changed with each move towards independence. Once a Child 

could move around independently the whole process of supervision, in case of airway or 

condition related issues, had to be rethought and then integrated into how they coped day to 

day. In this way parent’s conceptualisation of how they managed CCHS was continually 

challenged by the Child’s development and the journey of Childhood, in particular through the 

education system. As the Child's understanding and physical abilities changed so too did their 

wider comprehension. The young Children who took part in this study initially seemed to 

contextualise CCHS as their parent’s condition. The start of separation from caregiver enabling 

self-expression and self-control usually start around two years of age (Carter et al. 2005). For 

the young Children, in this study, it appeared that separation in terms of their CCHS occurred 

much later. There are no LTV studies in this area, but studies of self-care in chronic illness have 

noted the link with self-care and Child development (Macorby 1984). The complexity of the 

Child’s care and the protection given by parents is one potential explanation of this 

phenomenon. In research into cystic fibrosis (CF) it has been noted 47% of parents reported 

overprotectiveness (McCollum and Gibson 1970) and that Children with CF exhibited greater 

dependency on others (Droter 1978). There is also research that identifies that Children are 

often excluded from discussions around their condition (Angst and Deatrick 1996). There is 

moreover research in this area around types of education approaches and their efficacy 

(Bluebond-Langne, Angst, and Lask 2001).  However, the current study identified that Children 

up to the age of ten, tended not to consider their CCHS if they were focused on an activity. This 

is an important new and novel finding. When asked, the Children very clearly saw the 

management of their CCHS at this point as their parent’s issue. This was exemplified when the 

Children during the play scenarios explained that taking their parents with them on a trip meant 

they had all their medical equipment with them. Interestingly this did not appear to be because 
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they did not know what to do. This was exemplified in scenario two, when prompted by the 

diver’s discussion of sleeping and breathing under water, the Children described in great detail 

what they needed to breath at night (indeed some of the parents of the Children through the 

diaries and interviews  had identified the Children could and did do their own basic care 

independently).This important and novel finding of this study, has implications for the 

understanding of Children’s self-care in complex conditions  particularly in different contexts and 

warrants further study. 

A life of learning and adaption was also described in some of the diaries and interviews by 

parents as important for siblings. Rather than finding having a brother or sister with LTV a 

burden, (as described in much of the literature relating to siblings of LTV Children (Lindahl and 

Lindblad 2011) there was a wider perspective taken by participants in this study. Respondents 

reported that gaining an understanding of their sibling’s condition and being able to get involved 

in all aspects of the family’s daily life, including the affected Child’s care, was helpful for the 

sibling and the affected Child and family. In the play room activities, it was noted that several 

siblings took an active role in the care of their affected brother or sister and had the necessary 

skills to do so. However, there were also concerns expressed by parents about the wider effects 

on siblings. This finding partially disputes the current research base, which identifies that having 

a brother or sister with LTV can create issues for siblings around loss of attention, restrictions 

on siblings, increased domestic responsibilities (Lindahl and Lindblad 2011:253). In addition, in 

other studies wider concerns were raised, including the effect on the sibling’s schooling and the 

concept of siblings taking on more care related responsibilities as they matured, is described in 

Heaton et al. (2005:447). There have been almost no positive aspects of sibling care identified 

in the existing LTV literature at the time of this study. However, the diaries in the current study 

identified the importance of sibling care and the interviews noted how it allowed siblings time 

alone together. One adult sibling at the final focus group supported the value of sibling 

involvement in care as being essential for him to feel part of what was a major aspect of the 

family’s life. He went on to describe that being excluded from training to safely care for a sibling 

effectively would have excluded them spending time together on their own. This was also 

supported by parents in two of the phase one family interviews. The data gathered in this study 

appears to suggest that siblings were far more positive about their situation, provided they were 

trained, included, and allowed to become involved with their brother or sister’s care. This study 

therefore offers a separate explanation that isolation and distorted sibling relationships may 

result from not being trained in an affected sibling’s care needs. This finding, although 

potentially important, should be treated with some caution however, as it was gained from small 

amounts of data from two siblings and a parental perspective from two family interviews. This 

therefore is an area that requires further study from the perspective of a larger group of siblings 

themselves. 
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For the extended family and friendship network that supported each family, to enable their 

support to be effective the data suggests they needed to understand CCHS at varying levels, 

from awareness to full training, depending on their involvement and role. When this was 

achieved, the families’ normal patterns of family and friend support returned, greatly supporting 

the Child and the families’ quality of life. This informal trained care was far more flexible and 

meaningful than even the best formal care packages, however it enhanced formal care rather 

than replacing it. This concept of integrating the Child’s needs within the family’s life was 

evidenced in Lindahl and Lindblad (2011:257) and is apparent in the wider disability literature. 

The themes of learning through experience, growing up with CCHS and going to school with 

CCHS, described the initial process and ongoing contextualised learning and understanding of 

CCHS that the families and then Child went through. These themes also described the 

changing needs arising from Child development (as the Child grew, developed independence, 

and went through Childhood steps such as starting school). These areas were significant 

concepts in this study, which suggested that at each developmental stage new issues arose; 

many of which were complex to resolve due to the Child’s CCHS. These issues were routed in 

the family context and support to overcome them was only of use when this family context was 

fully acknowledged. Neither on-going adaption nor Child development is noted in the LTV 

literature. The issues noted in the literature are more frequently around difficulties in accessing 

training and the problems LTV creates, rather than wider considerations of adaption, Child 

development and the process and stages of growing up. There were examples in the literature 

of Child development being considered at a fixed point to add context (Noyes et al. 1999:445), 

but not as a key area for focus throughout the duration of a care package.  

This lack of focus on ongoing adjustment and Child development in such a complex condition is 

markedly different to the approaches commonly taken in other complex conditions such as 

Diabetes, CF and heart abnormalities, where the provision of long-term condition management 

support has been available for many years, either through long-term projects or on-going 

specialist nurse support. In this context, many specialist nurse approaches provide consistent 

support throughout the early days and weeks at home and throughout Childhood and 

adolescence within the home environment (Kirk et al. 2010, Llahana et al. 2001, RCN 2006). 

Where long-term condition support was available to the participants in the current study 

however, it was hospital based and normally accessed via clinics. This was checked with 

participants in the focus groups and interviews and was supported by participants as an 

accurate reflection of their experience. This is a new and original finding which has the potential 

to be used to rethink the current conceptualisation of care packages in Children’s LTV 

considered in 7.1. The data identified starting school as a particular area where the participants 

had little or no support, with parents being relied on to look after their Child in school or to train 

school teaching assistants in how to manage their Child’s condition. School has been identified 

as a key issue in the wider literature around Children with complex conditions requiring support 
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of self-care skills to enable Children to fully access school activities and opportunities (Kirk et al. 

2010). 

The findings in the study also identified “condition related learning and adaption”. The parents 

described for example how the CCHSUKSG had supported them when their Child had made 

the decision to move on from tracheostomy to mask ventilation. The group supported the Child 

and family by talking through their own experiences and sending short video clips of their Child 

putting on a mask. This wider understanding of how and why families learn about their Child’s 

LTV not in a one-off way, but as a lifelong journey effected by physical, emotional, and social 

development is a unique finding of this study. This could be attributed to the focus that using 

Antonovsky’s concept of comprehensibility brought to the analysis. The implications on practice 

of these findings are considered in 7.2. 

The parents described their care as a care package focused on shifts. Most of the parents 

described little or no contact with nurses in their day to day care. Care consisted of allocated 

shifts with carers often inconsistently or generically trained to support ventilated Children with 

little or no understanding of the individual Child’s underlying condition (see Coad et al. (2013) 

for a replication of this finding). Participants therefore identified a need for a coordinated long-

term condition management approach for their Child and family. Child specific training of carers 

within the family’s own home was seen as Child and family centred, contextually relevant and 

essential for enabling Children to be Children and families to live as normal a life as possible. 

Children and their parents who had consistent carers, who had been trained in this way 

described their care team much more positively than generically trained carers. Parents who 

had access to this ongoing LTV and CCHS support (more frequently through the CCHSUKSG 

than via the formal care provided to them) reported increased confidence and independence 

with grandparents, relatives and friends picking up aspects of the care, that formal carers had 

previously undertaken. The focus on a care package and shifts rather than a long-term 

condition management approach appears, from this small sample, to increase dependence (and 

with it conflict with care providers and commissioners), by not supporting families to learn and 

adapt as their child grew and developed. This is an important and new finding in LTV research. 

However, further studies would be required to confirm this emerging finding by taking a more 

focused longitudinal approach in a more in-depth study of LTV care provision. 

The extended family, friends and indeed community care for the families in this group seemed 

to be given little consideration by care package providers or clinic-based staff. The families’ care 

packages consisted of care largely devoid of any long-term condition management, training or 

support being offered to the extended family or to the wider friendship group which is similar to 

the findings of (Margolan, Fraser and Lenton 2004) some 13 years prior to this study. The 

approach of building on family’s strengths and social networks has a substantial evidence base 

in the wider Children’s disability literature (Judge 1998). For the families in this study, education 
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in long-term condition management was professionally delivered in clinics and informally via the 

CCHSUKSG. This group was important in understanding the Child’s condition in the context of 

their daily lives and their Child’s on-going development. This finding is an addition to the current 

LTV literature, which reported surprisingly infrequently on the benefits of peer support via 

support groups. 

The possibility was explored, that the Child and family’s understanding of their care was 

“polarised”, between the outpatient care they received in hospital and their care package at 

home. Care for Children requiring LTV was, at the time of writing, funded differently to most 

other NHS care. The large care packages required to manage Children’s LTV at home 

necessitated bespoke care packages, which were not available within existing NHS contracted 

provision, therefore they were separately assessed and funded by the NHS. Hospital acute 

services offered initial care and ongoing clinic-based care. Indeed, most of the families had 

some sort of specialist nurse support at the acute centre. Therefore, it was considered important 

to determine if the initial adaption to life at home with CCHS, child development or issues 

occurring around going to school were areas covered at clinic.  It was also appropriate to 

consider the possibility that the participants’ perception of their care (as presented in diaries, 

interviews, and focus groups) was solely focused on the aspects in the care package they 

received at home (rather than also including clinic activity). The final focus group and interviews 

explored this possibility and it was articulated by the parents, that the clinic-based education 

received by families met some of their needs, but what was missing was a focus on learning 

and adaption in its broadest sense throughout the developing Child and family’s individual 

journey, within the time and context of where the issues were arising at home.  

 

6.3.3 Working Together to Make Life and Long-Term Ventilation Manageable 
adapted from Manageability Antonovsky (1987)  

The study’s findings as set out in 5.4 identified that families’ and Children’s ability to manage a 

condition which requires 24-hour skilled care and supervision had a number of different, 

complex components. 

Firstly, discharge was made easier when there was a planned family focused approach, 

including planning around dates that were important to families rather than professionals. This 

gave milestones for families to focus on during what was often a protracted discharge process 

(Children were all diagnosed at birth or within their first year so had no recollection of this time). 

It was considered if this finding had come about as the milestones the families were describing 

were memorable events and therefore remembered more easily on recollection, than 

professionally derived dates based on condition, training, or community readiness for discharge 

parameters. However, in the focus groups and final interviews, it was clear that these family 
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derived milestones were linked to hope and were therefore deeply meaningful as described 

above (6.3.1).  The need for planning is clear in the existing literature (2.4.1); however, the 

importance of planning for family milestones is a new finding. This finding is small but new and 

suggests a small but important step towards making discharge more personalised.  However 

further research is required into this area. 

The often-protracted discharge process families had experienced presented significant 

difficulties for families which were hard to manage, in particular when there were siblings who 

had their own needs. For many, hospital care was provided far from home, making the logistical 

and financial issues particularly difficult. These problems were already clear in the existing 

research identified in the Literature review (2.4.1) however, the importance of a named nurse 

providing in-reach from the community provider taking over care was a new finding. Such a 

process was becoming increasingly difficult to enable under the care package commissioning 

models present in particular in England (but was also noted to be missing in the family 

experience in other part of the UK). The majority of families in this study had packages of shifts 

rather than complete packages of care. The approach of in-reach is linked to case management 

approaches soon after diagnosis and was at the time of this study declining. This finding comes 

from two parents and therefore requires further study, into its trustworthiness and transferability 

and may prove to be an area worthy of further study to gain a full understanding of the potential 

value of this approach. 

Care packages which aided manageability at home were those that were sustainable and 

flexible. Inflexible care made the family’s life difficult to manage and limited the family’s ability to 

lead as normal as life as possible. This is in keeping with existing LTV research see (2.4.2 - 

2.4.7). The families recognised the importance of sustainable care and the size of care team 

required to provide it, but felt that numbers of carers and rotation of staff went beyond 

sustainability and was more for organisational reasons (and was not compatible with the family 

centred care they required for their Children). 

The data identified a number of concerns around this rotation.  The first concern was that a 

Child may struggle to communicate with a changing care team due to their tracheostomy, 

making speech problematic. Alternatively, a Child may just be nervous of these strangers, who 

were present in their room overnight.  This finding came from the diaries and was corroborated 

in the interviews and focus groups, where parents were concerned about a Child being scared 

or unable to communicate. This fear made overnight care of limited value (in terms of 

manageability), as the parents were too concerned to sleep. This is a new and potentially 

important finding around the effect on Children of a lack of consistency in the care team. For the 

Children and families in this study, a well-known and trusted carer had a significant impact on 

their confidence and the Child’s contentment, making care by this group of well-known and 

trusted carers of particular value to the Children and families. This is an important and novel 
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finding. This finding may have wider utility with the more disabled wider LTV group, where 

limited communication is a common feature. There was at the time of this study, no research 

around Children’s care providers perspectives to gain an understanding of how they view 

rotation of staff in terms of service delivery but most importantly the Child’s communication 

needs. This is an important and novel outcome of this study and is important to consider in 

practice. This finding requires more research to move practice on more widely.   This is an area 

which would seem to warrant further study. 

For the families and Children studied, there was a clear developmental component in living with 

and adapting to LTV. For example, risk decreased as Children could vocalise their needs to 

those around them. As Children developed augmented methods of communication (or they 

chose to change from tracheostomy to mask ventilation), they could easily verbalise their 

needs. However, with each increase in independence came new concerns for parents as they 

moved from direct care givers to overseers of care. For example, a Child’s request to join a 

group, such as Scouts, where direct parental supervision was not practical, was perceived by 

some parents as worrying. Managing these continually changing needs challenged the manner 

in which parents and Children developed to manage CCHS in their day to day lives. This finding 

links with the personalisation of care approach which was a predominant policy driver at the 

time of this study within the NHS (NHS England 2018), but which was largely absent from the 

family’s experience of the care provided in all but three families. Most importantly however, this 

process of changing concerns and needs demonstrates the ongoing difficulties parents face as 

their Child grows and develops. This theme of working together to make LTV manageable has 

hitherto not been addressed in the wider LTV literature. A longitudinal study is required to 

identify fully the impact of Child development on the care of LTV Children.  

The literature review highlighted that there were no LTV studies in Children which had used a 

salutogenic approach. Indeed, in most research in LTV was heavily weighted towards what was 

not working in health care delivery, and effectiveness of care packages. This approach was 

equally apparent in quantitative and qualitative studies, which have both focused largely on 

researching the workload and problems that LTV brings into parents and children’s lives. This it 

appears, has resulted in a research evidence base with a problem-oriented focus on the 

delivery of care packages and the burden of care. 

 

6.4 Overall Consideration of the Theoretical Approach Taken in Reference to the 
Research Questions 

To recap, question two asked ‘Does the salutogenic theory offer a new theoretical approach to 

underpin conceptualisations of the care, for Children and young people living at home with long-

term ventilation support?’ The salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987), considered in this study 
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set a foundation for the creation of a novel methodology which delivered new understanding, 

insight and understanding of the experience of Children and their families on how they 

successfully integrate LTV in to their lives. This approach also identified significant differences 

between the approach taken in Children’s LTV by healthcare professionals and what families 

found helped them get on and live their lives. These differences are considered in depth above. 

The differences identified the importance of professional support being aligned with the way in 

which Children and families adapt to life with LTV. Thus, the researcher would contend 

salutogenic theory has been useful in understanding the conceptualisations of Children and 

their families living with LTV. 

Throughout this study, the researcher has been mindful of the study’s qualitative base. The 

challenge of using a theory as a base in qualitative research was carefully considered and 

challenged at each step. Interestingly this critical reflection in reference to the findings led to a 

challenge and remodelling of the salutogenic theory itself. This is how this evolved; the original 

salutogenic theory published by Antonovsky (1979) identified the concepts of comprehensibility 

and to a lesser extent manageability.  Antonovsky later identified meaningfulness as a third and 

most important component and published this in his second book on salutogenic theory 

(Antonovsky 1987).  He theorised that this process started by a person making sense of their 

world in terms of their understanding, practical management and most importantly how it fitted 

into their lives. Through this process they would be enabled to manage and would find meaning 

in their life creating a vital strength and ultimately meaningfulness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1   Antonovsky’s Ordering of his Three Concepts  

Utilising this theory within this study, it became clear from the data (through the process of 

directed analysis) that the sequence of the three concepts was important to understanding the 

Child and family’s experience. However, the sequence was different to the order originally 

identified by Antonovsky (1987). This evolved through the analysis of the family data and 

interviews. This is a unique, novel aspect of this study: how this emerged was that the families 
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wrote and talked extensively about meaningfulness. The data on meaningfulness was not just of 

a greater quantity; it was fundamentally richer and appeared to be of much greater significance 

to them and was a key to how they managed life with CCHS. Further comparison between the 

conventional and directed data (Figure 4.14), identified the importance of codes linked to 

meaningfulness where there appeared to be a clear sequential process. This process, started 

by families regaining a focus on something meaningful to them, in the new situation that they 

found themselves in.  Families were driven by this new-found meaningfulness to go on and 

achieve comprehension of how to care for their Child’s condition and fit LTV into their families’ 

lives and make it manageable. As the Child became older, the diaries and Child’s data 

specifically suggested it was not a quest for comprehension of the condition that started the 

process (as suggested by Antonovsky 1987) of them beginning to take on ownership and 

management of their condition. Rather it was when they found an outcome they wished to 

achieve, and to accomplish this outcome required them to take control of an aspect of their 

condition. Only then did they gain the drive to comprehend and manage this aspect of their LTV. 

This process applied equally to siblings with the meaningfulness of independent time with their 

sibling, or a desire to be involved with a key aspect of family activity created a quest for 

understanding how to manage their brother or sister’s condition. This order is represented 

below as a process in the order the Children and families described. 

The process of adaption followed by Children and families as ‘identified’ in this study as 

following a cycle started by a quest for Meaningfulness followed by » » Comprehensibility » » 

Manageability. This then continued at home, as an ongoing cycle, within the Children and 

families lives as depicted below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Reordering of Concepts to Match                                                                                      
Child and Families’ Experience 

 

The approach of professionals, identified by this group of families, was that they were focused 

on identifying, treating and trying to solve problems. In addition, they provided education to help 

families understand the Child’s condition and its technical management within hospital, prior to 

discharge. Care packages were utilised to enable parents to manage at home, with limited 
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ongoing professional support being delivered through periodic clinic visits. Home care packages 

were focused on shifts and delivering the support the professionals’ assessments had 

determined was required to reduce the burden and maintain a Child with CCHS safely at home 

represented below. 

The approach of professionals up to discharge was: 

Assessment and treatment of problems » teaching and helping families understand condition » 

care provision.  Once home, Education dropped off to add hoc clinic support and the focus was 

identified as: 

Assessment and treatment of problems »provision of care package represented below: 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Professionals Approach to LTV in the Community 

 

This study therefore, has identified the need to modify salutogenic theory to use it in qualitative 

research and practice development.  The lack of challenge around the underpinning salutogenic 

theory as described in 3.6 appears from the literature largely to have come about due to the 

rapid rise to popularity of the Sense of Coherence Scale (SOCS), as described in 3.19. The 

SOCS uses questions from each of the three domains of comprehensibility, manageability and 

meaningfulness in a mixed questionnaire making the ordering of the component part of little 

significance in its use.  The SOCS has been studied and critiqued extensively (Erickson and 

Lindstrom 2005). The qualitative literature utilising the wider underpinning salutogenic theory is 

much smaller (see 3.21) and contains no challenge of the theory, or the order of the theory as 

outlined above. Antonovsky did not reorder the components in his description of them, or 

consider the theoretical application required to reflect the conceptual precedence of 

meaningfulness, which Antonovsky (1987) had himself identified. However, this study has found 

the ordering is important, as it is the importance of a meaningful aim (the next big leap) which 

motivated the families to learn about and manage their Child’s LTV. 

Add Hoc Education 
in Clinic 
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The development of salutogenic theory, in particular its ordering, both arose from and helped 

consider the data in a way that has identified important new findings. The most important of 

which was a fundamental mismatch in what services saw as the process of adaption to LTV and 

strove to provide, compared to what was important to how families and Children adapted to a 

long-term condition, therefore, services and resources were not as effectively organised and 

targeted as they could be. Professional practice and the majority of the LTV research at the time 

of this study was based on a pathogenic or problem focused approach of identifying and solving 

problems under pinned by teaching Children and families and providing care packages to help 

families manage the Child’s condition (however this teaching largely ended at discharge except 

for occasional clinic interventions). Meaningfulness was seen by professionals as something 

families achieve when problems were resolved, knowledge imparted, and the family have a 

manageable burden. Children’s services provide care for what for most, if not all parents are the 

most important part of their lives, their Children.  It could therefore be argued that 

meaningfulness is implicit in Children’s health care. The very fact that a parent’s Child is being 

given chance to be healthy, or even to live, is by their definition meaningful. However, the 

findings from this study suggest that meaningfulness is not the outcome, it is the drive which 

motivates families to comprehend and manage and as such, meaningfulness is vital to start 

adaption. LTV like the majority of the NHS’s work is about a long-term chronic condition. 

Recovery is not cure. Recovery is the start of a very different life for the Child and family. The 

focus in the current study on discovering what is important to families and Children, found their 

hopes and aspirations appeared to motivate families and Children to take on the complexities 

they faced, to achieve the best life for the Child and family. This approach equally has the 

potential to inspire professional staff to meet their Child and families’ aspirations, rather than a 

more traditional problem focused discourse. 

To critique this finding, diary notes from the launch and parental reflections in the interviews 

were considered. At the launch and in the interviews, respondents had identified that the third 

question “things that made life/care clearer or easier to understand (comprehensibility) was the 

most difficult question to answer as such things did not occur every day. This questioned the 

trustworthiness of an argument around quantity of responses, as it had already been 

ascertained that comprehensibility was unlikely to have occurred frequently. The questions were 

reordered in the diary to reflect this feedback, which could have prioritised meaningfulness, as 

the first daily question the participants answered. However, all three questions were very brief 

and fitted on one page making them all immediately visible to participants enabling parallel, 

rather than sequential answering of the questions. The advisability of a reordering of 

meaningfulness, comprehensibility and manageability was borne out in the diaries and 

interviews, as the data on meaningfulness was not only more plentiful it was also the richest. 

The qualitative analysis undertaken in this study identified the importance of both adults and 

Children finding a focus that was important to them to start the adaption process.  The quality 
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and trustworthiness of this (and the other findings) was tested in a final focus group, followed up 

by interview at home. The ordering was supported in both the focus group and the home 

interviews. The Children’s participatory play-based scenarios provided additional evidence of 

the precedence and importance of the concept of meaningfulness. The participatory play-based 

scenario data was dominated by data around meaningfulness and the drive it created, 

conversely less was identified around comprehensibility and manageability.  

This final section in reference to the research aim and questions has brought together the 

overall aim, research questions and findings. This study has identified new and novel findings 

which bring together a rich set of findings that set out what works for Children and families in 

their day to day lives. This has in turn identified the usefulness of salutogenic theory in 

understanding family conceptualisations of life and care with LTV. However, this study has also 

raised important questions about salutogenic theory and how it works which have particular 

relevance to its use in qualitative research and practice situations. 

The modelling of how Antonovsky conceptualised salutogenic theory working and how the data 

suggests this process of adaption works was of particular significance. The new modelling 

informed by the data as outlined above, when used to compare how families adapt to LTV 

compared to how professionals deliver care and support, was fascinating. This comparison led 

to a new understanding of where the family and professional approaches were poorly aligned 

and often contradictory to each other. The adaptation of the theory is an additional and 

welcomed outcome of this study. 

 

6.5 Conclusion  

This study opened by identifying the emergence of the research question, from the Researchers 

observations of practice in Long-term ventilation (LTV) home care packages and the literature 

around this area of practice (see Chapter One). From this emerged question two as outlined 

below:  

What enables Children, young people and families to overcome the complexities that home 

long-term ventilation brings into their lives? 

Despite a significant literature base (considered in Chapter Two) around LTV home care, 

identifying the problems and issues, these Children and their families faced.  Very little had 

been written at the time of this study around what worked in practice for this group of Children 

and families. To answer this question therefore required a way of looking at this area of practice 

anew.  

The introduction goes on to detail the Researcher’s previous academic and practice related 

links with the salutogenic theory, which this study has utilised to identify and consider question 
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one; Does the salutogenic theory offer a new theoretical approach to underpin 

conceptualisations of the care, for Children, and young people (Children) living at home with 

long-term ventilation (LTV) support? 

The salutogenic theory (Antonovsky 1987) considered in this study, set a foundation for the 

creation of a novel methodology, which delivered new understanding and insight of the 

experience of Children and their families, around how they successfully integrate LTV in to their 

lives. This approach also identified significant differences between the approach taken in 

Children’s LTV by healthcare professionals and what families found helped them get on and live 

their lives. These differences are considered in depth in 6.5.1. The differences identified the 

importance of professional support being aligned with the way in which Children and families 

adapt to life with LTV. Thus, the Researcher would contend salutogenic theory has been central 

in understanding the conceptualisations of Children and their families living with LTV, however it 

requires adaption to be effective for children and families in practice. 
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Chapter 7.   Recommendations 
This chapter draws the study to conclusion, by moving the findings and discussion on to the 

recommendations, in reference to the research questions.  

The following chapter aims to ground the recommendations in the three overarching themes, 

the next big leap, a life of learning and adaption, and working together to make LTV more 

manageable, by moving the themes on to application. Overall these findings encapsulated in 

the three themes, if adapted could move service provision much closer to the expectations of 

Children and families. These changes would centre health support on strengthening each 

family’s resources, by helping them to develop personal, family and community assets. This 

approach as well as health promoting would make care significantly more personalised. 

 

7.1   Recommendations for Practice  

Care should be focused on Child and family derived aims. This study is suggestive 

that meaningful self-selected aims (next big leap) motivated Children and families alike to take 

control of the Child’s LTV, within the daily context of their lives.  To foster this potential for family 

development, an asset-based approach needs to be central to care provision. Assessment 

approaches need to be changed to capture family’s aims (see Appendix 12 for an example). 

Service delivery should be adapted to build family resources to achieve these aims, by 

supporting skill development and practical resourcefulness. Care packages need to support 

family aims and be commensurate with the family’s objectives. 

A clinical nurse management approach.  This approach of “working together to make 

LTV more manageable” should start with early in-reach into acute care services of a named 

nurse, who will manage the Child’s discharge from acute care. This should be achieved by 

undertaking a strength-based assessment and analysis of the outcomes the family’s wish to 

achieve. From this assessment the nurse and family should work together to create a 

personalised and integrated multiagency provision around the Child. The clinical nurse 

management approach must then continue throughout the Child’s Childhood. The role 

encompasses clinically and strategically supporting the Child and family through the daily 

challenges they face, by organising care around the family’s aims and objectives, which this 

study identified were often the “next big leaps” of childhood including, first trips out, holidays, life 

events, starting school, through to transfer to adult services. With each new leap or challenge 

the children and families, supported by easy access to nursing support, would be enabled to 

utilise and adapt both their informal support networks and their formal care provision to achieve 

the aims that are important to them. 
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Long-term condition management nursing support. This is a well-researched and 

widely accepted component of complex care for most Children with complex chronic conditions. 

The exclusion of Children with some of the most complex of care needs (those with LTV) from 

this support, is at odds with current research and recognised good practice. This study has 

identified that long-term condition support would be most effective in assisting children and 

families through “a life of learning and development” when it is embedded in the day to day care 

of Children with CCHS.  As the Children grow, develop and face new contexts, challenges and 

experiences the way the Children and families comprehend and manage LTV, requires 

continual adaption, skilled advice and training. This is important to Children and families alike.  

Such change could promote independence and therefore improve Children and families’ quality 

of life, by helping them develop their capabilities, strengths and resources. 

Family centred care. This is a well-recognised component of effective Children’s care and is 

of particular importance in community care. The merging of clinical management and a long-

term condition management role (which have significant cross over), into one nurse role would 

combine to provide a foundation of family centred care, enabling easy access to support of a 

nurse the family knows well, within the context of the Child and family’s daily lives. Families and 

Children, as the Child develops, could be supported and empowered to achieve the outcomes 

that are important to them. The inclusion of siblings, other relatives and significant others is 

implicit in such an approach, and with training and support could enable families to use 

traditional family and friend-based support, to help achieve the normality they strive for as a 

family. This approach could also be provided where a parent or young person chooses a 

personal health budget by clinically supporting its development and the training of the staff 

within it. 

Children and families need to be supported within the local multiagency 
Children’s services. The additional support up to and beyond what existing universal and 

specialist Children’s services can provide, needs to be carefully commissioned and integrated 

into existing Children’s services. This type of integration enables multiagency support to be 

seamlessly provided around the Child and family. In personal budgets, this would allow training 

and support of family employed staff to still be provided and the links with local multiagency 

Children’s services maintained. This level of integration would enable early recognition of areas, 

that need planning and additional support, such as starting school, sibling support and other 

Child and family derived aims. 

Consistent Staff trained specifically to understand each Child, their Congenital 
Central Hypoventilation Syndrome and associated individual care needs. Children 

and their parents need confidence and trust in those caring for them, this includes Child specific 

competence and confidence in all their clinical care needs. In addition, staff need to understand 
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the Child’s wider preferences and needs, including communication and other key areas by 

knowing the Child and family well. 

Care delivery needs to be sustainable, consistent and flexible. To have the greatest 

benefit for Children and families and to achieve the above objectives, teams and organisations 

need to be flexible and adaptable. Care provision, if not flexible and responsive, can provide a 

significant barrier to Children and family’s achieving their aims. Employing institutions need to 

recognise the uniqueness of this type of care delivery and be flexible in application of 

organisational approaches to teams striving to deliver this very different type of care. 

Personal health budgets should be encouraged. Personal health budgets should be 

utilised for delivering personalised care by family employed staff, supported and trained by long 

term condition nurses. The current lack of clinical support for families choosing this option is 

leading to a low take up of a personalised service, that this study identified many families covet. 

Children’s trained staff should be used in the care of Children.  To provide effective 

meaningful care for Children and their families, such care must be sensitive to each Child’s 

complex needs and their on-going development.  Equally important is an understanding and 

sensitivity to the complexities of family centred care (this was a recommendation in ‘Learning 

from Bristol’ (Kennedy 2001) and the ‘Quality Standard for Services providing Long-Term 

Ventilation for Children and Young People’ (West Midlands Quality Review Service 2015) and 

should be implemented. 

 

7.2 Recommendations for Theory Development  

In keeping with qualitive perspectives, theory development was an important outcome of this 

study. Utilising a pre-existing theory was a risk in this study, but the process of using the data to 

consider findings, but also challenge the underpinning theoretical model has enabled important 

theory development to take place through the study and theoretical recommendations to be 

made. 

This study questions the current ordering of the concepts of Antonovsky’s theory (1987) in the 

qualitative study of Children and their families and in their care. The study purports a new 

ordering of meaningfulness, comprehensibility and manageability. This study argues that 

establishing meaningfulness for families is essential for them to be engaged and to gain 

comprehensibility of their Child’s care needs and ultimately the ability to manage the care their 

Child needs. 

LTV care is largely, due to its complexity and risk, rooted in a problem-based model. The study 

has explored a salutogenic theory model to identify what Children and families identify as 
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important. The study suggests that the salutogenic model has the potential to reroute care into a 

more effective and health promoting approach. This study does not suggest that biomedical 

models have nothing to offer this group of Children and families. However, the study does 

suggest that once a diagnosis has been made and LTV has commenced, care can be 

refocused to a salutogenic emphasis on assessment and ongoing support though the 

lifespan.  However biomedical care will always remain part of the mix of support that Children 

and families require particularly at times of acute illness. Becker (2010) has produced a model 

of health that uses both biomedical and salutogenic models and this provides a possible 

framework for developing more holistic models of care. 

 

  

 

Figure 7.1 Analytical Perspectives on the Development of Health; Becker et al. 
(2010) 

Appendix 11 shows an example of an assessment tool developed out of the outcomes of this 

study, which blends the salutogenic and pathogenic approach into a single integrated 
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assessment. This kind of blending of approach would enable a clear focus on salutogenic 

approaches, whilst recognising clinical needs and planning for the risks explicit in-home LTV 

care. 

 

7.3 Methodological Recommendations 

The use of a diary approach added a longitudinal dimension of time and reflection into the 

findings and provided a wider understanding than that obtainable from an interview method 

alone. The methodology of using diaries to gain a more complete picture of a Child’s care 

(beyond the day to day frustrations of complex care) is an area identified in this study, which 

could usefully be applied in future research. 

Children’s participatory scenarios are an engaging new method, which has a wider potential in 

Children focused research. The use of this method in Children with other complex conditions 

would be an interesting progression, building upon the experience of this study. Using 

participatory scenarios with Children with more complex disabilities is a potentially more 

challenging, but interesting area for this approach to be considered and developed.  

 

7.4 Closing Thoughts  

This study has concluded with recommendations, which if implemented have the potential to 

deliver a more personalised, empowering and health promoting approach to providing care for 

Children and families with CCHS.  However, the approach is limited in transferability across the 

wider field of LTV (without further study), due to the specific needs of Children with CCHS; most 

notably high levels of physical and cognitive ability and the ability for most to come off 

ventilation during the day. Other studies have noted the effect of these issues on findings 

(Lindahl and Lindblad 2011:251). A larger study is therefore required to determine if the 

approach used in this study has wider applicability in LTV and complex disability. Long-term 

ventilation is a central component of families’ lives, requiring an integrated family centred 

approach to care including: personalisation of care, integral long-term condition management 

and caseload management support. A change from service driven provision to an approach of 

achieving and developing family and community resources, to achieve Child and family aims, 

allows for more creative models of care and most importantly, a shared belief amongst 

professionals and families, that they are working together to achieve Child and family derived 

outcomes.  

Areas for further Research. It would be interesting to reproduce this study across the wider 

none CCHS group of LTV Children and families, particularly those with more complex physical 

disabilities. 
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For the young Children in this study, it appeared that separation from their parents in terms of 

their management of their CCHS occurred much later than expected. There are no LTV studies 

in this area but studies of self-care in chronic illness have noted the link with self-care and Child 

development (Macorby 1984). This would seem a useful area for further research. 

The finding about involving siblings in care, although potentially important, should be treated 

with some caution however, as it was gained from small amounts of data from two siblings and 

a parental perspective from two family interviews. This therefore is an area that requires further 

study from the perspective of a larger group of siblings themselves. 

The need for planning for discharge is clear in the existing literature (2.4.1); however, the 

importance of planning for family milestones is a new finding. This finding is small but novel and 

suggests a small but important step towards making discharge more personalised.  However 

further research is required into this area. 

 

7.5 Prologue to the Research Journey 

After 31 years of nursing with 17 years’ experience of working in the field of Children’s LTV, it 

could have been very difficult to break free of the preconceptions I had built up. The rigor and 

change of focus enabled by the PhD process and the focusing of this study on the salutogenic 

approach helped me to question every aspect of the process of assessing, planning and 

delivering LTV care from a completely different paradigm, from that in which I had previously 

operated. The process has been inspirational and challenging. This approach has changed not 

just my view of LTV care, it has challenged my views of nursing and the current approaches 

applied in the National Health Service (NHS) to the management of long-term conditions. 

The Children and families involved in this research have been inspirational to work with. By 

approaching them via their long-established support group, I have been able to be a researcher, 

rather than part of the system. By being outside the system for the first time in 31 years of 

nursing practice, I have been freed up to think in a fundamentally different way (explored in 4.6). 

The grant funding, which underpinned this study from the WellChild charity, has allowed me to 

trial innovative, effective and fun approaches to involving Children in research. I started with an 

approach that Child and family research should be more than do no harm to me, it had to be 

beneficial not just to future Children, but to the Children who were actually taking part. The 

provision of a play room for annual events, staffed by play specialists, set parents free to 

support each other and learn more about their Child’s conditions. For the Children, the play 

room has been an important addition to their CCHSUKSG experience. For some, the family 

diaries charted real progress with their independence and progress with their Child’s condition, 

which started with their interaction with their peers in the playroom. My team and I have been so 
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inspired with the feedback from this activity, that we have continued to support the playroom at 

CCHSUKSG events through our team’s volunteer service. 

As a student who has struggled all my life with dyslexia, this study has been one of the greatest 

challenges of my life, however the creativeness that thinking differently, which has been 

associated with dyslexia, (Everatt et al. 1999) has enabled me to develop new and novel 

approaches to each part of the study. Going forward in reference to the findings of this study, I 

plan to put the problems and restrictions of dyslexia behind me and recognise the creative and 

novel approaches that thinking differently enables. 

A prototype model has been developed and evaluated alongside this study (Appendix 12). I 

thought this radically different system would be very challenging for staff and families immersed 

in a problem focused approach. However, the positive reception of this model has been very 

promising, not just from staff, but from the children, young people and their families. The 

openness and excitement generated by a new approach, has opened the possibility of 

operationalising the findings of this research, through a new practice tool thereby, enabling 

further research into the effectiveness and impact of this new approach I now realise that this 

PhD, rather than being at an end, is the start of a new chapter. 
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Appendix 1. Long Term Ventilation Review Table 
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Appendix 2. Complex Care Review Table 
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Appendix 3. Technology Dependent Review Table 
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Appendix 4. PowerPoint Presentation Describing Salutogenic Theory for 
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Appendix 5. Participant Information Sheet – Phase 1 
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INFORMATION SHEET 

Making it Count. 
Name of Lead Researcher: David Widdas 
Supervisor: Prof Jane Coad 

Introduction 
Thank you for reading this information. You are being invited to take part in a research 
project about services for children and families who have children receiving long-term 
ventilation at home.  

Before you make your decision, it is important for you to understand why the research is 
being undertaken and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following 
information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. If anything is not clear to you 
or if you would like more information, then please feel free to ask David Widdas whose 
details are at the end of this information sheet.  

What is the purpose of this research? 
This research aims to identify and build on the factors that families believe make their 
child's care package work for them and their family. 

Why have I been chosen? 
We have been given permission by Linda as chair of the Congenital Central 
Hypoventilation Syndrome group to approach members within the group. As a parent of 
a child who requires ventilation, you have a unique insight into what makes care 
packages more effective for your child and the whole family. 

What will happen to me if I take part? 
If you do decide to take part, you should keep this information sheet as it provides details 
about the study.  
 
You will be invited to keep a daily diary for one month which identifies the positive factors 
for you and your child and family.  
 
There will also be an interview be after the diary keeping month to gain deeper 
understanding of your perspective of the positive factors that work for your child and 
family. 
 
You do not have to take part in this research and can withdraw at any time without having 
to give a reason.  
  
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  
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We do not think that there are any disadvantages or significant risks for you taking part 
in this research as we are focusing on what works for you rather than issues and 
concerns.  

What are the possible benefits of taking part?  
We will publish the outcomes of this research with the aim of helping future families to 
benefit from packages of care developed on what families identify is effective and family 
focused. 

What happens when the research study stops?  
Once you have taken part, you will not need to do anything else. We will send you a 
short summary of the research study when it is finished.  

Who do I contact if this study raises difficult issues for me? 

For issues about how the research conducted please contact: 

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?   
All the information that is collected about you during the project will be kept strictly 
confidential and your name and other details will be removed in the final reports so that 
you cannot be recognised.  

Who has reviewed the study?  
This study has been reviewed by the Ethics Committee, at Coventry University. 

Who can I contact for any more details? 

 

Thank you very much for your time in reading this information leaflet  

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry 
University

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. 
The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, 
Coventry University

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. 
Pages where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. 
The unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry 
University
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Appendix 6. Participant Information Sheet – Phase 2 
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Making it Count. 
 

Name of Lead Researcher: David Widdas 
Supervisor: Prof Jane Coad 

Introduction 
Thank you for reading this information. Your child/children are being invited to take part in the 
second part of a research project looking into services for children and families who have children 
receiving long-term ventilation at home.  

Before you make your decision, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
undertaken and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully 
and discuss it with others if you wish. If anything is not clear to you or if you would like more 
information, then please feel free to ask David Widdas whose details are at the end of this 
information sheet.  

What is the purpose of this research? 
This research aims to identify and build on the factors that families believe make their child's care 
package work for them and their family 

Why have I been chosen? 
We have been given permission by Linda as Chair of the Congenital Central Hypoventilation 
Syndrome Group to approach members within the group. The first phase of the research looked 
at the views of Parents and this phase looks at the views of children who receive ventilation and 
their brothers and sisters as they have a unique insight into what makes care packages more 
effective for your child and the whole family. 

What will happen to me if I take part? 
If you do decide to let your children take part in the study, you should keep this information sheet 
as it provides details about the study.  
 
The children’s play room, which is next to where the CHSG meeting is being held, will run play 
activities for the two days. Some of the play activities will be themed around the positive factors 
that help them manage, understand and motivate them around their condition. We will observe 
what is said in these sessions and keep notes. Any drawings or work created in these sessions 
will be photographed and given back to the child 
 
Your Child/Children do not have to take part in this research; and if you choose for your child to 
take part you can withdraw them at any time without having to give a reason or the child can leave 
the session and re-join you in the CHSSG event. 
 
Children who are not in the research as you, or they, have chosen not to participate in the research 
can take part in any of the activities; but no data will be collected about their involvement in the 
session. 
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What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  

We do not think that there are any disadvantages or significant risks for you taking part in this 
research as we are focusing on what works for families rather than issues and concerns.  

What are the possible benefits of taking part?  
We will publish the outcomes of this research with the aim of helping future families to benefit 
from packages of care developed on what families identify is effective and family focused. 

What happens when the research study stops?  
Once you have taken part, you will not need to do anything else. We will send you a short 
summary of the research study when it is finished.   

What if something goes wrong and I want to make a complaint?  

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?   
All the information that is collected about your child during the project will be kept strictly 
confidential and their name and other details will be removed in the final reports so that you cannot 
be recognised.  

Who has reviewed the study?  
This study has been reviewed by the Ethics Committee, at Coventry University. 

Thank you very much for your time in reading this information leaflet  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
where material has been removed are clearly marked in the electronic version. The 
unabridged version of the thesis can be viewed at the Lanchester Library, Coventry University

Some materials have been removed from this thesis due to Third Party Copyright. Pages 
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Appendix 7. Participant Consent Form 
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Making it Count: can gathering and studying 

children and family narratives using a salutogenic based approach, help 
refocus children’s complex care packages in a health enhancing way? 

 

Name of Lead Researcher: David Widdas 
Supervisors: Prof Jane Coad, Andree Digon 

 

Consent form [Parents; Young people over 16 competent to read] 
 

Participant Reference Code:  Please initial box  

I have read the information sheet 
 

I know that I do not have to take part and that if I do take part I can 
withdraw at any time without having to give a reason.  

 

I agree to take part in the study as set out in the information sheet   

I understand that all data collected will be kept securely and no 
one apart from David Widdas will access them. It will be kept on a 
password protected, secure NHS server. 

 

I agree to the audio recording of post diary interview.  I understand 
this data will be downloaded onto an NHS server and destroyed 
after transcription.  The only people to hear this recording will be 
David Widdas and the transcriber. 

 

 
In the final report I understand that all personal names will be 
removed  I understand you will do the same about reports from 
the study.  
 

 

I understand that all hard copies will be kept in a locked filing 
cabinet until they are destroyed at the end of 2017. 

 

 

Name of participant  

 

Signature 

 

Date 

 

Name of Researcher 

 

Signature Date 

 
1copy for participant/1 copy for researcher 
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Appendix 8. Description from the Literature of Antonovsky’s Three 
Concepts 
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Comprehensibility. 

 

Manageability. 

 

Meaningfulness 

 

Believe the challenge is understood (Antonovsky 1996). 
The cognitive component (Lindstrom, Eriksson 2006).  
Things are potentially understandable (Hintermair 2004). 
Predictability (Londal 2010).  
Consistency, structure, clarity (Flensborg-Madsen, Ventegodt, Merrick 2005). 
Sensible (Sivberg 2002). 
Making sense of what is happening (Stokes 2010). 
Do you feel that you can understand things, that things make sense and are not 
confusing? (Mattiuzzi 2007). 
Do you feel things are predictable or expected in other words do you feel like 
you know what going to happen next, or that you know what is coming? 
(Mattiuzzi 2007). 
Can you tell me about things today that have helped to make things more 
understandable, sensible, clear, less confusing, or predictable for you or your 
family? 

Believe the resources to cope are available (Antonovsky 1996). 
The instrumental or behavioural component (Lindstrom, Eriksson 2006). 
Problems can be solved either with their own resources or with the help of others 
(Hintermair 2004). 
Good load balance (Londal 2010). 
Coper (Kandel, Merrick 2007).  
Using coping strategies flexibly (Oelofsen, Richardson 2006). 
Influenced confidence that the resources available are adequate (Stokes 2010). 
Do you feel that things are manageable or within your control, that things can be 
handled or taken care of? (Mattiuzzi 2007). 
Do you feel you have the skills or ability, the support, help or the resources 
necessary to take care of things (Mattiuzzi 2007)?  

Wish to be motivated to cope (Antonovsky 1996). 
The motivational component (Lindstrom, Eriksson 2006). 
Aims worth striving for (Hintermair 2004).  
Participation in shaping outcomes (Londal 2010).  
Make sense, worth the investment (Flensborg-Madsen, Ventegodt, Merrick 2005). 
Motivation. 
The world is conceived to make emotional sense. 
Problems are worthy of commitment. 
Challenges are accepted (Sivberg 2002).  
Increased motivation to engage in challenges faced (Stokes 2010).  
Do you feel that things are interesting or fascinating, a source of pleasure or 
satisfaction? (Mattiuzzi 2007).  
Do you feel that things are really worth it, that there is good reason or purpose to 
care about what happens? (Mattiuzzi 2007). 
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Appendix 9. Diary System User’s Guide 
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Diary System Users Guide. 
Thank you for taking part in this research study.  

The aim of this Coventry University study is to learn from families skilled in the care of 
their children’s long-term ventilation needs. The study aims to collect what works for 
you as a family. The diary/scrapbook entries can be anything that you think is 
appropriate; it does not need to directly relate to long-term ventilation issues. What we 
are trying to collect is what families think is important in their day-to-day lives. 

You will have a choice of using an electronic diary or a paper version. If possible, I 
would be grateful if you could use the electronic version (however if this is not practical 
for you then please feel free to use the paper version.) 
 
Both versions of the diary ask three questions:  
 

The best things that have happened today? 

Things that made life/care easier? 

Things that made life/care clearer or easier to understand? 

The idea of using the diary is to collect some real-time thoughts and feelings about 
what is going right for your child and family, or what makes life easier to cope with, or 
what makes life/care easier to understand. At the end of the month the researcher will 
come and talk to you about what is in the diaries/ scrapbook but also to get the wider 
context about the three questions which can include your experiences from diagnosis. 

The diaries/scrapbooks are family documents, so we are happy for any member of the 
family to contribute to them. If you wish to put in photographs or if the children wish to 
put in drawings in, please do so. Could you please date your drawing on the back with 
the day of the week and which week it was and your participant number. You can either 
insert them into the electronic or paper diary or you can put them in the scrapbook that 
will be provided. The team will discuss them at the end of the month when one of the 
researchers comes to collect them. If there is a bigger souvenir you wish to discuss, 
pop it in the box and we will discuss it at the final interview 

The diaries and scrapbooks and box will remain your property and once the research 
team have transcribed them they will be returned to you. 

We are really keen to catch thoughts and events as they occur to you, so if you don't 
have a computer or the diary handy just jot your thoughts on a piece of paper with the 
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date written on it and then you can stick it into the scrapbook. If you have your 
computer or Smartphone on send me an email to david.widdas@nhs.net 

We appreciate you may not have something to write draw or say about each of the 
questions every day but if you can contribute something related to them each day the 
team will be very grateful. 

If you do choose to e-mail me information NHS.net is a secure e-mail system 
more information is available from 
www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/nhsmail/using.  

The study has full ethical approval from Coventry University Ethical Committee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/nhsmail/using
http://www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/systemsandservices/nhsmail/using
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Appendix 10. Children’s Participatory Scenario PowerPoint 
Presentation 
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Appendix 11. Warwickshire Children’s Community  Nursing 
Assessment Tool 
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Appendix 12. Warwickshire Children’s Community Nursing Delivery 
Model 
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Appendix 13. Quality Approaches used in Each Method (Flick 2009) 
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Quality Approaches used in Each Method (Flick 2009) 

 

Methods – Arts Based Quality Approaches Areas Reviewed 
Diaries. • Philosophical suitability. 

• In-depth review of the historical 
development of the method 
consideration of literature on review 
of method. 

• Design considerations including 
format electronic / written. 

• Review potential literacy issues. 
• Data security standards. 
• Formulation of questions. 
• Links to aim and research questions. 
• Formulation, understandability of 

questions-parental review and 
(appendix 8, Chapter 3 research diary 
and supervision notes). 

• Link to theoretical frameworks. 
• Launch approach. 
• User guide (Appendix 9) 
• Effectiveness review – Adult / Child 
• Lessons learnt. 
• Learning for next steps. 

  
Interviews. • Philosophical suitability. 

• Consideration of underpinning 
literature. 

• Consideration of approach, 
structures, unstructured or semi-
structured chosen. 

• Issues around place. 
• Ethical considerations. 
• Positionality of researcher. 
• Issues of choice and control (user 

choice of diary entries to discuss). 
• Effectiveness review – Adult / Child. 

Lessons learnt. 
• Learning for next steps. 

  
Focus Groups. • Philosophical suitability. 

• Consideration of underpinning 
literature. 

• Consideration of approach. 
• Issues of power and 

representiveness. 
• Role in study – member checking. 
• Effectiveness review. 
• Lessons learnt. 

  
Overall consideration of arts-based methods 
in children.  

• Philosophical suitability. 
• Approaches – Arts informed, Arts 

based. 
• Power. 
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• Nature of children’s research. 
  
Scrapbooks.  

• In-depth history. 
• Underpinning Literature. 
• Design considerations. 
• Electronic – word, social media. 
• Health care use. 
• Copying of scrapbook – issues of 

format. 
• Launch approach. 
• Effectiveness for Children. 
• Review of Lack of success of 

Approach. 
• Lessons learnt. 
• Learning for next steps. 

  
Memento boxes. • Philosophical suitability. 

• Underpinning Literature. 
• Consideration of approaches. 
• Review of use in research. 
• Review of use in healthcare. 
• Ethics of approach. 
• Design considerations. 
• Suitability for children. 
• Collecting data transition. 
• Artefact to data transfer issues. 
• Launch approach. 
• Review of Lack of Success of 

Approach. 
• Lessons learnt. 
• Learning for next steps. 

  
Participatory play-based scenarios. • Philosophical suitability. 

• Exploration of literature around 
vignette research. 

• Relevance to ‘real life’. 
• Approach of scenario – life like / 

unusual. 
• Creation of new approach 

considerations. 
• Launch considerations. 
• Skill set of researcher. 
• Data collection approach. 
• Interaction of research assistants. 
• Training of research assistants. 
• Review of method. 
• Review of data collection. 
• Overall review of approach. 
• Lessons learnt. 
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